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YAMAHA MASTER CENTRE

NEW 16 part 32 note module
* 456 voices
*9 drum kits
* 17 programmable effects
* 32 note polyphony
* 16 part mufti-timbral
* Host computer connections
* Stunning new Yamaha

acoustic sounds!

1.2iNSTFICI

The Valve Pra preamp - all valve
circuitry. Features pre -gain enhance,

treble, middle, bass and image
control. Ideal for recording

purposes ...E499

Buy now at
pre -increase prices

TG300 module £649
TG500 module £995
TG100 module £399
SY85 workstation
keyboard £1195
SY35 keyboard £549
RY30 drum machine £359
RY10 drum machine £199
GW50 guitar workstation £559
MDF2 MIDI -filer £349
NS10 monitors £299
AM802 mixer £349
MV802 mixer £399
MS10 powered monitor £99

NEW GW10 guitar MT8X: 8 Track Recorder

multi -effector

20 multi -

effects

including

wah-wah &

pitch shifting £320

FX550 guitar multi -effects 0349
QY20 portable
workstation £399
NEW PSR 1700 keyboard £999
PSR 2700 keyboard with
sampling £1300
PF100 piano £BEST PRICE
PF85 piano .£895

Be the first! We are! --1

Fostex 380s £799
280 £699
R8 £1799

X18 £309 GTIO £999
X18H £339 DCM 100 +
X28H £449 Tux tab £399

ALESIS
Quadraverb Plus
Quadraverb GT ...£399
MIDIverb HI
Microverb III

3630 compressor
D4 drum module
RA100 power
amp £299
SR16 drum
machine £239

IRoland
NEW!! The S760 sampler

EEEiEE'Elg000

The new
Yamaha MT8X multi-

track recording system

* 8 tracks - 8 channels
*3 band EQ
*2 aux sends
* DBX noise reduction
* FREE: Electrovoice

microphone,
headphones & tape
Plus, hands-on
instruction course to
get you started

Choosing the wrong P.A. system or sound re-inforcement unit could be
your most expensive mistake!! We have large showrooms with everything
set up to be demonstrated. Don't be fooled! Come & try it at Gigsounds
Example
P.A. package - Peavey XR600 6 -channel mixer amp + Peavey HiSys 1 speaker cabs
300 watt with compact system ideal for duos, keyboard rigs & bands _1999 comp,

Keyboard Amps P.A. Equipment
Peavey KB300 £515
Peavey KB100 £319
Peavey KB60 £269
Peavey KB15 £109
Laney KB120 £395

04114"1"49.r i Laney KB80 £260
Laney KB50 £220
Laney KB30 £170

LANEY Carlsbro K100
Carlsbro K65

£375

£265

TASCAM
New Porta 7, 4 tracks, ED, high speed effects bop £379
424, 8 input, 4 tracks, 3 speed £549
464, 12 input, 4 track, 3 band EQ, 2 speed £799
488, 12 input, 8 track, 2 band ED, high speed £1499
644, 16 input, 4 track, 2 speed, MIDI controlled £1199
688, 20 input. 8 track, high speed, MIDI route/mute £2699

24 voles, 16khz to
411khz, 2 moo
ezpandabls to 32

£1699 with FREE sample CD
KEYBOARDS SD35 - new sound module &
JV1000 - 76 note workstation MIDI file player in one unit

only £1650 Boss SE70 - Multi-FX including
JV80 - 61 note multi- vocoder, reverb, distortion and
performance synth much more £475
JV800 - realtime
programmable, huge sounds DRUM SEQUENCERS
JV35 - 56 voice 16 part 18 bit R8 Mk II - new human rhythm
converter £1099 composer, 200 sounds
JV60- 56 voice MIDI file player R70 - great sounds and human
16 part, incorporates sound feel + rhythm expert system
brush £1325 Boss DR660 - superb drum
JV90 - 76 note keyboard £1499 sounds, built-in FX, 56 kits
A30 - 76 note mother keyboard, £329
amazing value
AX1 - 45 note remote
keyboard, excellent
performance model
JD990 - new super JD
synthesizer module
JV880 - 1U
expandable module
SC55 Mk 2 - Sound
Canvas, GM/GS
format

JD990 8 part, 24 voice, high
quality wave form synthesis
Eprice veto

Keyboards, modules, drum sequencers & accessories.
More stock arriving all the time - Please call!!

*GEM
S2 workstation

350 internal sounds
and over 1600 in RAM. 250,000

event sequencer. Complete
master keyboard functions.

Sample playback from RAM.
16 note polyphony

expandable to 32 with
new turbo -kit

Philip Rees
MIDI Accessories

(Mail-order post free)
2M merge unit £69.95
5 x 5 MIDI switch £99.00
MCV MIDI to CV convertor £189.95
W5 dual input thru £55.95
V10 MIDI thru £39,95
V3 MIDI thru £14.95

2S selector £14.95
3B selector £29.95

5S selector £29.95

Electro-Voice S12 2 cabs £799
Electro-Voice S15 2, pair £899
Electro-Voice Endyme 257 mics only..£99
JBL M330 pair £870
JBL M350 pair £999
Peavey EurySys 2 pair £260
Peavey EuroSys 3 pair £300
Peavey HiSys 1 1x12 pair £550
Peavey HiSys 2 1015 pair £580
Peavey XR600 head £495
Peavey XR500 C head £395
Peavey 05800 power amp £599
Klynstrom 1000 power amp £850

NON
01 W/FD WORKSTATION
* 48000 note sequencer
* 48 Mb waveform memory
* 200 programs
* 32 oscillators
*4 outputs
* PHONE FOR A GREAT PRICE
KORG i3
Interactive music workstations
* full arrangement and backing sequences

* 16 track sequencer, (40,000 note)
* 32 note polyphony
* 340 PCM multi -sounds, 164 drum sounds
KORG i2:
all the features of i3 plus

76 note keyboard + expanded PCM ROM
05/RW MODULE
An 01/W in half rack, form, 32 voice,

16 part, 32 oscillators, 6 meg £589
WAVE STATION SR MODULE
550 sounds, 16 part 32 voice £999
X3 WORKSTATION KEYBOARD
6 meg, PCM samples, 340 multi -sounds

164 drum souinds, GM, 32 note £1259
G3 MULTI FX PEDAL
Reverb, flanging, distortion

amp simulation, 9 memories +
power supply £BEST PRICE

LINDSEY LIMITED -A NEW FORCE IN MUSIC

SPECIALS
Second-hand

Ex -demo
End of line &

One-off bargains!
Yamaha PSR 410, new £475
Yamaha PSR 210, new £225

Phonic dual 31 band graphic £249
Phonic monitors 100w pair £149
Korg SQD1 sequencer £99

Yamaha RX15 drum machine, s/h £135

Korg Data Filer s/h £99

Lexicon LXP1 reverb £345
Lexicon MRC MIDI controller £225

Studiomaster Pro -line 16:2R £845

Korg DRV 3000 reverb £350

Akai XR 10 drum machine £149

Cheetah MD 16R drum machine £199

Korg S3 drum machine s/h £299

Casio MT 600 keyboard s/h £89

HW MX8 disco mixer s/h £75

Tascam M1B line mixer £199

Roland M-160 line mixer £645

Yamaha GSP 100 FX £129
Siel analogue module £145

Roland D50 Mega - RAM pack £59
Yamaha PF80 Piano s/h £399

Yamaha FB01 Module s/h £95

Yamaha QX21 Sequencer s/h £75
Roland MC50 Mk11 Sequencer £579

'FCIALS
SKB 19" RACK CASES -

LIGHTWEIGHT & TOUGH!
WAS NOW ONLY

2U

££109554U ,iit1f
6U £115

8U ,E4-66- £149
10U £185 £165

WIRELESS SYSTEMS
LARGE RANGE NOW IN STOCK

Nady Diversity Microphone £335
Nady Non -Diversity Microphone £259
Nady Guitar System £219
Trantec Lapel System £249
Trantec Diversity Microphone £389
Trantec Non -Diversity Microphone £255
Trantec SM58 Non -Diversity £389
Trantec Instrument System £199
Shure SM58 Non -Diversity £450

HI RE
* WIDE RANGE AVAILABLE

0 PA & BACKLINE

* GUITARS & KEYBOARDS

MICROPHONES & STANDS

* LOW RATES

0 EXTENDED PERIOD HIRE DISCOUNTSAlt
Studiomaster Mixing consoles
Star 36 input, 4 aux, 3 band ED ..... ....... ............ ......£935
DIAMOND SERIES
16.2 16 channel, 3 band 60, 2 aux,
Phantom power £435
Diamond Pro 8.3 balanced inputs, 8 channels,
routeable stereo aux inputs £389
Session Mix Gold 12.2R 12 channel, 3 band 50,
sweeping mid -range, XLR outputs, rackmount.......£639
MACKIE
1202 12.2 mixing console, 2 band ED, 2 aux ... ..... £355
1604 16.4 mixing desk, 4 aux, 3 band ED,

minomminow-
DELIVERY

Most deliveries in the
London area will cost
just £5 to your door.

We accept Visa, Access,

1

cash & cheques
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ALL NEW JV'S ARE AVAILABLE
IN BOTH EXPANDED AND
NON -EXPANDED VERSIONS

VE-JV1
"Every new EXpanded JV-

35/50190 comes pre -installed
with a VE-JVI expansion
board to offer 512 extra

sounds, 56 note polyphony and
16 part multitimbrality"

VE-GS 1
"Alternatively, an optional VE

GSlexpansion board can be
installed to offer 226 extra

GM/GS sounds, 8 drum sets,
built-in Sound FX and 24 pa

multitimbrality"

SR JV80-01 Po

SR JV80-02 Orchestra

SR JV80-03 Piano

SR JV80-04 Vintage Synth
"The SR JV80-04 "Vintage

Synth" features classic synthesizer
sounds like JP -8, Juno -60,

System -700, SH-101, Moog,
Oberheim, Arp 2600 etc, and is
one of four new 8 Mbyte wave

expansion board options"



44 New Order

More than a decade and a half after they first fell out of Manchester,
New Order's most married couple are still at the nerve -centre of the

band's activities. Helping them come to terms with it all -
Phil Ward

35 A -Z of Analogue

Nigel Lord

Phil Ward

Sarah Short

Simon Trask

Ian Waugh

Stuart Catterson
Hilary Reed,

Chris Brennand, David Houghton,
Sarah Clark, Sally Hilton, Zoe Wightman

James Cumpsty

Rose Wetall

ennis Hill

Terry Day

Part 9 - Hammond to Hanert. Peter Forrest
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73 Dare!

Playing live: why bother? Because it's the best way to see the

world; it's the most direct way of communicating your ideas

to an audience; it gives you a buzz, not just the audience; it

ensures you keep your ability up and keeps you on your toes;

it's the best fucking feeling in the world!

If this cross-section of replies to one of the questions in

MTease is anything to go by, it seems that most musicians are

still drawn to the idea, and seldom abandon it completely -

even though for many of them, the logistics of exporting their

music to the stage would take on nightmare proportions.

In fact, the word 'nightmare' regularly crops up when consid-

ering live performance by hi -tech bands: the prospect of haul-

ing fragile computer equipment around in a van, relying on

temperamental disk drives to load data between songs or

working on the same stage as spike -inducing lighting systems

is enough to send the average hi -tech musician scurrying back

to the sanctuary of the studio. So, again, why bother?

I think it,has something to do with a musician's idea of the

'audience' when sitting down to write a piece of music or

practising with a band. I really can't believe anyone visualises

potential listeners sat in some bedsit quietly foot -tapping

they idly flick through a magazine,..or on a train, listwIng

the music through a cheap Walkrean, However, much as this

may be the reality of the sit for most people the image

of an audience is of an e ted, cheering throng clus

'round the front of a sta Totally immersed in the rYI sic -

and providing an instanttr ction to it. They eitiler like it or

they don't, you onlytave one chance to get it right.

In many ways, it's the knowkdge that a performe might

well be greeted by a thumbs down that provides thektdrena-

lin surge which is so much a part of the attraction of plisig

brie, live. Knowing the consequences of things going serious.,,

wrong is also the reason most people ter,id to shy away from

relying totally on hi -tech gear and opt for"thei use of backing

tapes - or worse, put together bands to go ou

It seems to me there's room here for some enterprising

facturer to address the problem of playing live by designing

Look out... ,

it's coming t wav'

 Aksis QuadraSynth
 Procvon sequencer for PC

 Optikinetics Club

Strobeflower

 Korg X3R

 SPL Vitalizer EQ



equipment more suited to stage use. Of course, th6y-would

probably argue that it simply isn't worth it, given the number -

of bands playing live these days. Of course, they'd be wrong.

One only has to look at the revitalisation of the cinema in this

realise that after years of entertaining themselves at

home, people have once again discovered the value of enter-

tainment that requires a certain amount of effort. And with a

number of huge multimedia events already being announced

for this summer, and organisations like Megadog putting

together a series of truly memorable shows, live performance

looks set to flourish once again.

Should you worry about things going wrong on stage? Well,

long before the days when computers were small enough to

take onstage, I was playing in a band (OK, it was the drums, if

you must know -- but I grew out it); we were supporting a

major hand at a 1500 -seater hall. It was the most prestigious

gig of our career and we had every reason to believe that we

were being watched by a number of people with the

money 'influence to do us some good.

The gig had gone well and I had just launched into the drum

intro of our penultimate song - the point at which we really

had to get the crowd to its feet. Lashing out with my right

hand to hit the dash cymbal, somehow' my drum stick ended

up underneath it and, it being short of the requisite wing nut

to keep it in place, whisked it into the air like a deranged fris-

bee. Realising it larked the aerodynamic shape necessary to

keep it airborne* more than a couple of seconds, the cym-

bal suddenly ell to earth - edge first' neatly severing the

bass guitarist's lead and rendering his entry into the song

void. Gesticulating wildly to the roadie waiting in the wings, I

watched him smile at me and continue tapping his foot; by

the time I'd made him understand, it was too late, the song

was finished. Had the audience noticed anything amiss?

Actually, no...
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Strut

Our new sequencer will revolutio-
nize the way you compose using
MIDI. Already more than 20,000
musicians worldwide have taken
the next step into the future since
it was first released in 1993.

LOGICTM
The object oriented recording
and notation system for the
90's...
Why did they choose LOGIC?
Because of its 3 -dimensional song

structure, the highest resolution
and most accurate timing avai-
lable (960 ppq ,l 0.0005 -

9999.9999 bpm), our powerful
and versatile Environment win-
dow along with outstanding real-

notation and interactive
editing features, just for starters.
Read what the experts have to
say about LOGIC:

"The program is simply packed with

features that we 'ye been wishing
for for quite a while..."
"...we couldn 't pitch a musical
challenge at it that it couldn 't swat
out of the park. (JIM AIKIN, KEYBOARD)

"Its timing stability and Rhythmic
resolution are the best of any
sequencer I 'ye used" "I was amazed!"

(PETER FREEMAN, ELECTRONIC MUSICIAN)

"This program lives right up there
on Mt. Olympus, with few other
heavies." (LORENZ RYCHNER, HSR)

If you ' re working with a MAC,
IBM or ATARI computer, don't
wait.
Get in touch with your EMAGIC
dealer today!
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EMAGIC SUPPORTS: ALESIS ADATTM/BRCTM, APPLE SYSTEM 6-7.1 TM, ATARI 1 OSTM, DIGIDESIGN DAErmi
TDMTM/PRO TOOLSTM/SESSION 8TMJAUDIO MEDIA IITM, FOSTEX RD- 8Tm/TMC, LEXICON NuVerbTM, MICROSOFT

WINDOWSTM, MIDI FILES, MIDI MACHINE CONTROL (MMC), MIDI TIME CODE (MTC), MOTU INTERFACES/
FMSTM (in progress), OPCODE INTERFACES/OMSTM, SMPTE, STEINBERG MROSTM/ACITM/CUBASE & DNATM
GROOVE TEMPLATES, JL COOPER ICS] Tm/MCSTm/DATAMASTERTm/ DATA SYNCTM, VITC and much more...
LOGIC AUDIO is a trademark of EMAGIC GmbH. All other trademarks are property of their respective manufacturers.

Sound Technology plc
Letchworth Point, Letchworth,Hertfordshire, SG6 1ND England
Tel: 0462 480000 Fax: 0462 480800

ro_
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sparkles brighter

Lowrie Woolf Associates

recently announced a

major software upgrade
for their SeqWin

Multimedia package - and
the good news is, it doesn't
cost a penny more.

V2.1 of SeqWin now

includes patch -catching

support for Gravis

CltraSiound cards plus

improved wave editing and mixing functions such as a clipboard facility and merging of multiple

wave samples. MCI events can now be selected down to a resolution of just lmsec (ideal for dealing

with unwanted sample noises), and the new version also includes the latest updates to the MIDI
Master Plus driver package such as the improved Serial MIDI driver which prevents the occurrence
of stuck notes.

The price of SeqWin V2.1 remains at £129 inc VAT, and existing registered users get the upgrade
free of charge.

For further information contact: LWA, Spirella Building, Letchworth, Herts. SG6 4ET.
Tel: 0462 484707. Fax: 0923 265020.

Hrathuerk
iewsnesasemice

"UNDISPUTED FACT: Experience is

going to house some of the biggest
names in the music industry. We are
staging the most comprehensive
line-up of club -runners, DJs and
bands in Europe to date. The event
is being divided into seven different
areas. The main arena will house
some of the most sophisticated
laser and lighting systems ever to
be brought into this country. The
surrounding village will incorporate
six other colour -coded 'big tops'
which will encompass the complete
musical spectrum."

This statement of intent was
culled from over five pages of
information describing a mammoth
event due to take place over the
weekend of the 30th April/1st May
at Lydd airport in Kent. The
statistics for Experience make for
impressive reading: a 20 -acre
village site, seven different stages,
a main stage area of over 30,000 sq
feet, an "international food hall"
covering some 15,000 sq feet, a
50,000 crowd capacity and a
75,000 ticket availability. Er... phew.

Already confirmed for the 'gig'
are Kraftwerk (yes, Kraftwerk), The
Prodigy, 808 State, The Grid and
Test Department. Additionally, the
following attractions are on offer:
Fluke, The Drum Club, Transglobal

Underground, Psychick Warriors Ov Gaia, The Sandals, Ultramarine, Banco de Gaia, Autechre,
Revolutionary Dub Warriors, Higher Intelligence Agency, Republica, Full Moon Scientist,
Michael Dog, Evolution, MC Teabag, Dog Decor, Woof Cinema, Hassid Casualty Lights, Colour
Sound Experiment, Vegetable Vision and Zooform, plus DJs, comedians and theatre groups.

Providing the technological back-up for the event are laser designer Ralph Bergman, and
developers of the Turbosound system Tony Andrews and John Newsham alias Funktion One.
Bergman is a consultant for one of the world's largest producers of laser effects; his designs
include projects for Expo 92 in Seville, the Barcelona Olympics and Michael Jackson's '92
world tour. The show for Experience will use six 30 -watt large frame laser systems generating
up to 500 dazzling beam structures above the whole area, including pyramids, bin crosses and
3-D cubes. Also planned is a stunning strobe lighting effect and 27 coloured beams that will
illuminate the whole sky, plus an additional 94,000 -watts of lighting effects.

As you may have deduced from the artist line-up, the 24 -hour event is being mounted in
association with Megadog, the pioneering organisation which now includes its own record
label - Planet Dog - alongside its unique live events which bring together DJs, bands,
performers, lighting and sound designers.

Also drafted in will be Experimental Sound Field, an experimental group working in the field
of "conscious bio-feedback loops connected with audio and visual appreciation". This,
apparently, is achieved by placing creative personnel in amongst the audience - in their words,
"dispensing with the old stereotyped format of a stage at one end and an audience at the
other".

One often speaks of things not to be missed, but this really would appear to be an event no
MT reader could ignore. The final word to the organisers: "Experience aims to touch all the
senses with visuals, sounds, aromatics and food & drink for an overall feeling that reaches the
heart. The concept of a music festival has been developed in order to create a totally safe
environment that can be experienced simultaneously by thousands of people."

For further information contact: Oval, 5 Blenheim St, London W1Y 9LB. Tel: 071 493
2078.

Prolific MIDI software developers Heavenly Music recently announced the launch of a new Desktop Music

Division to supply complete desktop music packages from manufacturers such as Roland, Yamaha, Twelve

Tone Sytems, tulle Beach, Blue Ribbon Soundworks, BCK and many more. This complements HM's own

range of 25 software titles including the Megga Tracks series of song files, which coincidentally, there about to
cut the price of by £1 per title.

The aim of the new division is to provide a one -stop outlet for sequencers, editors, sound cards, interfaces

and cables at realistic prices and with HM own products included free of charge with many systems. Amongst

the company's new products are a series of sample data disks in Akai, PC and Atari -compatible formats, plus

new song file collections - Dr Rave and Jazz Riffs for guitar. Customers for any of these products will now find

they can phone their orders through using credit cards and well as cheques/PHs.

For a fidl list of Heavenly products phone: 0255 434217.



Up your Musicator

Arbiters recently announced a v2.0 upgrade for their Windows sequencing package,
Musicator. New features include 32 tracks instead of 16, full SMPTE/MTC and SPP
synchronisation, a full automated mixer page, multiple record modes, on -the -fly punch
in and out and support for multiple MIDI ports.
Despite its much -improved features, Musicator remains priced at £295 including VAT.
But those seeking to upgrade from version 1.0 will have to find another £69 (inc.
VAT). Still, the extra tracks alone should make it worth it.
Also announced by Arbiters are a range of parallel port MIDI interfaces for the PC.
With four MIDI Outs and one MIDI In, the Midiator MP128N offers the best value in
the range at £175 inc VAT. For the more ambitious MIDI user, however, the Midiator
MP128S provides eight individual MIDI Outs and two (buffered) MIDI Ins, plus a
powerful SMPTE synchroniser, and can read and generate SMPTE at all frame -rates.
Further details, contact: Arbiter Pro Midi, Wilberforce Road, London NW9 6AX.
Tel: 081 202 1199. Fax: 081 202 7076.

Something
somethingnar.
Rising from the ashes of D-SUG (the
Roland D -Series User Group) comes
ROC, the newly formed Roland Owners
Club. Brand spanking new, ROC is not
just the old club with a new fancy name.
Chairman Tony Eve (a founder member
of D-SUG) has the full backing of Roland
and intends to make membership of
ROC essential for all Roland enthusiasts.
Members will receive three issues of
Roc -Link magazine
annually,

LAND

along with regular newsletters updating
members on club issues, diary dates and
services.
ROC are currently working on further
enticing membership benefits. Ideas
currently in the pipeline include:
discounts on software including tones,
programs and utilities; discounts when
buying products and services from
appointed retailers and companies;
special rate insurance cover for
members' equipment; and a members'
bullentin board for stating viewpoints or

selling used equipment.
If you are interested and want to

know more contact
Tony or Eric on

0487 740343
(day) or
0733
233135
(evenings)
Or

alternatively
catch them in

person at the
MEMS

(Wembley
Conference and Exhibition Centre

22 -24th April) on stand 162.

MudiatatiSC
There's been a flurry of activity at TSC recently with the announcement of some
major new synth and digital audio products and a special offer on Apple CD-
ROM drives. First the synth...
And the good news is that it's analogue, it has knobs and switches (35 and 62,
respectively), and it was designed by a team headed by synth pioneer Don
Buchla, who through his own company produced a series of classic synth
designs back in the '80s. The Oberhein OBMx, first announced some three
years ago, should be in the shops some time in April and features full front -
panel parameter control. The movement of all these controls is recordable via
MIDI, and 2-, 8- and 12 -voice versions of the synth will be available (together
with 2 -voice expansion cards). The design features two oscillators per voice
together with four multishape envelopes per voice, three LFOs per voice and
two separate filters per voice - the latter of the classic Minimoog and SEM
(Oberheim) designs.
The synth also includes audio inputs so that external sounds may be used as
oscillators. There are stereo audio outs for each voice plus a large LCD for
ease of editing. Described as the dream machine of analogue synths, the audio
path of the OBMx rack expander is entirely analogue, giving it that distinctive
`fat' vintage sound, but with the addition of an up-to-date MIDI spec and 128
preprogrammed voices.
Prices including VAT are: £1499.95 for the 2 -voice version, £2999.95 for the 8 -
voice and £3999.95 for the 12 -voice. The 2- voice expansion card costs
£499.95. It remains to be seen whether the major synth manufacturers will now
still persist with their ridiculous argument that to produce synths with controls
would be totally uneconomic.

On the digital audio front, TSC have announced a new Opcode MIDI interface
for the Mac - the Translator Pro features two MIDI ins and six MIDI outs at a
VAT -inclusive price of £129.95 - and also a new Mac -based dynamics
processor called the Multiband Dynamics Tool. This is designed to replace
conventional digital dynamics processors in applications such as mastering,
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track sweetening, sound effects and sample editing, and is configurable as a
compressor, limiter, expander, gate - or any combination of these. In 'multiband'
mode, the relationship of each spectral band to the master gain curve is
adjustable, and this makes it possible to adapt the system for de-essing,
spectral enhancement and dynamic EQing.
The Jupiter Systems MDT also employs sophisticated digital filtering for full -
band, 3 -band and 5 -band applications and is fully compatible with Sound
Designer and Deck software. Price including VAT is £411.25.
Also in the field of digital audio, TSC have announced the release of Digital
Expressions' Softsplice digital audio editor for the Mac. A stand-alone system
(rather than a plug-in card), Softsplice connects to your SCSI port and offers 4 -
track recording, editing and mixing of digital audio. On board are a hard -disk
drive, signal processor, and digital I/O board, and included with the system - of
course - is the editing software for the Mac.
Softsplice also includes an integrated LTC time code processor which
generates and chase -locks to all SMPTE frame rates during recording and
playback, making it an ideal system for sync'ing to multitrack recorders and for
video post production work. Editing is fully non-destructive so you can mess
around to your heart's content safe in the knowledge that nothing has been lost
or inadvertently changed. Signal processing is 24 -bit; system demands are for a
68020 Mac or higher; Classic II; Powerbook 145; LC 1,2 or 3; Performa line,
Centris line or Quadra line. The VAT -inclusive price is £2113.83.

The news on the Apple CD-ROM drives is that TSC have made a special bulk
purchase and can now offer both the CD300 and Power CD models at £170.38
including VAT. In case you didn't know, the difference between the two models
is that the CD300 features double -speed transmission and multisession Kodak
Photo CD compatability, while the small portable PowerCD allows you to play
audio CDs in addition to CD-ROMs. The drives are both compatible with Akai,
Roland 760 and Kurzweil K2000 samplers.
Finally, TSC are to host a series of one day seminars during which Akai (9th
April), Alesis/E-Magic (16th April) and Digidesign (30th April) will demonstrate
their products and be on hand to answer questions. Further dates will be
announced shortly.
For more information on this or any of the products mentioned contact:
TSC, 9 Hatton St, London. NW8 8PR. Tel: 071 258 3454; Fax: 071 262 8215.
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RTLE BEACH SYSTEMS

Turtle Beach,
Twelve Tone,

Vestax have a couple of new products likely to be of interest to the DJ and club mixer. The first is the PMC-26
rotary control mixer, housed in a 19" x 4U case with no fewer than nine music inputs (three

phono, six line) and two mic inputs. Each of the music inputs features trim level control
and a preset balance to assign signals left or right. But it's main features are four
large aluminium rotary mixing controls and crossfader which should be good news

to all those that prefer turning to sliding and who would welcome having change out
of £500. The RRP of the PMC-26 is expected to be around £495.
The second new product is a budget sampler offering 10 -second sampling time -

splitable into 2 x 5 secs - whose quality makes it "very suitable for music reproduction".
The DSG-05 is apparently a stand-alone version of the sampler included in the popular

PMC-15SL mixer, and includes an auto -loop edit facility for producing seamless loops.
The unit also has a recording pause function which makes it possible for several different

sounds to be joined together. The VAT -inclusive price is £195.
Further details from: Vestax Europe Ltd, 18 St Christophers Road, Haslemere, Surrey

GU27 1DO. Tel: 0428 653117. Fax: 0428 661021.

Lf1

As you'll discover if you read this month's etc
special feature on computer sound cards,
not all have the kind of sound quality hi -tech

musicians take for granted. For anyone saddled with less than

inspiring sound from their PC card, a new development from

Turtle Beach might just be what the doctor ordered.

Maui was designed to bring the benefit of true wavetable

synthesis and sampling capabilities to owners of existing lo -spec

cards. GM compatible, Maui's 24-voice,16-bit samples are stored

in 2Mb of RAM onboard the card. In addition to the 128 GM

instruments provided, Maui offers user -definable sample playing

so that new samples may be created using any existing Windows

.WAV files as a starting point. This means that virtually anything

may be recorded using an existing sound card, then played back
via MIDI.

256Kb of sample RAM is included as standard, upgradable to

8Mb using standard SIMMs. Maui is also MPU-401 compatible for

quick and easy installation into the Windows environment. Price
inclusive of VAT is i199.

Distributing Maui is a new company, Et Cetera, formed to meet

the growing demand for PC -based music, sound and multimedia
products. The company has already signed deals with Turtle

Beach, Twelve Tone, Innovative Quality Software, Music Quest and

Music Ware and is negotiating several more.

One of the Twelve Tone products that Et Cetera are handling is

a new entry-level MIDI sequencing package called Cakewalk

Home Studio. A development from the critically -acclaimed

Cakewalk for DOS and Windows programs, Cakewalk Home

Studio includes multitrack staff viewing and printing of up to 16

staves per page. On screen faders provide real-time control of

volume, pan and effects levels and it's possible to 'draw' MIDI

controller data using the mouse. Traditional 'piano roll' editing is
incorporated in the program along with a multitrack event list.

Cakewalk Home Studio also supports the embedding and
playback of digital audio .WAV files from within a MIDI sequence.

System requirements are for a PC running windows v3. I.

For further information, contact Et Cetera
Distribution, Unit 15, Hardmans Business Centre,
Rawtenstall, Lanes. OL15 9EW. Tel: 0706 228039. Fax
0706 222989.

Acknowledging the growing demand by musicians, multimedia and desktop video producers and graphic designers for fast, mass storage
systems for their Macs, US company Micropolis have developed a new range of removable, expandable storage devices known as

Microdisk AV.
As you might imagine, the AV suffix stands for Audio Visual, and this aptly describes the anticipated market place for

the new drives which have been specially designed to enhance the performance of audio-visual and multimedia
systems by ensuring continuous transfer of digital data and eliminating the likelihood of missed frames and drop-
outs during recording and playback. To this end, the drives incorporate advanced SCSI technology and caching
techniques to maintain a maximum, sustained and uninterrupted data flow of 2.9Mb per second.

Equally important, however, is the modular approach taken by Microdisk AV designers. This makes it possible
for users to increase their storage capacity by adding extra modules. You simply snap on additional modules as
and when you need them.

And the price for this flexibility? Probably not as much as you think. The Microdisk AV comes in two base systems;CD a 1.05Gb version at £1219 and a 1.76Gb version at £1556.
For further information contact: Micropolis, 4 Worton Drive, Worton Grange, Reading Berks. RG2 ODW. Tel: 0734

751315. Fax: 0734 868168.
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Double CD Set - Capsules 1 & 2
Both Capsules - £80 Single Capsule - £49.95 Purchase of

A UNIQUE FRESH LIBRARY OF SAMPLES SPECIALLY CREATED BY GA UGHES & NICK
FISHER - IDEAL FOR , OR - OR ANYONE THAT NEEDS INSPIRING,
CUTTING EDGE ORGANIC ANALOGUE SOUNDS. FEATURES MANY UNIQUELY MODIFIED
ANALOGUE SYNTHS. GET THESE SAMPLES AND USE THEM BEFORE EVERYONE ELSE DOES,
TH CDs ARE EXTREMELY HOT - YOU WILL NOT BE DISAPPOINTED.
F AMBIENT PADS - ETHNIC VOCALS, FX & INSTRUMENTS - SYNTH LOOPS &
P USSION - BASSES - BLIPS - BLEEPS - TRANSFORMED DRUM & PERCUSSION LOOPS -
WEIRD DIALOGUE - SUNG VOCALS - ANALOGUE SEQUENCES - ANALOGUE FX - ELECTRONIC
PERCUSSION - MANY FEATURING EXTREMELY CREATIVE PROCESSING.
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Volume Twelve -
Keith Le Blanc's
Kickin' Lunatic Beats
This volume sets new standards for drum sample CDs. It features a wide range
of styles including Hip Hop, Funk, Jazz, Rock, Reggae, Swing Go Go, Fusion,
Cyberpunk, etc: Alter starting his career as in-house drummer with Sugarhill
records, working on such classics as Grandmaster Flash & Melle Mel's 'The
Message', Keith has gone on to lay down the beat for James Brown, REM, The
Rolling Stones, Annie Lennox, Seal, 808 State;l\lalcolm McClaren, Bomb
The Bass, ABC and many more. He has also moved into writing, production
and remixing, working with such artists as Charles & Eddie, Malcolm X,
Living Color, The Cure, N N, and many more. He also found time create the
unique sound of Tackhead with Doug Wimbish and Adrian Sherwood. The
superb performances featured on this CD were recorded at Orinoco and The
Aquarium so, as you can imagine, the recording quality is absolutely state-of-
the-art. Aside from tons of choice grooves (all bpm-ed as always), we've
included a comprehensive set of matching single hits so you can create your
own. Not that there's much chance of you doing that for a while, because after
you hear these Kickin! Lunatic Beats you're going to be using them for years to
come. "...killer 0,1; testilt is
thwashitipg,a pea, il; to

Hi' is the Man ,.,!;:1111 cop* with boil, twirl .;iandt1 be capable
of...a consumni,. ' Killer Drummer, Killer Studios, and
Killer Production. These are beats that just won't quit!

MEGABASS REMIX! - JJ JECZALIK'S ART OF SAMPLING
NEIL CONTI'S FUNKY DRUMS FROM HELL - SKIP TO MY LOOPS BY NORMAN COOK

PETE GLEADALL'S SAMPLOGRAPHY - COLDCUT'S KLEPTOMANIA
CUMMINGS' & BOULD'S RHYTHM OF LIFE - DAVID RUFFY'S DRUMS  PASCAL GABRIEL'S DANCE SAMPLES
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The key,thesecret
Cubase creation can only begin once that learning curve has been conquered. To
ease this battle, Steinberg are launching the Education pack. Available for all
platforms (Mac, PC and Atari), the pack comprises Cubase Lite or Cubase Score with
manual, supporting educational booklet, two tutorials and a disk of musical examples.

The tutorials are designed to unlock the basic features of Cubase programs by
involving the user in an additional interactive study of music theory and history.
Although designed to make Cubase Lite and Cubase Score accessible as educational
tools for use in schools, they are available for domestic users new to Cubase
programs or simply wishing to improve their basic music literacy skills.

To coincide with the launch of the Education pack, a series of user courses are in
the Steinberg pipeline. These will cover Cubase and all other related Steinberg
products for beginner, intermediate and advanced users. Dates are not available as
we go to press, so anyone interested should contact Jane Pendry, Assistant Marketing
Manager at Harman Audio on Tel: 081 207 5050 or Fax: 081 207 4572.

LIS

FIV SINK PRIG
Fancy five days free recording at a top studio facility? Yes, it's a competition, but no, you don't need to

answer three dumb questions and dream up a tie -breaker. This is a competition that's designed to offer an

undiscovered band or artist a step up in the world and the chance to record their music at Pentagon

Studios in Bristol. Entrants simply submit one piece of music (on any format) for consideration by a panel

of judges that includes Paul McDonald (A&R, London Records), Fergal Sharkey, Pete Tong (Radio 1 DJ)

and Chris Porter (producer, George Michael).

Entrants must be resident in the UK, be unsigned, and must get their entries in before 13th May 1994.

The winner will be notified later in the month.

The competition is actually a joint venture between Pentagon Studios, DDA and Stirling Audio and the

prize is said to be worth over £2,000. The studio itself was opened last year and includes a live room,

digital studio and writing/preproduction room. The main control room features an automated DDA desk

and offers 24 -track recording on a 2" Otari or ADAT system. Cubase is up and running on an Atari Mega

and they a fully MIDI compatible, so there should be no problems patching in your gear.

One of the objects of setting up the studio was to provide a focal point for bands, singers, songwriters

and producers, and Pentagon are currently looking after two bands, four producers and a handful of

singers who use studio down time to develop at their own pace. If it sounds like the kind of place you could

develop in, send off your entry to:

New Band of '94
Competition, Pentagon
Studios, Unit 3, St Catherines
Industrial Park, Whitehouse

Lane, Bedminster,

Bristol BS3
41).1.

Star Pac

Stainbarg

CITY
in the City - Britain s annual music convention - ILL, Liken its theme for this sears mem as tile 'Interactive City', reflecting the current wave of interest in computer -driven technology and multimedia. Taking place in

Manchester from the 17th to the 21st of September, the convention (at the Holiday Inn Crown Plaza Centre) will include new technology displays, hands-on tests of the latest computers and software, demonstrations of
multimedia and music -related interactive developments plus panel discussions and seminars about the impact of new technology on the music industry.

Comments Anthony Wilson, former Factory Records supremo and all-round Manchester person: "We want to bring together all the key players - the hardware and software manufacturers in CD-i and CD-ROM and
the international music industry. Our convention is the perfect place for an extreme mutual curiosity to be sated. We believe that both CD-i and CD-ROM present whole new horizons for the music industry".

This year's event is a natural progression for In The City In Its inaugural year, 1992, the convention featured a working display from ESP, the Cambridge computer company, and also a panel discussion on the
possibilities of new computer technology for the music business. In 1993, the event was supported by Philips Interactive and also included two seminars on multimedia. 1994's 'Interactive City' will, it is believed, "be the
interface for two industries that need to shake hands and get hands-on".

For a full brochure of the event contact Robert Partridge Associates Ltd, 12 Barley Mow Passage, London W4 4PH. Tel: 081 747 9080. Fax: 081 747 1895.
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- Jim Aikin, Keyboard Magazine
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Wave of the

Future...
February 11th saw Japan's leading FM radio station, J -WAVE, make
history by broadcasting a live three-way radio show linking DJs in
London, Tokyo and San Francisco via ISDN (Integrated Services
Digital Network). The first -ever such ISDN link -up, the show was
transmitted all day (9am-6pm) on J -WAVE to approximately 35
million listeners during Foundation Day, a Japanese national holiday.

The first six hours were presented from the British Forces
Broadcasting Service studios in London, with among others ex -
Radio 1 DJ Simon Bates, KISS FM's Wilbur Wilberforce and Choice
FM's George Kay playing a mix of popular, jazz and dance music.
Then former Radio 1 DJ Jakki Brambles took over as presenter for
two hours, broadcasting from KCBS studios in San Francisco, while
for the final hour Simon Bates, Jakki Brambles and Tokyo presenter
Yuka Nukina linked up for a live global 'DJ jam'.

During the nine -hour marathon many artists put in guest
appearances, including Aretha Franklin, Roachford, Coldcut, rapper
Maxi Jazz, Brazilian band Batu, D:ream, Oui 3 and Alison Limerick -
some performing live on air. The show was produced by London -
based independent production company L.O.E. Entertainment Ltd,
with technical support from Japanese telecommunications giant NTT
and sponsorship from leading Japanese life insurance company
Sumitomo Life.

So what about the technology involved in this ambitious global
three-way link -up? Well, as you might imagine, it doesn't come
cheap, so don't expect to be able to hook your bedroom studio into
Radio 1 and broadcast to the nation just yet. In the UK, an ISDN
connection is actually available to anyone whose phone is hooked
up to a digital exchange. These days that means most people, but
BT's installation and quarterly rental charges for a single ISDN-2 line
(as of writing, £200 and £84 respectively) effectively put ISDN
technology beyond the reach of the average home user.

However, all the signs are that these costs will fall sooner rather
than later. One reason is that forward -thinking service providers are
looking for ways to pipe their services directly into people's homes.
BT, of course, would like their phone network to be used for this
purpose, but it won't happen unless there's widespread adoption of
ISDN technology by phone users - ie. you and I.

At the same time, BT themselves are desperate to become a
service provider. To this end, they are running video -on -demand
trials to test the viability of delivering video digitally via the existing
copper -wire phone network - which again, means using ISDN.

The BT ISDN Helpdesk can be contacted on 0800 181514.
L.O.E. Entertainment Ltd are on 071 328 6100.
APT authorised distributors Sound -Link (who can provide

complete packages for studio -to -studio digital audio transfers via
ISDN) are on 0223 264765.

Although not involved in the J -WAVE linkup, Dolby Laboratories
also have a system for transferring high -quality stereo audio via
ISDN, known as Audio Fax; for more information contact Andy Day
on 0793 842100.

BEACH BLANKET TECH NO
The association between dance music, technology and spectacular visual distractions is merging into a

counter -culture. On 31st March, the Megatripolis club in London stages an experimental night of video

projection spc'd to the DJ program (see next month's MT for a full report), and elsewhere on these pages
you will fmd details of Experience, an event who's organisers view the multimedia ingredients of Megadog
as "a movement".

Taking this premise to its logical conclusion, the Obsession organisation is staging its own epic weekend
of compatible attractions, heralding the advent of the hi -tech weekender as the '90s equivalent of the rock

festival. 'Virtual World' promises to be very real, with top bands and DJs appearing in, on and around the
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following areas, all stretched out along a beach in Cornwall like a space-age shanty town: an Obsession

hardcore stage; the Bowl Mena; Beach House stages 1, 2 and 3; an R&S Records stage; an Ambient Light

Show; Virtual Game Domes; a Chill Out Zone; a Philosopher's Stage, and much more.

Is this the new Woodstock? Only one way to find out: erase everything from your diary from 6pm,

Thursday 26th May until late on Monday 30th (which is a Bank Holiday, by the way), and get yourself down
to Carlyon Bay near St. Austell in Cornwall. Lite, as I believe a very learned person once said, is a beach,

See next month's MT for a special preview. Further details can be obtained from Chapter Ill
Ltd, 11 Imperial Square, Cheltenham, Glos. GL50 1QB, Tel: 0242 255058, Fax: 0242 255520.
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Voted 'Best Synthesiser'
Making Music, Readers Poll 1993 xt3

Voted 'Best Work Station'
Making Music, vt3

Readers Poll 1993
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Whilst no computer platform can be said to

have gained universal acceptance, Amiga
owners have more reason than most to feel left

out in the cold. Despite a wealth of excellent
third -party software and peripherals, the Ami

still appears to have something of a credibility

problem within the wider computing fraternity.
Addressing themselves to this, the organisers of

the recent Amiga Desktop Video, Music &
Multimedia Seminar are out to win hearts and
change minds - as Simon Trask discovered...

A Date With Ami
The UK has long been a stronghold for the Amiga - witness the monthly appearance of

some 10 magazines dedicated to Commodore's computer range. However, the

underlying reason for the Amiga's UK success - its popularity as a games machine - has

also given it something of an image problem. Put simply, most people don't view it as a

serious computer - the sort of computer which, for instance, could handle the demands of desktop

video and multimedia production.

But is this a true picture of the Amiga? Stateside, the situation is very different. Thanks largely to

Newtek's powerful Video Toaster package (which has never been made available in a PAL version,

Below: Scala multimedia software

unfortunately), the Amiga has long been perceived as a professional video production and fx machine;

indeed, Amigas are used in large numbers (the proverbial 'Toaster farms') by the Hollywood video fx

professionals. It's not exactly in the same class as a Silicon Graphics machine, but even that could be set

to change with the introduction of a new Amiga add-on, the UK -originated WARP transputer board

(nothing to do with Sheffield's finest!). And now Newtek's Lightwave 3D animation software, which forms

an important part of the Video Toaster package, is available in standalone form in the UK.

In truth, the Amiga is looking ever more attractive as a desktop video and multimedia machine. The

Amiga Desktop Video, Music and Multimedia Seminar, held recently in London, provided an all -

too -rare showcase for the talents of Commodore's computer in these areas. Organisers Premier Vision

are themselves enthusiastic advocates and users of the Amiga for graphics, animation, multimedia and

music work, and it was this enthusiasm which carried the day when the organisation proved to be a little

rough around the edges.

Although the Seminar, which attracted 57 attendees, wasn't a Commodore -sponsored event,

Commodore UK's Managing Director David Pleasance put in an appearance to provide the opening

address. Acknowledging the company's poor marketing record ("sales -prevention officers" was one

memorably disparaging phrase he used, only half -jokingly), he also stressed that it was "very important

that we start sowing the seeds of multimedia in professional circles." - the 'we' in question seemingly

encompassing everyone in the room. And in a sense Commodore have always survived more through the

appeal of their technology than the power of their marketing - unlike, say, the PC clone manufacturers,

for whom the opposite situation applies. Perhaps that's why the company's foray into the PC clone market

was such a disaster.

The Amiga's ability to engender enthusiastic support was much in evidence during the day. Premier

Vision's Andy Bishop got the proceedings off to an energetic start with his demo of the Sunrize

AD516/Studio16 multitrack hard -disk recording system, Bars and Pipes Professional MIDI sequencing

software and SuperJam! auto-com-position software. The Amiga has long come a poor fourth to the ST,

Mac and PC for serious music use, However, with the advent of these packages it has at last begun to

establish a professional profile, with well-known musicians as diverse as Bobby Brown and Evelyn

Glennie using it.

de Scala Multimedia MM300
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While the Sunrize system

may not be as well developed

as many of the Mac and PC

offerings (for instance, as yet it

has no digital EQing or
timestretching capabilities,

and its effects processing is

basic), it certainly scores on

sonic quality, ease of use and

value for money. And while

Bars & Pipes lacks the degree

of sophistication and polish

which ST and Mac sequencer

users are used to, it's a
powerful program with a
strikingly original take on the

MIDI sequencing environ-

ment. As Andy pointed out,

Bars & Pipes is more than just

a music sequencer, it's a
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Bars fa Pipes Professional sequencing

multimedia authoring program, capable of sequencing and synchronising text, graphics, digital audio

and video along with the MIDI music tracks.

Bars & Pipes and Sunrize fit together seamlessly, with the latter appearing as tracks within the

sequencer. But most excitingly, you can integrate a Scala presentation into your Bars & Pipes

sequence, allowing you to add text, graphics, animation and video to your music; conversely, you can

easily incorporate a MIDI songfile into a Scala presentation. If you're interested in multimedia

authoring, you can't afford to ignore Scala's Multimedia MM300 software - which also means, of

course, you can't afford to ignore the Amiga. The program is very easy to use and yet extremely

versatile and powerful - while, thanks to an ever-expanding array of add-on tools, it's becoming ever

more capable. Due shortly is an MPEG utility which will both write and play back an MPEG data stream

- opening up the possibility of Amiga -based Video CD preparation. At around the £300 mark, Scala

compares very favourably in price to the likes of Macromind Director, the Mac standard for multimedia

authoring.

Scala's Barry Thurston provided one of the high -spots of the day with his lively and enthusiastic

demo of the MM300 package, while Premier Vision's Andy Gould gave a useful overview of other

multimedia authoring packages available for the Amiga.

Thanks to a new program called Aladdin, Commodore's computer can act as a lighting controller,

with 48 channels, multiple automatic and manual crossfades with individual curve assignments, five

20 -step chasers with variable level and time settings for each step, and industry -standard DWI lighting

control. MIDI also fits into the picture, offering yet more possibilities for multimedia control within a

sequencing environment.

Anyone involved in single -framing anims onto tape will be ecstatic about another new product,

Digital Processing Systems' DPS DR -3150 PAL Personal Animation Recorder, a plug-in card for the

Amiga which was demo'd at the Seminar by Commodore's Joe Benzing. Essentially, the DPS allows you

to single -frame onto hard disk and then output the finished whole to video as a component analog

(Betacam, MIL), composite (Hi8) or S -Video (S -VHS) signal; at last you can wave goodbye to timebase

errors, jitter, skipped frames and other pitfalls of tape -based single -framing.

Other products discussed, if not always demonstrated, included the Zen Video Toolkit (professional

titling, teleprompting and character generation for the broadcast industry), the MO-Miga 1.2Gb

magneto -optical disc drive (an ideal, but costly solution for storing all your digital audio and video

data), the QuickNet Ethernet network system (professional networking comes to the Amiga), and

Helfrich International's Peggy Plus MPEG board (inexpensive digital video encoding and playback).

The Seminar wasn't without its problems: a heating system which did its best to send everyone to

sleep, some speakers who seemed to be talking in their sleep, and not enough practical
demonstration. Also, it tried to cover too

much and appeal to too many people, with

the result that while, say, the video post -

production guys were having an interesting

time, others felt a bit left out in the cold

(or, in this case, the heat). Still, this was

Premier Vision's first attempt, and at least

they're doing something. The company are

already planning further seminars, this

time more narrowly focussed (for
instance, concentrating on multimedia

authoring, or video post -production, or

music). If they pay heed to the lessons

learnt from their first Seminar, they should

do well. 

For more information on any of the

products mentioned or on future
planned seminars, contact Premier
Vision on 071 274 4407.

Amiga packages
Personal Amination Recorder £1675.00

TBC iv (motion capture board £895.00
Digital Processing Systems  Riverside

Business Park  Unit 2  Dogflud Way 
Farnham  Surrey GU9 7SS

Scala MM300 £294.00
Scala UK Ltd  Mill Studio  Crane Mead 

Ware  Herts

Sunrise AD516/Studiol6 v3.0 £999.00
Sunrize Industries  2959 S. Winchester Blvd

 Suite 204  Campbell CA95008 USA

All prices exclude VAT. Premier Vision
supplies these as individual items or

integrated systems. Demonstrations are
available by appointment.

Vintage Synthesizer Specialists

ARP * SEQUENTIAL  EMU POLYFUSION 
MOOG  ORERHEIM EMS ROLAND

The um's LARGEST supplier of modular synths
and home of the FB3 FILTER BANK (currently

being used by VINCE CLARKE of ERASURE
and DANIEL MILLER of MUTE RECORDS).

We export to EUROPE and JAPAN and import from the USA regularly. At

ANALOGUE SYSTEMS we know how to use these instruments and offer a

full back up service. Our engineer hos spent 16 years repairing and

maintaining modular equipment and a full repair service is available with

MOOG a speciality. We always carry a good selection of MOOG modules

in stock including brand new knobs.

Tel/Fax: 0726 67836

PRO MUSIC
The Midi Specialists

VOW s0-0° New Titles
 DISCO INFERNO

TINA TURNER

 ALL FOR LOVE
ADAMS, STEWART

& STING

 YOU'RE THE 1ST

BARRY WHITE

 TWIST & SHOUT

CHAKA DEMUS

& PLIERS
 ANYTHING

CULTURE BEAT

 GREAT BALLS

OF FIRE

JERRY LEE LEWIS

 AT THE HOP
DANNY & THE

JUNIORS

 SOMETHING

THE BEATLES

 DAY TRIPPER
THE BEATLES

 PLEASE PLEASE ME

THE BEATLES

Synth Sounds

BEST SELECTION
AVAILABLE

ROLAND, VALHAI.A,

VOICE CRYSTAL, PRO REC

& SONGWRITER

ATARI SELF -LOADING DISKS)

ALSO NEW!
GREAT ORGAN SOUNDS -

VALHALA ORGANizer SERIES

Now AVAILABLE
Kano 01/w ma - DISK £29

SCREAMIN' B3 ORGANiur

Rouso D5/D10/ D20/
D110/D50 - ROM £45
KO. MI -Rom f49

NEW!
FOR ROLAND INSTRUMENTS

MTH 'GS' MARK: STYLE DATA

ORM CARDS FROM THE 50'S &

60's TO LATIN - £64 EACH

Band In A Box

8 Woes with full
arrangements and

printed music and lyrics.

ONLY £12.99!

Currently available:
Michael Jackson

Phil Collins Madonna
Eric Clapton Abbe
The Police Sting

Midistar

8 song, with full
arrangements and

printed lyrics.

ONLY £8.99!

Currently available:
Classic Hits Pops

Easy Listening Beatles

Soloist Midi Files I

Lthic dirccl to you
at only 55.95.

 No minimum order
quantity, & satisfaction

guaranteed!

" Over 800 files, and growing.

 Everything from popular
standards, to the very latest

chart hits.

 Check out our free catalogue
for a full haling Al series. or

Five us a call.

Videos

 Getung The Moo Out
Of The KORG MI " -

Exceptional guide for MI
uurs with FREE disk

available with 200 NEW
sounds.

VHS video - ONLY 124.95!

AT LAST! -
IT'S REALLY HERE!

"Beginning Rock
Keyboards" -

All you need to know about
kerning keyboards in the
rock style - ONLY £12.99

ilooks

"7he Complete Cubase
Handbook" -The most

concise guide for Cuhase
users - ONLY E24.95!

"Music In Sequence",
"Classics In Sequence"
ONLY £12.95 each -

Great guides for sequencing

PLUS MANY MORE
TITLES AVAILABLE!

PRO MUSIC
Dettingen Way,

Bury St. Edmunds,
Suffolk. IP33 3BR.

WHY NOT SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE?
CALL NOW FOR DETAILS!

ORDER HOTLINE 0284 765765



Iis easier to satisfy musical wanderlust
today than ever before. Libraries of
recorded music take even the most
passive listener far and wide in the
imagination, and for those who make

their own sounds, borders are
meaningless. For Toby Marks, a

sequencing and sampling soloist and a
pretty itinerant sort himself, technology
has quite simply given him a passport to
the whole world.

And seeing the world as a whole is big
stuff with Toby. He named the band,
originally formed as a duo in 1989, in true
holistic style.

"Gaia is a Greek Earth Goddess,- he
explains, "and some years back this guy
called James Lublock came up with The
Gaia Hypothesis: the Earth itself is one
living organism, and everything on it is a
cell of this organism. So unless we treat it
as such, we'll destroy it."

You could view his studio in the same
way. Growing naturally around his
multifarious talents, Toby's equipment has
become a unit which he plays almost as an
instrument in itself, designed to bring the
sounds of the whole world into his grasp.

"When I was a session guitarist I had a
4 -track Portastudio, which I later upgraded
to 8 -track, and for a long time I was using a
505 drum machine with the guitar - plus
lots of pedals, like pitchshift. I had these
sonic landscapes in my head which
weren't really coming out with this gear. So
I got hold of a guitar synth, which opened
up a lot of possibilities. Because it had
MIDI, it seemed logical to hook it up to a
sequencer; it then seemed obvious to use
sequences instead of bits of tape. That led
to getting a sampler, so gradually, step -by -

bloke from the Midlands with banki of great sounds,

a debiat album

and a growing

putdtion on

the live

step, the options opened up. Especially
with the sampler: once I'd got that, I

thought, who needs a guitar..."
Toby used a Roland S550 before

upgrading to the current S750. It made a
big impact on him, but it was still only a
2Mb/12-bit unit. "Until I got the 750", he
admits, "I didn't realise how poor the
sound quality was. If you compare the two,
obviously the 16 -bit machine sounds much
better. But even on its own you can hear
the difference. There's one track on the
first Ambient Dub album recorded with the
750 and just a Tascam 8 -track cassette
machine, and that transferred to CD quite
nicely."

Certainly did. The overall architecture
and warmth of sound kept Toby with,
Roland rather than switching to,"say, an
S1000. "The filters weren't actually a major l.
consideration when I bought it, they were
just a lucky find," he says.

Always as much interested in the effects
as in the guitar, Toby claims MIDI was the
key to a new world of sound, and now the
multitimbral sampler is the cornerstone of
his sonic empire.

"You can put anything in there, including
an Egyptian vocalist. Any sound you hear,
you have the option of using it. And you
can build up layers of different sounds,
from all sorts of obscure sources."

Does he go out and about, sampling with
the portable DAT?

have done, although not for a while.
The last time, I stuck a couple of mics out
of the window and got an hour and a half of
traffic noise. But, not having thought about
it very carefully, I got all sorts of phase
distortion between the two mics. Without
the necessary recording skills, I could



never get as good quality samples as
those which are commercially available."
He's content with the range and quality of
sample CDs, such that he no longer feels
the need to risk any location sampling.

"Sample CDs, and other sources, can
provide plenty of

material,- he
says. And the

way he says
"other

 Banco de Gaia interview

sources", with a mischievous glint in h*
eye, leaves you in no doubt that the skill of
keeping one step head of the copyright
police is alive and MI Ltamington.

The final piece in the jigsaw of the
Banco sound is analogue...''Yeah, the
sampler was the turning point, and I

got the M1 shortly after that because it
seemed like a good controller and source
of sounds. But around 1991, acid house
w s still about, analogue sounds were

Banco de gear
sounds
Casio DA1 DAT
Fender Stratocaster x 2
Korg M1
Roland S-750 sampler (expanded to
18Mb); SH-09; Juno 6; Jupiter 8; D-110;
GR-50 guitar synth; TR-505
Seagate 80Mb + 650Mb hard drives (+
Philips colour monitor)
Yamaha CD -X3 CD player; VSS-30
sampler; electro-acoustic guitar

,,r.quencinc,
Atari ST
C -Lab Creator
Quasimidi Powermerger MIDI merge
Sound Lab MD80 MIDI Thru box
XRI XR300 synchroniser

recording
Studiomaster Proline 16:4:2 desk with
MIDI muting
Tannoy Eclipse monitors
BGW 250D power amp
Sony DTC 77ES DAT; TCD D3 DAT
Denon DRM 700A cassette
Aces ZX15 graphic EQ
Alesis Quadraverb Plus
ART Proverb 200
Aphex Type C aural exciter
BBE 422A Sonic Maximiser
Boss RDD-20 delay; RRV-10 reverb; RPS-
10 pitchshift; digital dimension pedal
Roland SRV2000
UFEX stereo gates; stereo compressors
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)0- becoming more dominant in techno, and
they were the sounds I was missing. For a
while I coped, but not having any analogue
sources did dictate the kind of music I
could do. So I picked up the Juno for a
hundred quid, and began sampling
arpeggios and sounds from that.

"When I got the S750, about two years
ago, I found that the filters were so good
that I was actually using that for analogue
sounds as well. But it's not ideal,
especially live, where you can't control a
lot of the parameters in real time. Then I
came across the Jupiter for a ridiculously
low price, and that was that. I picked up the
SH-09 quite recently for fifty quid - but it is
a bit rusty."

I'll say. What was once a sleek black
casing now looks like the boot of my 1984
Metro, which is probably illegal.
Fortunately, you don't need an MOT for
ghat bass riffs, and Toby's SH-09 sounds
mint. All the knobs work, and that suits
Toby just fine.

"I hate programming synths. Like with
the Ml, I've hardly done any programming
at all. I've changed the envelope on one
sound and that's it. I can't stand all these
multifunction buttons. For me, the
interaction of the analogue synth is very
important - turn a knob, hear the change.

"I've come to grips with editing the
sampler. I find that easy and intuitive now,
but mainly because I've got the big Philips
screen to work on, and the mouse, plus the
sheer amount of time I spend on it. It does
seem to work in a much more user-friendly
way than most digital synths."

Banco tracks tend to be focussed,
concentrated affairs, conducive to
meditation as much as dance...

"What tends to happen is that a track will
start from one source, whether it's a
sample, a melody, a bassline or whatever.
I'll consciously write a tune based around
that. Say, for the sake of argument, it's a
vocal sample, I'll load it into the sampler
with a variety of drums and percussion and
a couple of bass sounds. Once the vocal is
looped, it might suggest a harmony, a
chord sequence or a rhythm, and from then
on it's kind of improvisational. I can just
experiment until it falls into place.

"Quite often, a tune will start around a
particular vocal or percussion sample, and
three days later the original sample has

gone. I've got a completely different tune,
but it got the ball rolling. If it's a dance
track, as opposed to something completely
ambient, then obviously the groove is
important. But I never regard
the groove as the only
important thing. Some
people work on the groove,
and then fill it out with some
notes, whereas I always find
the notes are at least as
important as the beats. I

guess it's because I didn't
grow up with dance music. I
grew up with rock,
psychedelia, heavy metal
and blues. I discovered
dance music quite late on."

But not too late to make
a big impact on the
dance scene. Gigging

up and down the country in
a red van is where you'll most likely find
Toby these days. Appearing at blissed-out
clubs like Megadog and Oscillate, the
burgeoning club/festival scene is his
oyster - with a full tank of petrol and a tail
wind. Ironically, this aspect of Toby's full
schedule recalls the Transit tortures of

Banco de Gaia

Volume 1: -

The Big Chill.

rock'n'roll folklore, which if nothing else
scotches the rumour that electronic
musicians are an idle bunch of bedroom
dabblers.

Certainly, club audiences appreciate
Toby's presence in the flesh. Whilst
not exactly a recital, a Banco gig does offer
a coolly technical performance, and
is more interactive than a DAT-based
sound might suggest. Plus, the kind of
event at which you're most likely to find
him on the bill is something new. Much
more than a rave with mimed PAs,
Megadog and its peers offer bands - and I
mean 'proper' bands like Fluke and

Maya is out now on Planet Dog. Three cassette
albums - Medium, Freeform Flutes And Fading
Tibetans and Deep Live-are available by mail
order from World Bank, PO Box 142, Leamington
Spa CV31 2BE (f5.00 each UK/S10.00
elsewhere). The following compilations include
tracks by Banco de Gaia: Ambient Dub Volumes 1,
2 and 3 (Beyond); Excursions In Ambience
(Caroline); Feed Your Head (Planet Dog); and
Future Shock (Hyperbolic Systems video).

Seefeel, rock fans - sandwiched between
the finest remix DJs and hi -tech performers
like Banco, Orbital and The Grid. And
don't be surprised if, one day, Toby's up
there with a bit of attitude and an axe
himself...

"I'd like to get a real drummer and a real
bass player involved at some point. I am a
guitarist, rather than a keyboard player,
and the one thing I miss doing this is
playing in bands and getting that buzz and
interaction. Plus the freedom to improvise,
stretching out the arrangements if
everyone's working well together." 
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 MAIL ORDER MI I le
 FAST DELIVERY

 LOTS OF SOFTWARE

ALWAYS ON DEMO

IN STORE!

a 6'

niUM A SPECIALITY

 PACKAGE DEALS

 EXPORT WELCOME

 HELPFUL SERVICE

Faz : 0602 241924
1 Hurts Yard, Nottingham NG1 6JD

PC MIDI MUSIC SPECIALISTS. HERE ARE JUST SOME OF THE PRODUCTS WE STOCK:

VISA

PC MUSIC SOFTWARE
MASTER TRAX PRO £179.00

CADENZA FOR WINDOWS £269.00

SUPER JAM £59.95

NEW
CAKEWALK

Home
Studio

only E 139
CAKEWALK V2.0

NOW WITH SCORE PRINT £BEST ANYWHERE

BAND IN A BOX £89.00

MAX PAK £229.00

BALLADE DOS OR WINDOWS £P.O.A.

EMAGIC MICRO LOGIC FOR PC...£125.00

DIGITAL At DI
SAW 8 TRACK
The very latest in digital recording
- now with some great new
features including sync to MTC

£549 inc. VAT

MusiC

QUEST NOTE

NEW Paso
PORT INIERKia

IRMA TNT
WOOER'S BEST.

ONLY £99.95

Stallt)arg CALL
FOR

CUBASE
SCORE

1 BEST

PC DEALS

All versions on all formats inc Falcon Audio

FINALE

IMP

£P.O.A.

SONGWRIGHT £119.00

MUSICATOR GS £269.00

PROFESSIONAL COMPOSER £399.00

MUSIC PROSE £P.O.A.

MIDI QUEST SYNTH EDITORS

£79.00

MUSIC TIME £P.O.A.

ENCORE £449.00

MIDI CONNECTIONS THE

ALL IN ONE SOFTWARE

ONLY £125.00

SEQWIN V2.0 MULTIMEDIA

(RAVE REVIEWS) £129.00

PIANOWORKS TEACH YOURSELF KEYBOARD

TECHNIQUE FOR JUST £99.00

MIDISCAN £P.O.A.

JAll GUITARIST £49.95

THE PIANIST

(OVER 200 CLASSICAL MIDI FILES) £49.95

NEW JAll PIANIST FOR PC, ST OR MAC £49.95

CALL NOW F

TURTLE BEACH MONTEREY £P.O.A.

TAHITI £P.O.A.

MAUI £P.O.A.

Nil CARD D SYSTEM
Incorporating 4 track hard disk recording with lightning
fast editing and real-time mixing. Complete system for
less than £1000. Call for more details.
WAVE FOR WINDOWS
An awe inspiring package that can record, edit, add
stunning effects and mixdown sample files in many
formats £119.00

SOUND IMPRESSIONS

Ideal sample recorder for the
multi -media minded £99.00

CLASSIC FX3000
Stunning new sound card inc: 317 Sampled Sounds,

Digital Recording at 48 KHz - call for more details

ROLAND ATW1 0 £439.00

ATARI FALCON 030

+ CUBASE AUDIO

SAMPLE VISION

Sample Editor for PC. - supports most samplers ..£99.95

TURTLE BEACH DIGITAL RECORDING SYSTEM

Inc Turtle Beach Tahiti card, SAW 8 track software

and Music Quest MQX-32M. £999 inc VAT

CALL

PC MIDI INTERFACES
MUSIC QUEST PC MIDI CARD £P.O.A.

MUSIC QUEST MQX-32M £P.O.A.

MUSIC QUEST 2 PORT SE 2 MIDI IN AND 2 OUT WITH
SMPTE FOR THE PARALLEL PORT £199.00

MOTU MIDI EXPRESS

6 MIDI ins, 6 outs, SMPTE, MIDI patchbay

New MPU401 compatible £P.O.A.

Key HP128 8 outputs on the parallel port £179.00

1111111E91111116
SOUND CARD, update -to -MIDI kits CALL

KEY MIDIATOR SERIAL PORT INTERFACE £119.00

PORTMAN PARALLEL PORT INTERFACE £119.00

*ORG:

AUDIO GALLERY
128 stunning GM sounds

with effects. PC or MAC,

interface with MIDI out. Includes

Trax V3.0 sequencer with 64

track MIDI sequencing, score

printing and multimedia support.

All connection cables included

at just £319.00

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

licRoland
RAP 10

in stock £POA

SC -7
£299.00

FATAR
STUDIO 90+

In stock
f POA

E -mu
Proformance

f299.00
PHOnIC"

Superb range of high
quality mixers From

X119.00

FULL
AFTER SALES

SUPPORT

Dream GMX -1
tone module inc

PC MIDI interface only £179.00

THE JAMMER
Incredible style & song generator.

Tell Jammer as much or as little
about your new song as you want

and let the programme
do the rest.

YAMAHA
HELLO MUSIC

IN STOCK

Ulli111111111L11111111ill

Yamaha
SY85

£P.O.A.

IMRoland
PC200 GS

ONLY £195.00

RECORDING STUDIOS
If you're interested in a PC Sequencing or Digital Editing
set up - call or fax us and we can give you the best
up-to-date advice and information with no hard sell.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
IBM COMPATIBLE 486 5X25

2MB RAM, 85MB HD, 14" SVGA, DOS, Windows,
Mouse etc.

Desk -top or Mini Tower £899.00 inc. V.A.T.

COMPLETE PC MUSIC SET-UP

IBM 386 as above with Cakewalk Pro V2.0, Wave for
Windows, Logitech Soundman 16 -bit card and MIDI
adaptor cable £1349.00 inc. V.A.T.

CALL FOR A QUOTE ON A

TAILOR-MADE PC MUSIC SYSTEM

R THE BEST QUOTE!! E&OE

Millennium 0602 24 19 24
e

yaQQ Lase.



A.M.G.  BEST SERVICE  BIG FISH  EAST -WEST  GRETTSOUNDS  WO EMS.  MON  NORTHSTAR  Q -UP ARTS  SAMPLEHEADS  TIME+SPACE  VOCE CRYSTAL  WC MUSIC RESEARCH

EVERYTHING FROM A.M.G. TO ZERO.G!
Time+Space are now delighted to be able to offer

the entire range of CDs from fellow UK
developer The Advanced Melia Group (AMG).

That means you can now get ALL of the world's top discs

FROM ONE SOURCE - FAST - when you need them.
Our reputation is on the line every time you make a purchase,
so we carry (-nth the hi4he,t qualitv products available, from

the world's best developers. We offer UN -BIASED advice.

And if you want to listen before you buy, call to book an un-
hurried private listening session in our demo suite!

This month's blinding offers...
.;(FREE TIME+SPACE SHOWCASE CD WITH ANY ORDER*, PLUS

,If FREE AMG SHOWCASE CD WITH ANY ORDER*.

:(FREE SHOWCASE CD-ROM WITH ANY CD-ROM ORDER*.

;(FREE 72 -PAGE COLOUR CATALOGUE.

;(FREE 48 -PAGE CD REVIEWS BOOK.

(*Offers limited to once only per household, while stocks last)

GLOBRL TRRNCE MISSION
New from AMG. Specially created

dance samples with the emphasis
on analogue synthesis. Inch Synth
Sequences, Ambient Pads, Drum
Loops, Synths, Synth FX, Atmos
sounds, Basses, Sung Vocals &
Dialogue, FX, amazing Ethnic
Sounds. Unique and highly

creative sample library. Two CDs,
available independently, or
together at a special price.

£49.95 EACH; f79.95 PAIR

DRNCE / INDU5TRIRL II
THE SEQUEL

It's here at last! The world's most long-awaited

sequel has arrived . s a double CD! Loops, plus

the component percussion elements from them,

plus their programming on MIDI.file disk,

1 '1 1 0.
0( ,( , I

nvestar Review
(Sound on Sound, UK). Fantastic!!!!

NOW CD-ROM r-
500 Mb CD-ROM! Fresh new samples from the

latest AMG Producer Series CDs and many from

CDs due for release later this year. On Alum,

Roland or Samplecell CD-ROM for only £54.95!!!

Many of the sounds will never be available

elsewhere. Material from Vince Clarke, Keith Le

Blanc, Gota Yashiki, Megabass, Global Trance

Mission, plus the entire contents of the"Now!"

audio CD. INCREDIBLE VALUE FOR MONEY!

£54.95

£69.95

VINCE CLRRKE - LUCKY BRSTRRO
"A must for anyone creating techno-pop
tunes... one hell of a useful CD. 9/10"

(Future Music!. Huge collection of sequences
specially created by Vince using his massive
collection of classic analogue synths. Grab
whole sequences or chop them up! Many

totally synth -generated unique drum loops,
one of Vince's trademarks. Also,

multisamples, plus all the samples from
Erasure's last 'Chorus' tour are featured.
The ultimate analogue sample CD by the

King of the Synth. Available as a numbered limited
edition of just 1000 - so hurry!

NEW CATALOGUE FREE !
Only the ness st releases are in this ad, ell 501' VLSI GEL SHE FULL ( MALL/CUE!!

EtSPACE
'3

rfi
O

=.0o
2

O

Le TIME I -SPACE so(nio DEVFLOPE113  EFIM-.10

100 COLOUR PAGES 100's of PRODUCTS!

KEITH LE BLRNE's 401
KICI\"V L.)) EF4T5

Credits Include Sugar HillClassics,
James Brown, REM, Mick Jagger,
Annie Lennox Seal, 808 State,
Malcolm McClaren, Bomb The Bass,
ABC, Tackhead, etc. "Devastating...
Keith copes with beats only drum
machines should be capable of... a
consummate timekeeper. Rated:
Five Stars A A 1. A (SOS).
Specially recorded grooves plus
single hits to
customise your own £ 54.9 5

RMBIENT
VOLUME 2

THE SRMPLE-00 SEQUEL
by IAN BODDY
Better than Vol. on

,ICA:(`(',1( Five-star
(Sound on Sound, UK). Fantas

£54.951

MO' FUNKY ELEMENTS
Out now! - even BETTER than its

predecessor - It fills in all the gaps left by

'The FUNKY ELEMENT" so between the

two you've got all areas covered! Enjoy.

STOP PRESS"

Five-star Review

(Sound on Sound, March 94). Fantastic!!!

"Samplemania" the brand new Time+Space Showcase

Sample -CD, and "NOW! That's What I Call Sampling!", the

AMG Showcase CD, both packed with samples & demos

from nearly all existing & future products, and they are

FREE with any order! (unless you've already got them's).

'OFFER LIMITED TO ONE PER HOUSEHOLD, WHILE STOCKS LAST

2 FREE CD
ZERO-G

ONG
Fu IvK

Funky Guitar Fthythdno

R05515 RISING FUNK
Funky Guitar Rhythms
OUT NOW' Another great rhythm

guitar sample library horn Zero -G.

It complements our 'Funk Guitar CD

perfectly. being very different in

character. Demon licks & laid back funk

RLPHRDANCE
This is the BIG NEWS from Germany

Alphadance you get an audio CD and

an Akoi CD-ROM! VERY usable. We

can tell you that this is completely

UNMISSABLE. And the price!?! This is

no misprint!! Both discs for...

£59.95'

£54.95

NEIL CONTI FUNKY DRUMS

"Immaculate... a controlled looseness
in the playing... Definitely the best live
drumming CD" (SOS). "The coming
together of all that has been learnt
about drumming in the fast thirty

impeccable
recordings

- tout performance .,
recordings skilful tuning and above
all, the value of the groove...I
recommend this CD (MT). Contents:
Over 90 lcms developing grooves
offering 1000's of jut9, potential

loops in 5 distinct
-F. 5 4 .9 5 sounds, & more!

GET YOURSELF A

CD-ROM PLAYER
WE'VE GOT THE BEST  AT THE LOWEST PRICES!

ttfeYriu ewymAgrogt2},4dtscefsr'cr thtespTiCesc'lnovgrent

APPLE (D300 only £159.00 excluding VAT:

- (price includes SCSI cable and Terminator).

SONY CDU6211  Only £99.00 excluding VAT.

ONR BERT BLOCKS FERTU

SLY DUNBR
"UPBEAT'

World's No.1 Reggae drummer
Producer. One half of the Riddim
Sly and Robbie. There's nothing lik
on the market! The styles & sound

simply overwhelming  Reggae 
Dancehall  Bhangra  Out mid-

MEGRER55 REMIX!
For instant loop gratification, stop

re...this CD is faultless-It's another
nce workstation, but fresher than most"
 S). "Perfect for the most vicious dance
ck... enough useable samples on this

CD to fit into any kind of track... 9/10."
uture Music). "It takes something special

to stand out...Remix! is something
ipecial...inherent versatility which makes
Remix! an essential
studio accessory"
(H&SR). £54.95

£69.95

- THE PSYCHOTRON
SOUNDS OF NEURO

BY MICHEL HUYGE
Unique & beautiful sounds &
created by the internationally acc

Spanish electronic musician. M
sampled at various octaves. Des
give your compositions a totally

original dimension. Exclusive wo
distribution by Time+Space

NORMRN COOK
SKIP TO MY LOOPS" From one of the
UK's most successful dance remixers.
"Another AMG masterpiece... some of
the best cases of white boy utilises a

reggae feel since the days of The
Clash."(Mixmag). Contents: Massive
collection of superb loops, ranging

from 84 bpm to obscenely fast, Vocals,
FX, Bass, Drums, Guitar, Reggae, Flute,

Sax, Brass, Synth and many more.

£54.95

£54.95

JJJECZRLIK'S RRT OF SRM
Credits Include: The Art of Noise, Fran
Goes To Hollywood, ABC. "For a coll
odd noises and useable instruments,
is ideal...a refreshing change. 8/10."
Music), "Seriously classic.,. Well
atmospheric... Quirky- Slice Of Sam
History." (SOS). Huge collection of -

wall sounds, Art of Noise classes, plu
Bass, Guitar, Drums, Percussion, Wind
& Spoken Vocals, Sound FX, Synth, 5

_ Orchestra, plus S
£54.9) data section.

COLDCLIT's KLEPTOlvIRNIR
"Raw, wicked and packed into the
terraces... quite brilliant... another
'must have' for any serious dance

enthusiast. Rated: Five Stars
(SOS). "this CD is meaty...Probably the
most DJ friendly thing not on vinyl."

(Mixmag). "built to be exploited...Used
properley these sounds are one of the
secrets of modern dance music...pre-
selected for you by four of the best

ears in the business." (MT).

oldcut's
K6 PTIMn\Tql

....11

DANNY CUMMINGS 8 MILES BO

RHYTHM OF LIFE
"Immaculately pkryecl...in*imlionol to

with... A connOnSeues product" (Sound
Sound) -"The production is superb... a
classy CD.' !Future Muriel. Contents:
percussion sounds incl. 49 tracks of
grooves, plus tons of single hits in many
Congas, Bongos. Djeinbe, Udu, Sato Dru
Sober & &routs°, Shakers & Rainmaker
African Shakers. Gongs & Hand Cymba
Cowbells, Agogos,
Tambourines, Guiro, r £54.
Talking Drum, Bells, etc!
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E+SPACE - THE WORLD'S FINEST COLLECTION OF PROFESSIONAL SOUND LIBRARIES ON CD & CD-ROM

WILDE'
TO DIGITAL

down a skim! This massive collection

ntage analogue sounds, FX, and rhythms

cording to our customers, better than

ny other analog collection out there.

£54.95
STEVE REID's

DEFINITIVE PERCUSSION
World-renowned percussionist Steve Reid

has played on over 300 records, films & TV
shows from Miles Davis to Supertromp to En

Vogue. Hundreds of exotic hand drums &
instruments from Africa, Brazil, India &

Cuba, with every nuance of attack & tone.
Plus a vast selection of classic film percussion

effects. A top -class library hem the USA.

Audio CD:
CD-ROM:

YCHIC HORNS" by JPSON MILES
ss loops, riffs and samples of POP,
NK, R&B and JAll styles of Horn
tions. Large and small sections of
pet, Tenor & Trombones with stabs,

s and swells in stereo, both dry and
bient. Also some drum grooves. The
bens of "Psychic Horns have played
th: The Crusaders, Aretha Franklin, -

e -Trent Darby, The Temptations, The
Tops, Mike Stem, Freddy Hubbard,

Bennett, Natalie Cole and many other
itional & contemporary
zz and R&B artists. LS', 9 5

L124'15

THE DIGITRL KITCHEN's

DEFINITIVE GROOVES
This brand new disc from the USA definitely

has the Time+Space seal of approval. 99 new

hiphop breakbeots, plus hundreds of new

hiphop, hardcore, techno, & rave samples -

scratches, squeals, screams, vocal FX, and

mom... Heard it all before?? Don't worry -

this disc passes the tough Time+Space usability

test!! We wouldn't stock it if it

L 59 ct c; didn't deliver the goods.

Q -UP RATS

MBO VOLUME ONE
are now distributing the great

ge of new quality products from
UP ARTS in the USA. This disc is

rb value -for -money and a fine
to their range. It contains a huge

ne of sounds from 10 different
ucts, both in audio format and

early to load in CD-ROM formats

Mixed mode Audio -L 69 9 5CD & CD ROM

mio Be,

AKA!, K2000, 11110, SP -700 5-760
MULTI-PLATCORM  MIXED Moot.

DNA BEAT BLOCKS FEATURING

ARMANDO BORG:

PERCUSSION
INCOGNITO

Live percussion loops on CD plus midifiles.

AAAAA Fiveitar Review
(Sound on Sound, UK] The best!!!!

£69.95
ILL LEE BRSS LIBRRRY I-
re of the most in -demand bass players

king today. Over 1700 performances on

D, using many famous ames, with each

to played in appropriate style !or each

ment. Lifelike quality & musicality. All the

ces that make a "real bass" performance:

-notes" * "pats" = slides drops i= thumps

utes * harmonics * fingered = picked

thumbed * every semitone sampled.

£69.95

.)RCHESTRA

PETER SIEDLRCZEK

ORCHESTRR
CD-ROM

Hugely successful Orchestra library.

Hits, swells, Glissandos (all tutti), &

great strings sections. Superb.

CD-ROM: for Akai or

SampleCell: £199

ZERO -G TECHNOT
There is an enormous BUZZ

hod fantastic reviews and

Audio cc, £54.95

ZERO -G

ut this library it's

whatlpromises.

ROM )E99.0 0

RFILES
NEW LOW PRO Over hly acclaimed samples for dance,

Fantastic reviews s.Tremendous value for money.

Audio CDs: El 9.95 Aka' CD-ROM' )£99:00

FROM BEST SEMirGERMANY  TWO OF 114E BEST CDs WE HAVE...

"KILLER HORNS" AND

7, ...1)9_55ICRL CHOIRS"
Both these CDs have had A A A'A A Five-star

Reviews in Sound on Sound  Fantastic quality!!!!

Audio CD versions:

CD-ROM versions.

SRMPL ELLIRRE
If you liked the "Dance/Industrial" CD, you'll
LOVE this. Hard -edged techno & industrial
loops & percussion. Ultra -high standard of

production. One of best dance products we've
heard from USA, by two big U.S. names.
"Unless you wont to do straight soul or hip hop
with your miler you should definitely buy
this volume. "'shard, it's brash, it's funky. it's
catchy, it's well produced, it's comprehensive,

it's... Well, quite frankly it's brilliant...
give your sampler a treat and get yourself a
copy as soon as possible."
(Future Music, Mar.94), L69.95

NOW YOU'VE GOT A FREE CD-ROM!*
the brand new Time+Space Showcase CD-ROM
in Akoi S3000/51000 format. Over 200MB of
samples from many existing & future products.
It's FREE when you order any other CD-ROM!

*OFFER
LIMITED TO
ONE PER
HOUSEHOLD,
WHILE STOCKS
LAST -SO
HURRY!

FREE CDROM
TONAL. TEXTURES by ERVID TORN

Loops. Beds. Soundscapes for Film,

Composition & Multimedia. Completely
compatible with 51000, 51100, 53000,

K2000. ERR. SP -700, 5-760. By esoteric guitar

wizard, David Tom. Diverse new collection of
unique looped atmospheres that morph and
change through time. Very special musical

landscapes that evoke on infinite spectrum of
moods, ambionce's colors and feelings.

£69.95
£249.00

"XL -1 Plus
DOUBLE CD DANCE PACK

The replacement for X -Static end 011 which

have both been discontinued

"XLI Plus" contains 3144 dance samples.

(((,x( Five-star Review
(Sound on Sound, Mar cz, Wicked!!!!

Wicked arogammingl This is a really

happening CD-ROM.  500Mb  210
Volumes  2200 programs  2500 sample:

sorted by category  Attack synths  Bosses

 Bell sounds  Brasses  CloYmets  Etlin

& flutes  Fairlight impressions  Organs 
 Pianos  Strings  Musical & special

Pe"D'Eni. And c yes tow

are getting... £149

ATTENTION ALL SAMPLING
HARDWARE DEALERS!

Heard about the Time+Space
sample -03 Jukebox Promotion??

Let us put a Sony 100 -CD Jukebox in your
premises, fully -loaded with the worlds Top

100 Sample -CDs at our expense! Start
stocking all Time -Space titles nowt Well
give you all the support you need & your

customers will get the best possible software
support for their sampler. They can listen

before they buy - WITHOUT staff
assistance. Call us to see if your store

qualifies for this unique promotion. Then
come and try the system first-hand at the

Midi Music Show [Wembley, 22-24 April]
- we think you'll agree It's a winner.

FUNK GUI TRR
By Vlad Noslas. Simply the best guitar rhythm

collection in existence  the reviewers all agree.

Coming soon, Vlad's new CD/CD-ROM -

FUNK BASS -one of the major releases of 19940

Audio CD: £54.95'
Full Akai CD-ROM £199
limited Edition CD ROvl £79.00

ANIMPLOGI
ANALOG GROOVES

New from Big Fish Audio (USA). Ambient,

Progressive, Trance, Techno, Rave these styles

are rapidly evolving. Don't use outdated synth

& bass loops that would fit right into a cheesy

commercial ore second -rote video game! They

just won't cut it in 1994. This disc is packed

with over 70 mins of trippin' NEW analogue &

synth/bass loops. Step back, look ahead.

VOCRL BYTES
This new vocal CD is extremely
valuable. Although it's not all

amazing, the good samples are not
just goad but PRICELESS!! Top -class

dance vocals, all original, and
many sung with a really special

power and vibe. So great value at :

£54.95

STAIN

VOCAL BYTES

r.1., up. rilY iu n
MARK Mior,t, I ,,HVS"

SYNCLRVIER LIBRRRY
Highly coveted collection incl. 1000's
of timbres & effects previously only
available to Synclavier owners. A
series of FOUR CD-ROMs in Akai,

Roland or Samplecell formats: Vol -1:
Strings. Vol.2: Percussion. Vol.3:
Keys & Guitars. Vol.4: Brass &
Winds. Call for release dates.

£249.00 EACH

REMEMBER!! ONLY A FEW OF OUR CDs ARE IN THIS
ADVERT!! - SO CALL FOR OUR FULL CATALOG!!

FAST snail -order sers ice - delis sirs usually next working day
after receipt of payment by credit card (VISA / MASTERCARD
/ AMEX), postal orders, bank draft, building soc. cheque, or
cash (registered post - its quite safen. TO ORDER:

TEL 0442 870681 or FAX 0442 877266
Heim ever, if paving by personal cheque please allow up to 7

working days 01 for clearance through the bank.
Make the ues/POs avable to ''TIME+SPACE" and ost to:

TIME+SPACE P.O. BOX 306 BERKHAMSTED
HERTS. v HP4 3EP ENGLAND

International orders: please add Li airmail or L 1 0 express airmail. EC
countries: please O. e us Tour international 0 AT number if sou has e one.

Prices include VAT & UK Postage, & are subject to change without notice.

THE LEADING EDGE
OF S.4.1IPLING TECHNOLOG1
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Connectivity - that's the name
of the game. Impressive as they
may be, modern computers
can't do everything. Not
without a bit of

help. PCs and Apple Macs, for example,
contain internal slots capable of
taking an enormous range of plug-
in cards to help them perform other
functions.

The PC is the most expandable of all
computers, and cards available include
modems (for communicating with other
computers), scanner cards, and maths cards
(for speeding up mathematical
calculations). Most PCs already have some
slots taken up with a card to control their
hard disk and a video display card which
produces the picture you see on the
monitor.

There is also a wide range of cards to
interest musicians and people working in
multimedia. Video capture cards (not to be
confused with video display cards) let you
store video clips on disk for editing. And, of
course, there are sound cards. These started
life as a means of adding synthesised
sounds to the PC (which otherwise only has

a paltry single -sound beep), primarily for
games, but they have now developed into
veritable jacks-of-all-trades with facilities
such as digital recording and playback, and
also interfacing for MIDI and CD-ROM
players. Some use quite sophisticated forms
of synthesis and are capable of high -quality
digital recording.

Apple Macs have card slots, too. The
most well-known is the NuBus slot,
but the LC family have PDS slots

which, though taking up less space, work in
a similar way. These are used for co-
processors to speed up maths functions,
graphics cards for special video displays and
networking cards for connecting the Mac to
other Macs or a PC. Most of the Mac sound
cards are used for digital recording. As far as
I am aware there are currently no Mac cards
containing sounds (other than Sample Cell
II which is more akin to a sampler), but
please put me right on this one if there are.

As with most things Mac, you can usually
plug a card into your computer, boot your
application and start using it. As with all
things PC, plugging in cards isn't likely to
be as straightforward...

Ldit Orions Windmrs

nil Pe.E 411

11111k, Ilrot
"-I-11**rSamples

Fleyene
Crosel..

Voyetra's Audio View software includes a wave
editor, audio mixer and CD- ROM controller and
works with a wide range of PC sound cards.

Settings
Sound Blaster 16 Mixer Control

Options Help

"Device Control
Von MIDI CD Lin Mie Spk

Master Control - -
Vol Treble Bas

Gain -
I_

11 is8

Output
L R

CO
Lin
Mic

The Sound Blaster Mixer programs lets you balance
the parts of your sound system.

PaIdes Available
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No. Memory

The Gravis Ultrasound includes a Patch Manager
which lets you audition and load sounds into
Ultrasound's RAM.
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PCs have 8 -bit and 16 -bit card slots. You
can easily see which is which because 16 -bit
slots are longer than 8 -bit ones (most PCs
with 16 -bit slots also have at least one 8 -bit
slot) and there is a small gap between the
rows of connectors. You can use most 8 -bit
cards in a 16 -bit slot quite happily. Stereo
sound cards and cards with 16 -bit sampling
resolution will be 16 -bit cards.

But plugging the card in is the easy bit.
You then have to configure it. Depending
on the card's facilities this could involve
you in port addresses, DMA and IRQ
settings. It's all part of the process of telling
the computer exactly where the sound
card is in relation to the system and it
could be argued that this simply reflects
the PC's flexibility, but it's a flexibility
that can lead you into problems -
problems which the Mac user doesn't
have to worry about as everything is

Jargon Sound card feature

BUSTER
Digital audio: the process of converting
sound to digital data and then converting it back
to audio data for playback. While in digital
format it can be stored in the computer's memory
or, in the case of digital recording, on a hard disk,

DMA: Direct Memory Access lets a card
communicate directly with the PC's memory (the
name says it all) without having to go through the
computer's processor. This speeds up operations
and allows several tasks to be performed
concurrently.

DSP: Digital Signal Processor, a chip designed
specifically to process data quickly. Typically used
to perform real-time digital effects.

IRQ: an Interrupt ReQuest is issued by a device
connected to a PC to ask the computer to
perform a certain task. A sound card, for example,
may want some more music data for playing.
Each card must have a different IRQ otherwise
messages end up going to the wrong devices and
the computer will probably crash.

Port address: a PC may have several I/O
(Input/Output) ports or sockets which are
assigned a number the address - so the
computer can distinguish one card from
another when sending and receiving data. If
this is not set correctly the computer won't
be able to communicate with the card.

S/PDIF: Sony/Philips Digital Interface Format. A
standard used for transferring digital data, used in
many DATs and samplers.

SCSI: Small Computer Serial Interface, a standard
used to connect devices such as a CD-ROM or
hard disk to a computer. SCSI -2 transfers data
faster, but connected devices must support it.

WAV: the standard digital audio format of
Windows sound files.

YM3812: the original sound chip used in the Ad
Lib card and compatibles. It's a two -operator FM
chip with four waveforms and 11 -note polyphony.
Crude by modern synthesis standards - but
cheap!

Yamaha OPL3: a more advanced FM chip with
eight waveforms capable of producing six 4 -
operator voices or 18 2 -operator ones. Still not
state-of-the-art, but GM -compatible which makes
it more useful to musicians.

Pick a card...

taken care of automatically.
If you don't have any other devices in

your PC, you may be able to simply plug in
and go. However, like as not you'll have to
change at least some of these settings. The

better software supplied with the cards lets
you test the system and make changes
through the program - although if there is
a conflict (that is, if another card is using
the same IRQ or DMA channel), it's not

A bit on the side

cards can perform additional hardware
functions and many packages include
lots of bits of software. Here's a list of
some typical extras..

 Joystick and/or MIDI connector. Most
require an adaptor cable which terminates in
MIDI sockets but this can he cheaper than
buying a separate MIDI interface. However, if
you have compatibility problems with the card,
this could affect MIDI performance, too.
 Line and Mic In. Ail cards with recording
facilities will have at least one of these. Most

have both but if you want to record line level
signals, you know what to look for.

* CD-ROM interface. This can be very useful -
especially ii you want to add a CD-ROM drive -
as you save money on the cost of a separate
interface. However, there are three types - Sony,
Panasonic and Mitsumi -- so make sure the card
and your prospective CD-ROM are compatible.

 SCSI interface. Some cards have a SCSI
interface fitted, with others it's an optional extra.
Adding SCSI to a card will save one of the slots in
your PC. However, if you have problems with the
card or decide to upgrade it later, you'll have to
let the SCSI interface go, too. You can use a SCSI
interface to attach a CD-ROM drive - providing,
of course, that it's a SCSI drive and not a
proprietary type.

 Mini speakers. These are a popular inclusion:
in PC sound card packs but the quality of most is
pretty terrible. Don't pay extra for speakers
unless you've heard them.

 Mic. Again, you get what you pa for. Useful i
you don't have a Mic but do
Sennheiser.

 Software. All cards should come wit
some software even if il's just a set-up routine
and a couple of naff DOS applications.
Goodies to look out for include a MIDI .file'
player, perhaps a sequencer, a waveform edit°
a mixer and a voice -recognition system. You
may also get a couple of games to show
off the sound and possibly a multimedia
CD. Such bundles can really add value
to the pack.
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B -bit PE cards

Card

Sound Commander EX

Orchid Sound Producer

Orchid Sound Producer Pro

Sound Blaster 2 Deluxe

Super Sound Two Plus

ATI Stereo FX

Sound Galaxy NX Pro Extra

Sound Blaster Pro Deluxe

Gallant SC5000

15 -bit PC cards

Card

Media Vision Pro Audio Spectrum 16

Sound Galaxy NX Pro 16 Extra

Advanced Gravis Ultrasound

Logitech SoundMan 16

Microsoft Sound System

Orchid Soundwave 32

Orchid Gamewave 32

Sound FX 16 -Bit

Sound FX Classic 3000

Sound Blaster Pro 16 ASP

Cyber Audio Card

SCC-1

Key to emulations abbreviations: AL = Ad Lib, SB = Sound Blaster, SBP = Sound Blaster Pro, GM = General MIDI

Price Supplier Sample rate (kHz)

f46.00 Comsol Systems AL/SB 44.1/44.1

£49.00 Orchid AL/SB 22/22

£89.00 Orchid AL/SB/SBP 44.1/44.1

£65.00 Westpoint Creative AL/SB 44.1/15

f 75.00 Gallant N/A 50/50

£79.00 Metrocom AL/SB 15/15

£92.83 Silica AL/SB/SBP 44.1/44.1

£99.00 Westpoint Creative AL/SB/SBP 44.1/44.1

£125.00 Gallant AL/SB/SBP/GM 50/50

Price Supplier Sample rate (kHz)

£139.00 Ingram Micro AL/SB/SBP/GM 44.1/44.1

£151.58 Silica AL/SB/S8P 44.1/44.1

£199.00 Optech AL/SB/GM 44.1/44.1

£199.00 Logitech AL/SB 44.1/44.1

£120.00 Microsoft AL 48/48

£199.00 Orchid AL/SB/GM 44.1/44.1

£175 00 Orchid AL/SB/GM 44.1/NA

£99.00 Bluepoint AL/SB 48/48

£199.00 Bluepoint AL/SB/GM/GS 48/48

£219.00 Westpoint Creative AL/SB/SBP/GM 44/44

£249.00 Unica AL/SB/GM 44.1/44.1

£430.00 Roland AL/SB/GM N/A

Comment

Joystick and MIDI ports; pack includes speakers.

Includes mini speakers; unpretentious.

Stereo version of Orchid's Sound Producer using two
8 -bit digital/audio converters; includes a Panasonic CD-
ROM interface with SCSI as an option.

The card the rest are modelled on; it may not have all the
tinsel but for maximum compatibility, this is the one.

Includes Sony and Panasonic CD ROM interface
(Mitsumi available as an option); manual poor.

Highly compatible; includes 8W amp for headphones or
a small speaker (not supplied).

Includes Panasonic and Mitsumi CD-ROM interface
(Sony optional); mic and mini speakers; configurable
from software; good quality sound.

Sound Blaster compatibility in true stereo; 20 voices;
includes Panasonic CD-ROM interface and lots of software.

Mini speakers and hand-held mic included; Panasonic
and Sony CD-ROM interfaces (Mitsumi as an option).

Comment

Mitsumi and Panasonic CD-ROM interfaces plus SCSI.

Includes a mic and headphones; Panasonic and Mitsumi
CD-ROM interfaces (Sony optional); SCSI optional;
software configurable/ungradable to 16 -bit wavetable
synthesis with Wave Power (£116.33) card.

16 -bit playback, 8 -bit recording (16 -bit recording
is optional); CD-ROM interface optional; excellent wavetable
sounds; interesting 3D surround sound effect.

A Media Vision Pro Audio 16 (the basic version) clone;
easy installation; no CD-ROM interface.

More for business than games or music; no Sound Blaster
emulation (although a new version will have this); no CD-
ROM interface or joystick port; bundled with a Mic and
business -oriented software including voice recognition.

Uses wavetable synthesis - good sounds; compatible
with the Roland MT -32 and Microsoft Sound System;
includes speakers; Sony and Mitsumi CD-ROM interfaces.

Similar to the Orchid Soundwave but no recording ability or
Sound System emulation; no speakers and comes with less
software.

Similar to Sound FX Classic 3000 (see below) but without
wavetable synthesis; bundled with 2020 Sound Editor and
Sound Impression; addition of Wave FX board (£125)
effectively turns it into a Classic 3000 (Wave FX package
includes Cubase Lite and MIDI cable).

Unique to date in having a GS emulation (although it has
no reverb); includes MIDI adaptoOr lead; bundled with
Cubase Ute and Sound Impression; supports Sony,
Panasonic and Mitsumi CD-ROM interfaces; digital sound
quality very good.

The current top -of -the -range Sound Blaster; ASP (Advanced

Signal Processor) improves digital audio speed and includes
data compression; Panasonic CD-ROM interface; includes a
mic and voice recognition software, a simple animation
program and a CD multimedia encyclopedia; FM sound (an
OPL3 chip) may be improved by adding a Wave Blaster
board.

Wavetable synthesis offers good sounds; compatibility
problems with certain software; includes a SCSI interface
and comes with a microphone headset and voice
recognition software.

A Sound Canvas on a card but with none of the recording
facilities or extras you expect to find on a games or
multimedia card; excellent sound.
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;#31/610,1 Classic 3000
SOUND SYSTEM

 16 BIT PC Soundcard
 PCM wavetable synthesizer with 317 sampled sounds
 Sampling rate 44.1 KHZ (CD quality)

 ADLIB, Soundblaster compatible
 Windows sound system compatible
 Roland SCC-1, MT32 instrument compatible
 General MIDI & Roland GS instrument compatible
 Roland MPU - 401 UART compatible Every Sound
 CD ROM interfaces

'
 MIDI interface & lead
 Digital mixer Youll Ever Need
 Mini keyboard (optional)

"...some of the best sounds I've heard on a PC card"
MT March '94

All this for around £200* including cubase Lite and wave sound editor
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Bluepoint Corporation (UK) Ltd, 17-19 James Way, Milton Keynes MK1 1SU
For local stockists call 0908 277007
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*Price subject to VAT

Sound FX Classic 3000



PC digital audio cards

Card

Roland ATW-10

Price Supplier
£449.00 Roland

Digital Audio Labs' CardD £757.00 Digital Music

Kalix SoundTrax £499.00 Digital Music

Maui £198.00 Et Cetera

Multisound

Tahiti

£468.00 Et Cetera

Comment
Package includes the RAP -10 sound card (not available

separately) and some excellent, highly graphic edit and

arranging software; lets you combine CD tracks, digital

audio and MIDI files. (See review in MT February '94).

Highly -specified card; software offers 2 -track stereo

recording at rates up to 48KHz; non-destructive editing and

customised fades MIDITasker will trigger sound files via

MIDI for audio/MIDI integration; optional I/O card provides

S/PDIF support.

Records at rates up to 48KHz. includes Ensoniq GM sounds

(based on the ASR -10); MPU-40t MIDI interface, four

internal DSPs, support for Sony CD ROM and SCSI -2;

RAMStore lets you create your own sounds from WAV

samples; Ad Lib and Sound Blaster compatible.

GM -compatible sound card; 24 voices (wavetable

synthesis); SampleStore lets you download samples into the

card to create your own sounds; MIDI interface is

MPU-401 compatible.

High-qualityl 6 -bit 44.1 KHz recording plus 384 sounds

based on the E -mu Proteus; Advanced Hurricane

Architecture works up to eight times faster than DMA

techniques; GM -compatible.

£351.00 Et Cetera As the Multisound card but without the Proteus synthesiser.

Macintosh digital audio cards

Card

Audiomedia II

Audiomedia LC

Sample Cell II

Price Supplier
£1202.00 Digidesign

Comment

Plugs into NuBus slot and offers high -quality stereo 16 -bit

recording up to 48KHz; analogue Ins and Outs plus S/PDIF;

SoundDesigner II software features non-destructive playlist

editing plus effects such as compression, pitch shifting, EQ

and dynamics; supported by major direct -to -disk software

such as Studio Vision, Cubase Audio and Notator Logic

Audio.

£908.00 Digidesign Similar to Audiomedia II but uses the LC -type PDS slot; no

S/PDIF interface; maximum rate of 44,1 KHz.

£1822.00 Digidesign 16 -bit sample player on a NuBus card; eight polyphonic

Outs; expandable up to 32Mb RAM; 32 dynamically -

assigned voices; over 20 CD-ROM libraries of

sounds available.

Contacts Bluepoint: 0908 277007  Comsol Systems: 081 672 2343  Digidesign: 081
875 9977  Digital Music: 0703 252131  Et Cetera: 0706 228039  Gallant: 0525 3726215 Ingram
Micro: 0908 260422  Logitech: 0344 891 31 3  Metrocom: 0908 373999  Microsoft: 0734 27000 
Optech: 0252 714340  Orchid: 0256 479898  Roland: 0252 816181  Silica: 081 309 11115 Unica:
061 429 0241  Westpoint Creative: 0243 248590

always easy to track down. Settings can also
usually be changed on the card itself using
DIP switches or by changing the position of
jumper pins.

When you've got that working you then
have to install some drivers to control the
card. There will be different drivers for DOS
and Windows applications. Usually
installation is fairly easy although this
depends on the installation routines
supplied. The ethos behind Windows means
that an application does not have to know
exactly what is connected to the system. It
simply talks to the driver and the driver
sends the necessary instructions to the
hardware. Windows comes with several
drivers which you can see in the Drivers
section of the Control Panel.

MT
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There are two main PC sound -card
standards, both named after the cards
that started the trend. The Ad Lib card

was taken as the standard for music and
most sound cards support this. The Sound
Blaster added digital audio and the ability
to play back sampled speech and sound
effects. It's also backwards compatible with
the Ad Lib card and unless your budget is
limited, Sound Blaster compatibility should
be your aim. But sound -card technology
moves on and more sophisticated standards
are starting to appear. Sound Blaster Pro
offers 20 -voice stereo sound and many
games now have this as an option. Look for
Pro compatibility if you're serious about
your games.

The other emerging standard is GM

(General MIDI) and some cards contain a
set of GM sounds which can be particularly
useful for the muso on a budget - GM and
digital recording in one package.

But given that most of these cards cost
well under £200, just what kind of audio
quality are we talking about here? Well, this
is where the cracks begin to show. Most of
the cheaper cards use the Yamaha YM3812,
a 2 -operator FM chip, which may be
adequate for games but it would hardly pass
muster even at a karaoke night. Cards with
the Yamaha OPL3 chip are noticeably better
although it's still FM and well below current

r.,
Eton o _fa

Ultrasound can record and edit digital audio although
16 -bit recording is an optional extra.

._L L_11_J14:41s...L _1J

1_

The Sound Blaster 16 includes basic but usable
wave editing software.

amour - - j

Software in the Pro Audio Spectrum
pack lets you create your own effects.

Wave for Windows is a highly graphic dedicated
piece of waveform -editing software.



The most thorny issue surrounding PC sound
cards is the question of compatibility. The first
problem faced by users is installing the card and
actually getting it to work with their PC. A
complete novice may well be baffled by the set-
up options although a good manual will take you
through the procedure step-by-step.
Unfortunately, not all cards come with good
manuals.
Then there's the question of software
compatibility. Most cards emulate the Sound
Blaster and the majority do a creditable job,
although some seem to be more compatible than
others. I'd be very surprised if there was not at
least one program which every card did not work
with. Unfortunately, some cards don't work with

many programs. Part of the problem
may be traced to the card's software
emulation, but some blame may also

be down to your PC. In spite of the fact that all
PCs these days are so-called IBM PC -compatible,
the truth is that all PCs are not equal. They are
constructed from many parts, sourced from
different suppliers and put together in different
ways. Communication between different parts of
the machine takes place at different speeds
through a variety of busses and in a way, it's a
testimony to the robustness of the basic PC
design that the things can run such a range of
software at all!
And, of course, the music routines in the software
may have been optimised for an emulation
different to your own. It all adds up to a potential
compatibility nightmare. Of course, the vast
majority of users buy a sound card, plug it in and

have no trouble at all, but I do know that there
are a lot people who never get their cards
working to their full satisfaction. I even know a
fellow writer, and no slouch with the PC, who
totally failed to get a sound card working on one
of his PCs - yet it worked faultlessly on another.
The moral of the story is simply to be aware that
compatibility problems can arise. Tell the supplier
what sort of PC you have and ask if they will
replace the card or refund your money if it
doesn't work. If anyone has experienced sound
card compatibility problems, please drop us an
line and tell us about it. If you are having a
problem, the place to start looking for a solution
is the card manufacturer or distributor - although
even they might not know all the answers.
Correspondence on the subject is welcomed.
And by the way, there's no such thing as a
'standard' PC.

state-of-the-art sound synthesis. Still, it is
GM -compatible and that must earn it a few
extra brownie points.

If you want sounds more in keeping with
today's standards then you need to look at
wavetable synthesis cards such as the
Orchid Soundwave 32, the Gravis
Ultrasound and the Wave Blaster add-on as
well as the Roland SCC-1 and the Turtle
Beach cards. The Multisound card, for
example, contains the equivalent of a
Proteus 1/XR synth!

Digital audio, again, was originally
developed for games and based around 8 -bit
sampling but the development of stereo 16 -

bit cards supporting sample rates up to
44.1KHz raised the quality, certainly to that
of good demo standards. If you compare
these with dedicated digital audio systems it
must be remembered that sound cards are
called upon to do several tasks while digital
audio systems are designed to do one job
well and usually include additional
hardware to do it. Dedicated systems will
have superior digital converters so the
sound quality is bound to be better.

As with most things, you get what you
pay for, but if you are on a budget sound
cards really are worth considering.

Where most of the cards fall down is the

recording software which is not as
sophisticated as dedicated software such as
Turtle Beach's Wave for Windows, Voyetra's
Audio View or Innovative's SAW. Still, you
can often use this software with a card of
your choice. SAW, for example (watch out
for a review in MT very soon), is compatible
with the Sound Blaster ASP.

If you want to move more upmarket,
there are several dedicated digital audio
cards to choose from for both the PC and
the Mac. PC cards such as the CardD+ and
the Turtle Beach cards are still very
affordable and capable of producing
excellent results. 

KORG
DISGUISE KIT
FOR OTHER
KEYBOARDS.

If you hanker after Korg-quality sound but

can't afford to trade in your existing keyboard, the

new Korg 05FVW could be the answer.

Basically, it's the heart of the 01/W

workstation keyboard squeezed into a half -rack

module. Plug it into your existing MIDI keyboard

and it gives you 6Mb of high -quality samples,

Ale synthesis, 100 user programmes, 100

combinations, 128 General MIDI programmes,

stereo programmable digital effects, 8 drum kits

and a serial interface which lets you connect to a

PC or Macintosh for multimedia and sequencing

work. In other words, it'll make just about any

other keyboard sound like a Korg. Even better

news, it'll cost you just £599.

And there's no disguising the value of that.

KORG
BREAKING SOUND BARRIERS

For more details write to Korg (UK) Ltd., 8-9 The Crystal Centre, Elmgrove Road, Harrow, Middlesex HA1 2YR or phone 081-427 5377. 29
MT
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230 High Street, Barnet, Hertfordshire, EN5 5TD Tel: 081-440-3440 Fax 081-447-1129

EVERY DAY IS DIGITAL AUDIO DAY AT THE DIGITAL VILLAGE

Paul Wiffen
Manager - The Digital Village

Some stores invite manufacturers
or distributors in for a day to do
demonstrations of their products.
Some even schedule a week of
demos for a special promotion.
All the hard -disk recording packages we do
are on permanent demonstration every day at
The Digital Village.

EXCLUSIVE: We are the only dealer who can supply the
Classic 3000 MIDI sound card - for the PC as reviewed in this

month's MT - bundled with the industry standard Steinberg CuBase
Lite for Windows sequencing software - all for just

THIS SLOT -IN POWER HOUSE: CAN TIM
FLEDGED GENERAL 11111131 MODULE WITH

The Classic 3000 MP
- 16bit Stereo Digital Audio - Microphone and line inputs

- 317 sounds in 8MB ROM - 44.1/48Khz sample rates

- 16 Part Multi Timbral - MIDI interface (MPU401 Compatible)

- 24 Note Polyphonic - Headphone output

- CD ROM interface - General MIDI compatible

- Digital Mixer - Soundblaster compatible

CUBASE AUDIO for the ATARI FALCON Our best-selling system. We are the
only store who can make the Falcon modifications recommended by Steinberg
for optimum performance. Paul's unique experience with the Falcon also
means he can configure a system to your personal need.
We also have Cubase Audio running on the Mac (the latest version gives you
up to 16 tracks with Digidesign ProTools), and also the Atari ST/TT and PC
versions which work with the Yamaha CBX-D5.

DIGIDESIGN Session 8 is now the most powerful single piece of
hardware available for either the Macintosh or PC platforms, giving you
eight discrete tracks of direct -to -disk recording (including 8 separate
outputs for each track) to fast SCSI drives. It also features 4 mic pre -amp
inputs and four line inputs. Choose you favourite platform to run it on.
Speak to Gavin to discuss your system requirements.

D2 Syquest 105MB drives are still available on the "the 88meg price" deal
from last year, but we don't know how long we can keep this unbelievable
deal going, so get in touch with us quick if you want to take advantage of
this phenomenal price saving. Remember that the reduced access time
allows 8 tracks of digital audio using CuBase Audio on the Falcon.

@DV/s jk DVS v2/C3000
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We want to find out what you like. The products you
use, and the products you consume, may inspire you, infuriate you or strike you as
no more interesting than -the 1976 amendments to the traffic by-laws in Swindon.

But which, in your opinion, are the best? Nominate one product for each category on
our form below,-andiet us know. The information will be collated with the results of
our Readership Survey in January to provide a comprehensive picture of what you
want, what you're like and what the hi -tech music business is getting right - or wrong.

Post sour completed form to: MT Readers Poll, Alexander House, Ely, Cambridge
CB7 4AF. The first 20 forms pulled out of the mailbag will witt,t eir sende
MA36 MIDI Analysefr and a 12 -month subscription to MT absolute frees

MT's crucial categories
Best synth/sound module Best artist of all time

2 Best sequencer (hardware or software) 10 Best new album or video of the last 12 months

3 Best computer (make and model) 11 Best album or video of all time

4 Best software package 12 Best new product overall in the last 12 months

5 Best analogue synth
Name

6 Best sampler Address

Best sample CD/CD-ROM
Post Code

8 Best new artist of the last 12 months Telephone

Your name and address will not be used for mailing list/marketing purposes.



CALL US NOW ON

0202 395135
EXT. 125

SAMPLING
WORKSTATION

DDIE MOORS MUSIC LTD
THE SOUND INVESTMENT

679 CHRISTCHURCH ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH BH7 6AE

THE LARGEST MUSIC STORE IN THE SOUTH

DOWN IN
PRICE!!

£999 + VAT
£1173 INC VAT.

Limited
Stocks !!!

48 KHz Stereo Sampling. Expandable to 44
seconds. Instant Looping, truncating and
Mapping.Reads S770 and 5750 Library.
Real rime Sequencer. Unique Scratch Pad.

tut' Acoustic

The Dawn Of A New Technology
Yamaha VL1 Virtual Accoustic Synthesizer

Available Now.

YAMAHA
TONE GENERATOR

the Latest Sound Module From Yamaha Has Arrived.
456 Sounds. 128 User Definable Patches. 6Mb of ROM

200 Wavefonns.32 Note Polphonic. 16 Part Multitimbra
Advanced Digital Filters.Digital Signal Processor.

General Midi Standard. All For Under £650.

LOWESTAPRICES. EXCLUSIVE DEALS,

VISCOUNT MEGA DEALS!!!
D9 DRAWBAR ORGAN NOW ONLY £449.
D9E DRAWBAR EXPANDER ONLY £329.

1. t $ :.t1 $ ote o p onic. art  u ti
Umbral. Built in SCSI. 2 Mbytes upgradeable to 32

Mbytes. Akai Compatible.
2 Stereo Or 4 Mono Outputs. Free CD Rom.
Check Our hard drive and CD Rom Options.

KIJR ZWEIL

 erston .1 o ware an. amp e  .lion toc
Check our Prices on Memory Expansion.

MICRO PIANO EXPANDER NOW AVAILABLE CALL FOR A QUOTE !!

Roland AX -1 MIDI Keyboard Controller

A

We are able to supply complete sequencing \ direct to disc systems to
for apple mac, atari falcon and pc.Whether you already own a

computer or are about to purchase an entire hardware / software oo
package, contact us now for a really competitive quote.

AX1
XCLUSIVE

£369
Limited stocks.

Save £200 off rrp!!

PRICES ON AL.
KORG. Products

NEW AND USED EQUIPTMENT
Yamaha DX7S £349 Korg WSAD £1125
YamahaQX5FD £299 Korg 0 IRW £899
Akai SO1 £635 Kawai K3 £199
Yamaha QY10 £149 Diamond 8-2 £239
Yamaha YS100 £249 Kawai Q80 £325
Roland D50 £425 Roland A30 £299
ZOOM 9120 £269 Roland MC300 £325
Yamaha DX21 £199 Korg 01W Pro £1575
Yamaha RM50 £369 ART Alpha 2 £285
Tascam488 £899 Yamaha SY85 £949
Tascam 32 £749 Yamaha RY30 £309
Korg MI £799 Yamaha SY99 £1699
Allen&Heath GS3 £1889 Yamaha TX 81Z £175

Triple Tier'
Aluminium Stand, £119

Cubase V3.02 £279.
Cubase Windows £179
Cubase Scon:f399

Rotator Logic £299. Rotator sl £239 E illAgIGiCCreator sl £189. Rotator Alpha £169

FACILITI

Kawai M8000 £499 Roland D70 £79
Roland JD800 £925 RolandJV30 £59
Zoom 9001 £189 Yamaha PF85 £69'
Yamaha TMX £299 Yamaha TG500 £74'
EnsoniqKS 32 £1099 Rhodes 760 £69'
Kawai Spectra £299 Kawai KI 1 £69.
Ensoniq SQR £349 Korg G3 £14
C -LAB Notator £199 Roland RA 90 £19
Sansui WSX1 £549 Korg Olw £99
Kawai K3M £299 Roland JV80 £89
RolandMC50 H £499 Roland JW 50 £89'
Roland JX I £269 Ensoniq EPS16+R £1 1 '
Korg 03RW £699 Praline Gold 8-4-8 £59'

New Folio S,
Available Nox

SPIRIT
Otto

Full Range
Available

Call For A
Quote.

HA 4d
HARD DISK RECORDER

New Folio z
Now In Stocl

The revolutionary dedicated direct to disc multitrack from
now available at an even lower price.We offer a wide range of

hard drive options from 213 mB to 1Gig +.If you are interested i
a single or multiple unit system call us now for a quote.

NT SERVICE. OVERNIGHT DELIVERY.



88 note Fully Weighted
GM Control Keyboard.

The C80 Retails At £1199.
We Have A Limited

Quantity Available At £899

Emax II Digital Sampling System

1111111111111=111,1
Have you ever wanted to own an instrument from these pioneers of sampling technology.

We our now able to offer both keyboard and rack options atvastly reduced prices.
Call Now For Details. Also Check our prices on El 1 lxp and the entire range of Proteus.

F AND FR/EN

EH-ECTS
Alesis Quadraverb + £299
Alesis Quadra verb GT £359
ART Multiverb LTX £189
Digitech VHM5 Used £639
ART Multiverb Alpha 2 £289
BOSS SE70 In Stock POA
ART SGX 2000 EX £599
Yamaha SPX990 POA

Roland SDE330
NOW IN STOCK .

DCM100
MIXTAB

PACKAGE
L389

R8+812
BEST
EVER
DEAL

Call Now
odel 380S

New Low
Price!!

SA Ca,

MINIMI111

,-.11,313MAnodvtAal_E SYNTHESIZERJo-aoo
LOWEST PRICE EVER!!

NOW ONLY £999 ,

i

SONY DATS FROM UNDER £401
TCD-D7. DTC690..AIWA S1100.
ALSO TEAC DAP20. DA30. SAVEffis

Best Ever Emu Mviitergtis
Deals!!! 11,1/111

32 MIDI CHANNELS.

10 SONGS.

320 TRACKS.
MF COMPATIBLE.
MIDITIAPE SYNC.

15 DISC DRIVE

RRP 1549

£399
KAWA1
BEST VALUE EVER!!!

ORLA PA KAGES
ORLA C80 +ROLAND JV880 £1299
ORLA C80 +ROLAND SC155 £1249

RLA C80 +YAMAHA TG100 £1099
RLA C80 +YAMAHA TG500 £1599
RLA C80 +KORG 05RW £1249

ORLA C80 +EMU PROTEUS £1249
ORLA C80 +AKAI SO1 £1449

409
NOW
£299

oun s.
14 Note Poly.

128 Waveforms
4 Part Multitimb
32 Divm Soun

ai SY Su

AML 111110UENCEP.

Q55

6 Tracks.
0,000 Note Mern.

SMF Compatible.
3.5" Disc Driv

oc

II 1

Best Value
Expander
Currently

0w151 Illy
£18

SOI.S1000.S28000.S3000
S3200.CD3000.DR4D.

BEST AKAI PRICES!!

AKAI

)31100
51100 + S1100 EX MEGA DEAL
LIMITED STOCKS AT £2999
Professional Features Include 32 Voice Polyphony.
32 Individual Outputs . SCSI. SMPTE Interface.

4 Meg Ram (Exdable To 64 Meg) Internal DSP.
Time Stretch \Companpression . Direct To Disc Option

SONY
Hard Drives.
Removables. From.
Opticals. £399

1111111111 inn HMI

MDK 61 Motherkeyboard Exclusive Offer £249
61 Keys. Touch Responsive. Pitch Bend. Assignable Modulation Wheel.

Programmable Multi Patch Memories. Pedal Funtion.
PACKAGES. MDK61+JV880 £799. MDK61+SC155 £695.

Ptoteus.
Procussion.

Proformance
Vintage
Keys.
Emax.

SAVE Ms

nom DiviVicsla GT LAST STOCKS £359

adat
CALL!!

ADAT OR ADAT PACKAGE.
BRC. RMB. ALL AL2
ALWAYS IN STOCK.

0'71

HV

rrl

Cm

e ways ave 
Available From Stock.

oc Contact us Now Tot- Discuss Your
Requirements.

exicon
1.X1'15 I .X1'1 l'U1I711 ALEX. Bev) Deillv

API-IE3CSYSTEMS
TASCAM DA88

DIGITAL MULTITRACK

Astern emote
Autolocator

Available Now.

Check our tape prices

MONEY
CALL US

FOR A
QUOTE!!

SCI55
SOUND

CANVAS
£459

SC -155
Sound Conroe

317 Sounds. 9 Drum Kits. Digital Effects.
16 Part Multitimbral. 24 Voice Poly.

G) mint

171BOSS
SE -70 Multi effects processor
New Low Price On This Stunning

Digital Effects Processor.

CALL NOW SAVE MONEY

We always o er st ea s on e entire rarwe of
Studiomaster desks.Check our deals on Allen & -Heath.

Tascam, Soundtracs and Soundcraft.



Music Control
ylb arcinn

Ensoniq Range Drawmer Range Emu Morpheus
Ensoniq's range of keyboards, racks and outboard effects units are now available
tram stock here at Music Control. Featuring the TS synthesizer/sample playback
machines; the ASR 10 and the ASR1OR, the stereo sampling versions of the EPS
16+ and the rather tasty DP/4 parallel effects processor

Music Control have just been given a gleaming and rather rare Drawmer
dealership.
Call us for full details on the complete Drawmer product range which
includes the LX20, the M500 and the classic 1960!

Come and see Emu's new rack -mount 32 voice, 16 part multi-timbral
synthesizer. This amazing box let's you "Morph" sounds through the eight 14 -
pole Filters! The Hyper -Preset Mode lets you split, layer and cross -switch
between 16 presets at once!

Music Control- New, Ex-Dcmo and Secondhand - In Stock NOW
Akai AV80 /499, C0300052,299,
52800 /1,899, S30005call, S32005.call
Alesis Adat Systems £call, 041279,
Monitor 11379, Quad+ 1299, Quad GT
£349, RA1005.259.
ARP 260051,999, Odyssey 1549.
ART Multiverb LTX /389.
Audio Technica 40331589.
Casio AZI£299, FZI 1699.

Control Synthesis DB Nine £449.
DBX 120£279.
Drawmer 196051,149, 1961 /call,
DF320 1489, DI241 £439, DL251
£549, DIA416599, DS2OIXER5399,
DS4041599, 1X20 £219.
Emagic Notator Logic £339
Emu Systems FlIDCP £2,999, Entax
£1,299, Emulator 1 £999, Morpheus

£1,099, Proteus 2/649, Sound Engine
£479, Vintage Keys plus/call.
Ensoniq ASRIO £1,999, DP4 /999, EPS
£799, TSIOlcall, TS121,call.
Fos ex 380s£729, 8121799.
Gem S2 Turbo/4,649.
Hammond C3 /call.
Hohner HS -2E5239.
p. Cooper MSB16/20 1299.

Kenton Pro 111189
Kong DRV1000 £99, Lambda/249,
Micro Preset 1129, Ml £749, MS20
£349, PS31005.call VCIO kcal"
Lexicon Alex £369, 1.2(P5 £949, MRC
£299, Vortex Scall.
Mackie 248:2 £2,999, 00 202 1309,
CR16041809.
Moog Prodigy £299, Sonic Six Scan.

Oberheim M1000 Icall, Matrix 12
52,999.
Octave Cat1449.
OSC Oscar1549
Roland C2178 5399, D5501549,30990
11,499, JP4 1449, JSQ601129, SBX80
£299, M410005129, System 100M
£1,499.
Sequential Prophet 55899.

Slapback Audio Scintillator179
Soundcraft Folio 12:25429, Folio SI
1499, Folio 451,099.
Tascam DA30 £1,299, Porta 07 /329.
Yamaha full range available - NEW
DEALERSHIP call for prices! CS5 £129,
KX1 £399, SY22 £349, TX8025.449.
Zimmer 19" Rack £79.

Music Control
Music Control - The Company.
New Secondhand

Export enquiries welcome. We accept American Express, Visa, Delta and
Access. Credit facilities are available on all equipment . subject to status.
We also purchase equipment.
Overnight courier -115 on most items.
Recent clients include: -
The Beloved, Bizarre Inc., Definition of Sound, INXS, Mike OldIleld, Opus III,
Nexus 21. The Science of Miracles, The Shamen.

We are agents for
Akai, AKG, Alesis, Art, Atari, Beyer, BBE, Carver, GAudio, Cheetah, DAC, DBX,
Devon, Digitech, DOD, Drawmer, Emagic, E -ma Systems, Ensoniq, Fostex,
Gem, Hammond, Hosa, Hughes and Ketner,JBL, JHS, J.L. Cooper, Klark
Teknik, Korg, Kurzweil, L.A. Audio, Lexicon, Mackie, Microtech Geffel, maru,
Neumann, Oberheim, Opcode, °Man, Soundcraft, Steinberg, Studiomaster,
T.C., Tascam, That's Tape, TOA, Tubetech, Ilrei, Voce and Zoom.

We specialise in supplying secondhand equipment to groups, studios and ho:
companies throughout Europe. We also locate equipment for many shopsand

even some manufacturers!
All equipment is serviced before delivery and has a one month guarantee.
We can help you create the balance of analogue and digital that is vital in
current recording techniques.

Music Control (-4 7-79
First Floor, Chapel Mews, 68 Crewe Road, Alsager, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs., ST7 2HA.

Control Synthesis
DEEP BASS NINE

O N fl_

 -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0-0/ / / / / / /
O0 Wavefiirm Tuning Cut Off Freq Resonance Env Mod Decay Accent Volume

Control Synthesis
DEEP BASS NINE

16 I 
8,8'

Midi Channel Pouter

O

O Q
After five years of supplying classic analogue synthesizers, Music Control has formed Control Synthesis to design

and build high quality, professional analogue audio equipment. The first product, DEEP BASS NINE, is a midi -
controlled analogue bass synthesizer based on the classic sound of Roland's acid dance machine: the TB303.

In addition to the following analogue controls, waveform selection; tuning; cut-off frequency; resonance,
envelope modulation; decay and accent, the DEEP BASS NINE will work as a single channel MIDI to CV

convertor. There is also an external audio input directly feeding the filter - so the DEEP BASS NINE can be used
to treat any external sound source: drum loops, poly synths or even vocals!

Control Synthesis is4::.--slE4-7---7
First Floor, Chapel Mews, 68 Crewe Road, Alsager, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs., ST7 2HA.
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T's exclusive
guide to every
analogue

synth made. Included are
keyboards, expanders/ sound
modules and the better known
electronic pianos and organs. Not
included are drum machines,
standalone sequencers and effects
units, vocoders and those
guitar/wind synths which aren't
regularly used as expanders in
their own right.

Readers are invited to submit
details of little-known instruments
which may be of use in compiling
the series and also to point out
any mistakes and/or omissions if
these occur. All contributions will
be fully credited.

Compiled by Peter Forrest

Laurens Hammond was the Henry Ford of the
music business - a designer of genius, and a
natural promoter and marketer of his products.
(If only Bob Moog or Tom Oberheim or Dave
Smith...) Two of his great innovations were the
tonewheel and the drawbar and he was also
responsible for the development of the reverb
unit.
The tonewheel was fundamentally a

miniaturised version of the monstrous
Telharmonium's sound -making method
whereby a small toothed disc rotated in front
of a magnet, and produced a pitched sine wave.
This was great for pure sweet recorder -like
tones, but limited on its own. Hammond used
gearing to produce the harmonics of the
fundamental, and then, with characteristic
flair, milked this technology further by
installing drawbars (originally called tone -bars)
for each harmonic.
These drawbars could be pulled out to any one
of eight positions, so that you could mix in
exactly the right amount of any of nine
harmonics on either keyboard - in real time, of
course. This, effectively, was a fore -runner of
additive synthesis, and one of the most
expressive tone control mechanisms ever
invented.

At one stage, Hammond considered also
developing the valve -based sound generation
system he had been working on, but when the
Monopolies Commission said he couldn't go
ahead with both, he plumped for the
tonewheel. Wise move.

 Drawbars: in a standard set of nine drawbars, the first

and second are brown, and work on the octave below the

fundamental and the fifth above respectively. Then

comes the fundamental, the octave above, the third

harmonic (an octave and a fifth up from the

fundamental), the next octave up, the fifth and the sixth

harmonics, and finally the eighth harmonic - three

octaves up from the fundamental. All the octave

drawbars and the fundamental are white; the third, fifth

and sixth harmonics are black. (Don't ask why the second

of the brown drawbars doesn't come after the

fundamental drawbar, as it logically should be, being a

higher tone.)

Eight positions on each drawbar produce several hundred

thousand different combinations. On spinet organs, the

lower manual usually only has seven drawbars, missing

out the first two of a full set. Full-size organs have two

sets of drawbars for each manual so that you can switch

between two registrations instantly (using the A# and the

B on the dummy key preset selectors).

Because of the electro-mechanical nature of its sounds,

the Hammond tonewheel organ was refreshingly stable in

its tuning, and remained fundamentally the same from

its first production in 1935 to its last bow in 1975. The

downside was weight. Even the smallest tonewheel

Hammonds were so heavy (the L-100 weighs about the

same as a Yamaha CS80) that the only realistic way to gig

with one was to have it split in two. Many Hammonds

were split by shops or individuals, but Hammond

themselves got onto the bandwagon with versions of the

L-100 and particularly M-100.

Hammond the company hit hard times in the '70s, when

new technology made electro-mechanical devices seem

very outdated. Even if there were still some people

prepared to put up with the weight and the bulk of

Hammond organs, they were too expensive to produce

compared to hi -tech products. The company produced a

succession of electronic organs which didn't have the

earlier magic, and, now owned by Suzuki, have even

produced their own rackmount and keyboard Hammond

sample playback machines.

There have also been third -party samples of the classic

Hammonds - very successfully on E-mu's Vintage Keys

and on Barbara Dennerlein's sample CD, for example.

However, just like the Clavinet, the Fender Rhodes and

the Wurlitzer, most synthesiser/sampler impersonations

of the Hammond sound work fine in a mix, but don't cut

it when played out front.

The classic Hammonds are the B -3/C -3/A-100 family, but

any valve tonewheel model can sound pretty good. An

integral part of the classic Hammond sound comes from a

Leslie cabinet - an amp/speaker cabinet with one or more

revolving speakers or baffles, usually with fast and slow

speed controls. Again, valve models are the best - and the

bigger the cabinet, the more speakers/rotors inside, and

the better the sound. Interestingly, Laurens Hammond

and the whole Hammond firm hated the fact that

another manufacturer produced something that was

actually a vast improvement on their own equipment,

and for years tried to put people off buying a Leslie,

recommending only their own (inferior) tone cabinets.

Eventually, though, they had to face the fact, and started

selling Leslies.

All the Hammond organs included in the A -Z have tone -

wheels and drawbars and are valve -amplified unless

otherwise stated. They are all dual -manual, either full-size

or spinet organs. Full-size organs have 61 notes on each

keyboard, C -C, with another octave of reversed -colour

dummy keys which act as preset selectors; and spinet

organs have 44 notes on each keyboard, F -C, with the

lower keyboard set an octave to the left of the upper.

Spinet organs usually have their pre-set selectors as tabs

above the keyboard. Full-size organs usually have 25

pedals; spinets 13 pedals.

Most if not all tonewheel organ parts were made in the

USA, but they were assembled in many countries,

including England, Canada, Germany, Belgium, Italy and

South Africa. Cases were made in the individual

countries, so that, for instance, an English C3 is

slightly different in its woodwork from an

American C3.

 Model numbering system: most mid -period

Hammonds (except some A -100s and, perhaps M -100s)

have a letter folloWed by a number of digits, which

form a code for the type of instrument. The letter and

first digit refer to model type and revision number; the

second to the styling (1 = Traditional, 2 =

Contemporary, 3 = French Provincial, 4 = Early American,

5 = Tudor, 6 = Commercial, 7 = Horseshoe, 8 = Italian

Provincial, 9 = Mediterranean, 0 = Miscellaneous); and

the third to the type of finish (1 = Mahogany, 2 =

Walnut, 3 = Cherry, 4 = Pecan, 5 = Oak, 6 = Maple, 7 =

Wood combinations, 0 = Miscellaneous). So an L-122, for ).
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*. example, is an L100 in contemporary styling with walnut

finish.

 Prices: as with most old electro-magnetic technology,

there are bargains to be had for well -gigged, tatty

examples that need some attention, but you can also

spend considerable amounts on pristine examples of one

of the classic models. Assume that the target prices

quoted here are for a machine in basically good condition

- in full working order and without structural damage to

the casing.

By far the most desirable tonewheel Hammonds are the

B -3's : why they should be so much more desirable than

C -3's just because they have spindly legs and a see-

through rear panel is uncertain, but they are. The other

really pricy Hammond is the B -A, which has become a

collectors' item because of its rarity.

Users (actual model unknown) include: Greg Allman,

Paul Beaver, Carla Bley, Graham Bond, Victor Brox,

Budgie ( Banshees), Chick Churchill (Ten Years After)

Simon Clarke, Crowded House, John Evan (Jethro Tull),

Foundations, Mitchell Froom, Barry Goldberg (Electric

Flag), Tom Gorman (Belly), Jerry Guida (Group Therapy),

Mike Heron, Al Kooper, Floyd Kramer, Locomotive, Ian

MacLagen (Small Faces), Manfred Mann, John Mayall,

Laurens Hammond - the first synth pioneer?

Paul McCartney (Beatles for Sale: 'Mr. Moonlight'), Dave

Michaels (H.P. Lovecraft), Zoot Money, The Peddlers, Jim

Peterman (Steve Miller Band), Bud Powell, Herbie Rich

(Electric Flag), Bill Sharpe, Dave Sinclair (Caravan),

Karlheinz Stockhausen (Microphonie 2) , The Tubes, Pete

Wingfield, Bernie Worrell, Gary Wright (Spooky Tooth),

XTC.

 A - Original full size organ 1935 -'38.
Original price: $1250

Target price: £800 - £1200
Users included: Henry Ford (one of the first ever),

George Gershwin.

 An instant success after its appearance at the

Industrial Arts Expo.

 Huge demand, despite costing as much as a

decent -sized house.

 Already had the dummy -key preset selectors on each

keyboard.

 In response to threats of legal action from pipe organ

manufacturers, blindfold tests were held in 1936: enough

experts were unable to tell the difference between the

Hammond and a top -of -the -range pipe organ for

Hammond to be allowed to continue using the word

'organ' to describe the instrument.

 About 2500 were made.

 The original model A, serial number 1, is now in the

Smithsonian Institute.

 AB - full size organ. 1936 -'42.

Original price: Unknown

Target price: £300 - £500

 Very similar to Model A - mainly changes in cabinet.

 Probably about 4000 made.

 A100 - Full size organ with built-in amp and
speakers. 1959 -'65 in USA. Also produced in

Belgium and Germany during the '60s and early

'70s, and in England until '74.

Original price: £950 (in 1967); £1426 (in 1972)

Target price: £800 - £1500

Users include: Keith Emerson, Georgie Fame.

 Internally very similar to B3/C3 - hence very desirable

Interface:

Sounds: ****
Controls: *****
Memories: **

VFM: ***

Character: ****
Collectability: ****

Ease of use: ****

 B2 - Organ with vibrato. 1949 -'54.
Original price: Unknown

Target price: £300 - £500

 The second Hammond organ to feature vibrato.

 More control than earlier BV - independent vibrato

controls for each keyboard.

 B3 - Full size organ with percussion. 1955 - '74

Original price: £1175 (1967 - including PR40

tone cabinet)

Target price: £2000 - £6000

Users include: Don Airey, Brian Auger, BeeGees, Felix

Cavaliere (Young Rascals), The Christians, Rick Davies

(Supertramp), Electric Lady Studios, Webster Lewis, Earl

Lindo (Wailers), Jon Lord, Jimmy McGriff, Bill Payne, Billy

Preston, Jimmy Smith, Steven Stills, Tears for Fears, Pat

Travers, Vangelis, Wix Wickens, Joe Zawinul.

 Differed from C-3 insofar as it had spindly legs rather

than solid side panels, and no back panel.

 Differed from B-2 through the inclusion of second and

third harmonic percussion voices, controlled by four tabs

at top right.

 Percussion effect only available on upper keyboard, and

is single -triggered. It is a pitched harmonic, either an

octave or an octave and a fifth above the note played.

 Produced the classic Hammond sound but with decay -

at two preset rates.

 Was claimed to be touch -sensitive, but not totally

convincing.

Interface:

Sounds: ****
Controls: *****
Memories: **

VFM:**

Character: *****
Collectability: *****

Ease of use:****

 BA - Full size organ with built-in piano roll.

1938

Original price: Unknown

Target price: £6000 - £8000

 Very rare - probably only about 200 made.

 Similar to BC, with addition of piano -roll for automated

playback.

 Are there any rolls by famous players? Could be

interesting.

Interface:

Sounds: ***

Controls: ****
Memories: ****

VFM: *

Character: ******
Collectability: *******
Ease of use: ****

 BC - Full size organ with chorus generator.

1936 -'42
Original price: Unknown

Target price: £500 - £900

 An improvement on the Model A: additional miniature

tone -wheel generator provides extra tones slightly flat and

sharp of each note, for chorus effect.

 About 13000 made in USA, England, Canada and Italy

(and as Lafleur in England and South Africa.)

Interface:

Sounds: ****
Controls: ****
Memories: **

VFM: ***

Character: ******
Collectability: *****

Ease of use: ***

 BV - Full size organ with vibrato. 1946 -'49

Original price: Unknown

Target price: £400 - £600

Users include: Rabbit Bundrick (bought for $600 in

1968).

 No percussion.

 Vibrato global on both (or neither) keyboards.

 C - Full size organ. 1939 -'42
Original price: Unknown

Target price: £300 - £400

 C20, C40, CX20 (with pseudo -Leslie), CR20 (with

reverb) and CXR20 (reverb and pseudo -Leslie) were tone

cabinets for this model.

 C2 - Full size organ with vibrato. 1949 -'54
Original price: Unkonwn
Target price: £300 - £500

 Vibrato switchable for either keyboard.

 C -2G model with monitor speaker, detachable handles

(1952-'53).

 C3 - Full size organ with percussion.1955 -

c.'72.

Original price: £1123 (with PR40 tone cabinet

(1967); £1369 (1972)

Target price: £800 - £2200

Users include: Andy Bown, Jack Bruce, Felix Cavaliere

(Young Rascals), Rob Collins (Charlatans), Tom Coster

(Santana), Simon Ellis, Keith Emerson, Tommy Eyre,

Georgie Fame (one of last ever built), Rupert Greenall, The

Grid, Eddy Hardin (Spencer Davis Group), Heavy Metal

Kids, Eddie Jobson (UK), Howard Jones, Ian Lynn (+ 122

Leslie), Jon Lord, Patrick Moraz, Andy Richards, Right Said

Fred, Runrig, Mick Talbot (Merton Parkas & Style
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Council), Talk Talk, Rick Wakeman, Rick Wright (Pink

Floyd).

 Virtually identical to B-3 except for more solid side and

back casing.

 Available in oak (£31 extra) or white lacquer (to special

order - £58 extra in 1967).

 C3 -P produced by Northern Organ Centre 1987 - re-

packaged with MIDI option.

Hammond C3P Portable - one for the road

Interface:

Sounds: ****
Controls: ****
Memories: **

VFM:****
Character:****
Collectability: *****
Ease of use: ***

 CV - Full size organ with vibrato. 1945 -'49
Original price: Unknown

Target price: £300 - £400

 Made in USA, Canada, and Italy.

 D - Full size organ with chorus generator.

1939 -'42
Original price: Unknown

Target price: £400 - £600

 Like the BC model, impossibly expensive to re-create

today, so potentially collectable?

 D100 - Full size 32 pedal organ with built-in

amp and speakers.1963 -'69
Original price: £1350 (1967)

Target price: £500 - £800
 A magnificent instrument, like a more solid C-3 with

built-in amplification. Weighed 250 kg. (See RT-3).

 E - Full size 32 pedal organ with built-in amp

and speakers. 1937 -'42
Original price: Unknown

Target price: £400 - £600

 Featured two swell pedals.

 E100 - Full size 25 pedal organ with built-in

amp and speakers. 1965 -'69.

Original price: £840 - £945 (1967)

Target price: £400 - £600

 Not quite an A-100 at a bargain price.

 Only one set of drawbars for each manual; pre-sets on

tabs, doesn't include the extra octaves of reverse -colour

dummy keys.

 Probably transistor amplifier.

 Extra sounds: harp sustain, brush effect, cymbal; 3

presets for each manual.

 E-200 very similar; E-300 gains celeste but loses cymbal,

brush and harp sustain

(and £100).

 GI - Full size organ.1941 - '44. Produced for US

military.

Original price: Unknown

Target price: £400 -£600

 Monitor speaker and detachable handles,

like C -2G and C -3G.

 'Tropicalized'.

 H100 - Full size organ with built-in amp

and speakers.1965 -'70
Original price: £1599

Target price: £300 - £400

 The successor to the A100 and considerably more

expensive.

 Same drawbars and reverse -colour dummy keys,

plus 28 pre-set tabs for extra effects - six percussion

voices, harp sustain, brush, cymbal, etc.

 Two sets of eleven drawbars for upper manual, two sets

of ten for lower manual, plus four drawbars for pedals.

 Stereo reverb possible with extra speaker/amp.

 Included option of black translucent lacquered walnut

case - "The Oriental Modem".

 Hybrid transistor and valve hybrid often made servicing

difficult.

 Sounds not quite up to valve standards, so not generally

recommended.

 HX100 - Luxury full size organ1968 - c.'72.

Original price: £1999 (1968, including Series 10

tone cabinet.)

Target price: £300 - £600.

 Internally like H-100; casing like X66.

(See H-100.)

 J100 - Non-tonewheel spinnet.
Users include: Geoff Downes

 Transistor design

 To be avoided unless you're an Asia fetishist.

 L100 - Spinet organ with built-in amp and

speakers.1967 - c.'72.

Original price: £525 (1967); £737 (1972)

Target price: £200 - £450

Hammond L100 - every home should have one

Hammond 1100 - inside out

Users include: Peter Bardens, Keith Emerson (knives

extra), Georgie Fame, Dave Greenfield, Eddie Hardin, Zoot

Money,

 Early models valve -amplified; later versions probably

transistorised

 L100P portable models available 1969 onwards in

choice of black, white, green or red vinyl.

 13 -note pedals, vibrato and percussion.

 The cheapest tone -wheel Hammond.

Interface:

Sounds: ***
Controls: ***
Mmemories: **

VFM: ***

Character: ***
Collectability: ***

Ease of use: ***

 M - Original spinet organ. 1948 -'51.

Original price: Unkonwn
Target price: £200 - £300

 Nicknamed "Cinderella".

 M2 - Spinet organ with vibrato.1951 - '55

 M3 - Spinet organ with vibrato and percussion.

1955 -'64

 M100 - Spinet organ with vibrato and
percussion.1961 - '68.

Original price: £630

Target price: £400 - £650

Users include: Desmond Brown (The Selecter), Vic

Emerson, Matthew Fisher (Procol Harum - 'Whiter Shade

of Pale'), Eddy Hardin (Spencer Davis Group), Jon Lord

(Artwoods), Alan Price ('I've Put a Spell on You'), Eddie

Spence, Stevie Winwood (Spencer Davis Group)

 Split transportable version in white lacquer £33 extra.

 24 tabs, including 6 presets.

 NOVACHORD - Early electronic piano.

Interface:

Sounds: ***

Controls: ***
Mmemories: **

VFM: ***

Character: ***

Collectability: ***

Ease of use: ***

1939 -'40
Original price: Unknown

Target price: £50 - c.120

 Polyphonic
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 Several different sounds, including vaguely piano -like

ones.

 Easy -play features like chord buttons, etc.

 Aimed primarily at home market.

 Designed by John Hanert, who also designed the

Solovox.

 R100 - Full size organ with built-in amp and

speakers1970 -'74.

Original price: £1643 (1972)

Target price: £300 - £400

 Only one set of drawbars per manual. Extra

pre-set tabs.

 Transistor amplification; built-in Leslie.

 Not the classic sound, but a reliable instrument.

 RT - Full size concert organ with 32 -note pedal
board.

 RT2 - Full size concert organ with 32 -note

pedal board and vibrato. 1949 -'55

 RT3 - Full size concert organ with 32 -

note pedal board, vibrato and percussion.

1955 -'73

Original price: £1489 (1967 - with PR40 cabinet)

Target price: £400 - £600.

 The Deluxe version of the C-3 (£315 more), designed

for church use.

 Additional monophonic bass pedal voice (32' to 1')

generated by electronic circuits (as on Solovox) - possibly

the only part of a tone -wheel Hammond that can go out

of tune.

 A quality instrument - but not one you'd want to

transport. The RT-3 weighs in at 225 kg, without any

amplifier or speaker system.

 SOLOVOX- Three octave monphonic

synthesiser. 1940 -'48

Original price: Unknown

Target price: c.£10 - 150

Users include: Sun Ra.

 One of the first synthesisers ever - and one of the few

valve oscillator -based synthesisers.

 Designed as a solo add-on to a piano - presumably slung

under the keyboard, like the Clavioline.

 Knee -lever for volume.

 Several different tones available - possibly the most

varied range of any instrument at the time despite only

using square waves as basic source, and so not having any

even harmonics.

 Vibrato produced electro-mechanically.

 Notes produced by a string of tuned inductances; the

more inductances were removed by the keyboard

contacts, the higher the pitch.

 Included rudimentary envelope shaping.

 Model J (from 1940), Model K (from 1946) and Model L

(1948) were generally black metal. Some versions were

produced in grey patterned metal.

 An optional tone cabinet was available - in walnut not

black metal!

 Not a very good seller - models still being advertised by

Hammond as late as 1953, five years after production

stopped.

 SY100 - 44 -note monophonic synthesiser.

1974 - c.'76

Original price: £324 (1975); £475 (1977)

Target price: £80 - £160

 Featured 'Auotopatch' system.

 Control panel to left of keyboard: seven columns of

seven knobs, plus three sliders and seven push-button

selectors.

 Taller than usual synths with a long music stand.

 T100,1200, T300, T400 & T500 - Spinet
organs. 1968 -1975.

Original price: £699 (T102, 1968); £949 (T202,

1972)

Target price: £250 - £500.

Users include: Tony Banks (T102)

 Tonewheels and drawbars included, but utilising

transistor technology.

 X66 - Full sixe semi-tonewheel organ.

l967-'74
Original price: £5500 (1968)

Target price: £700 - £1000

Users include: Alan Price.

 Hammond's late '60s flagship instrument.

 Ebony, walnut and chrome finish; more modem styling.

 Full pedalboard, manuals and drawbars; nearly 40 tabs

as well as dummy key preset selectors.

 Sloping control panel at right-hand side of keyboard.

 Separate tone cabinet included in price.

 Not completely a tonewheel organ: one set of 12

tonewheels for VHF octave, then transistor divide -down

circuitry.

 X77 - Full size tonewheel organ. 1968 - c.'72
Original price: £3039 (1972)

Target price: £200 - £400

 Slimmed -down version of X66, but with full

complement of tonewheels. More of a real Hammond?

 ELECTRAL ORCHESTRA -3 -manual

Hanert
polyphonic keyboard instrument c.1940 -'45
Original price: Unknown

 A glorified organ, but with several innovations

including octave -coupling, percussion, and, above all, a

card scanning device for setting up sounds.

 Each manual extended to five octaves.

 John Hanert was chief designer at Hammond,

responsible for the Novachord, Solovox, etc.

 Maybe only prototypes.

 BLUE COMET 73 - 37 -note monophonic

Hillwood
synthesiser. c. 1973

Original price: Unknown

Target price: £40 - £60

Users include: Jez Woodroffe.

 Japanese built.

 Legs bolt on to side panels; leatherette on wood with

satin metal finish.

 Control panel to left of keyboard,

with 10 sliders for volume, attack,

sustain, viibrato speed/depth, 'wow

decay time', VCF frequency and

resonance, portamento, and bend

amounts. Lever for 'transpose'

function plus pitchbend.

 Right-hand controls: knobs for white

noise level, 'slope', tuning and on/off.

 20 rocker switches are included

above the keyboard for routing the

LFO, switching portamento, noise, etc.

 Seven effects switches, and four

waveform switches.

 One version only has 19 rocker

switches, and three knobs to right of

keyboard.

 ROCKEYBOARD - 61 -note portable polyponic

keyboard. c. 1978. Advertising claimed, "It's not

just another stringer, synthesiser, piano or

clavichord, but a polyphonic combination of them
all."

Original price: £399

Target price: £40 - £60
 One of earliest strap -on synths.

 Neat pedal unit, with power supply, VCF and volume

pedals and sustain control.

 Only three other controls - two knobs and a slider.

Thanks to Graham Sutton, ex -Hammond cl

UK, for his exhaustive help on the Flamm

also a Main Service Agent for Hammond

supply of spares for all Hammonds (even

Contact him on 09011 502425, or write tt

Milton Keynes, MK4 1 Ai.

lel engineer in the

nd section. He is

K, and has a good

he older models).

114 Favell Drive,

to be continued...
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L: 0602 784403
x.LJRZWEIL
ri,-zzt.e..wex;s5.Kersesips-
2000 Keyboard & Rack, PRO spec for this
p of the line workstation on board drive's.

scusi, sample option, seq etc. The bee's
knee's...on demo now!!

GEM S2, S2R, S3, WX2
The most powerful workstation at this
price, real time control, sample dump, seq,
on board effects, DISC drive. You really
must hear Old demo's. Take one home.

KORG X3, 05R, i3,
01W, Wave AD
Korg's new keyboard on demo, also
M1, 01WFD, Wave station, 05R, All
expanders...all Korg products in stock
at Notlinghams main dealers!!

MACKIE
8 BUSS
8:2. 16:4:2. Midi
Otto, all in stock.
They might be

small but they
sure sell Mel
To find out why
give one a try,

AKAI
UN -AUTHORISED DEALER

DR4D, 501, 52800, 53000, 53200,
CD3000, MX1000 KEYBOARD,

MPC3000 Midi Production Centre

BEST UK PRICES!

Loads and Loads of software/hardware for Mac and PC
SOFTWARE/HARDWARE BUNDLES

ROLAND S(7 ,AUDIO TOOLWORKS,

KORG AUDIO GALLERY,

KAWAI G -MEGA LX 3£269,

E -MU SYSTEMS, YAMAHA CRX-T3,

RIZ MCI IRMA IIMMII/IMED WAGE PACKAGES

ART RXR REVERB-CHEAP!
ART DXR DELAY -CHEAP!

8 -TRACK PACKAGE Fostex
R8 + 812 desk + remote extension, two
8044 looms + T20 headphones E200's
worth of goodies free!!! BEST UK PHONE!

4 -TRACK PACKAGE
Fostex 280 + headphones, M20 mic. + gig
bag + T110 headphones, tape cleaning kit,
T-shirt. Over £100's worth of goodies
free!!! Best Ever Price! BEST UK PHONE!

EXCLUSIVE DEALS

BOSS Bit

(BULK LIBRARIAN)

£89.00

BOSS PR1E

(SEQUENCER)

£69.99

AKG Tri-power
killer deals!

EMAX, EMU
Jam Man, Morpheus,
E -MU systems, Proteus
expanders, the new
prof ormance Vintage Keys
Expander. Mega sounds with mega

spec!!

M
FOSTEX GT10

MACKIE 1202

Fostex's GT10 4 -Track Recorder with
0 -Track Hi -Speed and full midi-control,r999.
Mackie 1202, + looms, and recording kit.

GS f1
POWER

VISION

BEST IN UK - PHONE!
DIAMOND, COMPACTS,

PRO, SESSION MIX,

PROLINE, STAR SYSTEM,
MIX DOWN, P7 &

SHOWMIX. ALL AT PRICES

THEY WON'T LET US PRINT

YAMAHA

STUDIO

MONITORS

JUST

ARRIVED!

MT120S PACKAGE FREE
GIG BAG & REMOTE

CONTROL!
MT8X 8 -TRACK BEST UK!

FULL RANGE BEST UK
PRICES - CALL! TEAL

MT8X

8 TRACK

TG100

PF85

£899

YAMAHA

WI

RY20

stx.,4

0Y8

HOW TO PAY
WE TAKE CREDIT CARDS, MAIL ORDER

(NEXT DAY IF NEEDED), CASH
(MONEY!), INSTANT CREDIT UP TO

£1500=00 (WRITTEN DETAILS
AVAILABLE.) PART EXCHANGE,

BANKERS DRAFT, CHEQUES,
CHEQUESPREAD, SWITCH.

MUSIC INN
30-34 Alfreton Road,
Nottingham NG7 3NL.

KAWAI
NEW PRODUCTS!

MDK61 MK2 £349 £249
KC20 SYNTH. £449

RV4 REVERB-1844 £499
MX16 MIDI -MIXER -£.5.54r£225

BOSS SE -50 £349
DR5 £349

MEX PEDAL
ME64239!

PS3, RV3, TU8
ALL IN STOCK!!!

ROLAND E86

EX-DEM 1499

DIRECTIONS
Junction 26 Ml, Head for Nottingham City Centre,

Alfreton Road in the A610, we are 2 mile approx., from
Junct. 26, at Canning Circus. It's a straight line you can't

miss us!! Parking outside no problem!
FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY ON ALL

ITEMS IN STOCK!!

Tel: 0602 784403

KORG GI, G2,
G3, 04

FROM £149!

KORG

A4
t289111
Yes should
be £425.00
Save over
£125.00 on
our most
popular
multi -floor
pedal!!!



Shared Int
Continuing his trawl through the shoals of Shareware and Public Domain

so -ware ready to be netted by anyone with a few quid in their cocket, Ian
Waugh takes a timely look at a few utilities that could save you a lot of time...

Treading the Shareware trail is an
addictive adventure. You never
know what gem you'll find in
the next program you download
or on the next disk you receive.

For more information and a full
introduction to the world of Shareware and
Public Domain software, check out the
feature in last month's MT - if you haven't
already done so. If you have, there's just a
couple more things you need to know about
- viruses and file compression.

Most computer users will be aware that
viruses exist, although the chances are very
few will have actually experienced one. A
computer virus is nothing organic but a
program designed to attach itself to your
disks and run when you start another
program.

Some can be very destructive and delete
files or even reformat your disk. Others are
more benign and may simply cause a
message to pop up on your screen. All,
however, are written by cretins and
constitute a real nuisance which needs to be
avoided if at all possible.

Viruses spread by attaching themselves to
files so when you copy a disk or download

an infected file from a bulletin board you
also get the virus. To avoid viruses you need
an anti -virus utility. These will scan disks
and file for viruses, report any they
recognise and offer to remove it.

There are several virus checkers for most
computers and any Shareware library or
bulletin board service will have a list and
recommend some to you. There are also
commercial virus checkers, some of which are
included in disk utility packages (which we'll
be looking at very soon), but for the average
user a Shareware checker should be adequate.

If you do detect a virus, do the decent
,thing and report it to the source of the file
or disk immediately to prevent it spreading
further. All reputable Shareware libraries and
bulletin boards check files for viruses before
they release them.

I must, however, put things into
perspective here: I install dozens of files on
my computers every week and I'm only
aware of having caught one virus. That was
a benign one on the ST some four or five
years ago. However, it doesn't take long to
scan each new disk or file you receive and it
will give you peace of mind. But be sure to
update your virus checker regularly.

Transferring files by phone takes time
and as time is money, computer users
developed file compression utilities to

reduce the size of the data they transfer.
Archivers, as they are known, can also wrap
up several files in one compressed file or
archive, simplifying the transfer process
even more.

File compression has now become such a
part of everyday computer use that
commercial utilities have appeared which
compress data 'on -the -fly', allowing you to
store forty or fifty percent more data on
your hard disk. Although this kind of
compression probably works fine for most
people, if your machine goes down at an
inopportune moment it could do something
nasty to your data or application. Personally,
I'd rather spend money on a larger hard disk
than skimp and use on -the -fly compression.
Such utilities are bound to slow your
machine down, too.

That said, I do often use compression utils
to archive data I hope I'm not going to need,
but don't want to wipe just in case.
(Incidentally, the compression routine built
into DOS 6, DoubleSpace, has been widely
reported to be bugged so use it at your peril.)
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There are several file compression

programs. The most popular for the PC are
PKZip, LHarc and ARJ. For the Mac there are
Compactor, Stuffit and the commercial Disk
Doubler. There is also a Mac version of PKZip
called ZipIt. The ST uses ARC and LHarc, and
also has a version of PKZip called STZip.

Most compressors can produce self -
extracting archives; you simply run the
archive program and the files it contains are
regurgitated onto your disk. However, self -
extracting archives are slightly larger than
non -extracting ones and many bulletin
boards and libraries simply use non -
extracting archives on the assumption that
most users will have the necessary utilities.
So the moral of the story is to make sure you
have the decompression utilities you need.

Anyway, let's see what sort of stuff is
out there. I'm going to kick off with
some oldies but goodies, proggies

which you really should get if you don't
have them already, which will make your
computing life easier.

I couldn't live without Super Boot on my
ST. It lets you configure your system during
the boot procedure. For example, it's
possible to select which accessories to load
and which Auto programs to run, and to
choose from a number of different
Desktop.Inf files. If you're really into
customisation you can select a Welcome
screen and make your ST play a digitised
sound. It also has a password option.

One particularly nice feature is the ability
to select one of several different
configurations by pressing a function key.
Use this when you change from one
resolution to another, to select different
accessories for different programs and to
boot up with no accessories loaded to save
memory or to test a program which seems to
be conflicting with a DA.

Another essential ST util is the Little
Green Selector. It's an alternative file
selector to Atari's rather minimal affair. It
lets you sort files by name, extension, size
or date and you can enter a number of
preset pathnames and extensions common
to the applications you regularly use. It
also gives you the ability to change the
extension quickly. When you attempt to
load a Standard MIDI File, for example, the
Atari file selector will show *.MID at the
end of the path and only files with a MID
extension will appear in the selector box.
LGS lets you quickly substitute another

extension making it easy to check if there
are any SNG, SON, PAT or DRM files there.

Another util I can't do without is Mouse
Accelerator. This increases the 'sensitivity' of
the mouse, effectively making it faster, and
reducing the amount of hand movement
required to move the cursor a certain
distance on screen.

There are hundreds of Shareware
utilities for the Mac. However, you
have to be careful not to overload

your system because not only do they

Shareware &
Public Domain

software
Part 2

consume RAM, they can also have an
adverse reaction with applications. In other
words, they can cause crashes!

Super Clock simply puts a clock in the top
right of the menu bar. Well, it shows me the
time when I look up at the screen without
having to look at my watch [...must save you
minutes over a lifetime - Ed]. It includes a
stopwatch facility and an alarm so you need
never be late for an appointment again.
Another small -but -goody is Disk Light which
flashes a small disk icon in the left or right of
the menu bar when reading and writing to a

Desk File Options
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Drive A

Sides o disk:
Tracks n disk:
Sectors per track:
Sac,ere pe:%;!:
Copies f FAT:
Directo y sectors:
Serial umber: 92838
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Boot sector not zeroed.
Extra s Eters zeroed
Disk is safe.

VKiller on the ST gives another disk the all -clear.
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ZIPJR .TTP

Many compression utilities have a tortuous
command line interface - not STZip which works
like a good GUI should.
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The ST's Little Green Selector is a great
improvement on the Atari file selector.
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OK
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Save I Cancel

Mouse Accelerator speeds up the ST's mouse. A
great relief for RSI sufferers.WinZip eyed) - C:MDRAW05.AR1 CI 51
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And WinZip offers an easy -to -use interface for
compression programs in Windows.

O
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Date

Current tear: 199211
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Welcome Screen niecesI
MIOLIM oldboot Ill

Disabled

OI- NONE SELECTED]
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Randomizer

o all

Super Boot on the ST offers an easy and
powerful way to customise your start-up
routines.

File Deduplicator

File Mask:
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classics] T

Search by
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0 Size

0 Contents

-File Size
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Include
0 Hidden Files/Directories
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Files to check

emove Hem eye All,' fietitch

,::Configure Help Eli

Disk DeDuplicator will search out and destroy -
on your command - all occurrences of duplicate
files. You would only need a program like this on
a PC.
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Hot Spot Setup

Choose the corner that will activate your
screen saver and also the corner that will
prevent your screen never from activating.

0 None None

O 0
Activate

Saver
0 0

;Oki

0
Prevent
Saver

0 0

S Beeps

Cancel

(Left) HotSpot
for Windows
lets you activate
your screen
saver at any
time. Just what
you've always
wanted, eh?

-----E SCSIProbe

SCSIProbe 3.5

IC Type Vendor Product Version

g DISK SEAGATE ST4767 2590
E
El
0 ROM SONY CD-ROM CDU-80... 1.8f

0 DISK IBMOEM 0661467 G k

E
n CPU APPLE QUADRA 950 $0670

'Iodate Mount 12ptions..

- .7.----------------.3.-it] - DiskLight
. ......

tli.. Hie 1:(ii1 01

Display in which corner of the menu bar?

0 0 0
Left Off Right

-. - . - . .

What do
cm ...reading from hard disk

those sin ...writing to hard disk
small w

icons EM ...reading from floppy
mean?

l ...writing to floppy

IZI Show Icon at Startup v2.0

Above) An indispensable Mac utility which
shows when your Mac is playing with its
disks.

(Left) SCSI Probe will check the devices on your Mac's
SCSI bus and mount them without rebooting.

(Below) You'll never be late for another appointment with Super Clock for the Mac.

,t1 i

SuperClock! 402
Copyright 88 1988-1993 by Steve Christensen

iE display the time with seconds Font: I Mono wl0
lE append Anit/Plil to the time 1n 12 -hour mod.

D show the day of the week
%LC 1 im "I

0 flash the colons in the lime (12:34 56)

0 Clock Options

Timer Options

.

Alarm Options

ID chime on the hour 0 [ no eldov VI
l2 .mirrio riumhor of U., 4, current hour
El .less a Et,en nver is running (3 I no chime `01

0 use clock color instead of menu acts 01 no Ai+ WI

( Select Color ) e I no 4,1*,.. "el

12:34:56 pm 1" - '''''''''''' . " "
immisI Cancel i (I OK )

disk. If you have a Mac which doesn't always
show when it's accessing a disk, Disk Light
will let you know what it's up to and reassure
you that it hasn't gone to sleep.

SCSI Probe is another essential utility if
you have any SCSI devices such as an
external hard disk or a CD-ROM. It checks
the SCSI bus and will mount a device, saving
you the trouble of having to switch off and
reboot. It also serves as a useful check that
the devices you think are connected really
are connected.

I must admit I don't use so many utilities
with my PC. With installing and removing so
much hardware and software - and being left
with gigabytes of obscure files clogging up
my system - I don't want to give the thing
any more chance of crashing than it already
has. I do occasionally run a few TSRs and I
do, of course, use none-TSR utilities, so I'll
mention a few which you may find useful...

Hot Spot lets you select a corner of the
screen which will instantly activate your
screen saver and a corner which will prevent
it. No password, though. FreeMem, on the
other hand, puts up a little window showing
the amount of free memory you have -
never would have guessed, would you? -
which is useful for checking if any
application is hogging more than its share.

File DeDuplicator is a brilliant program
which searches for duplicate files on your
hard disk and offers you the chance to
delete them. It not only searches for files
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with the same name but also files which are
the same size or which have identical
contents. It can help free up some disk space
and unclog your system.

Anyway, that's all for now. Next month
we'll look at a few of the music programs
out there. 

CONTACTWARE
Shareware libraries

PC
Red Dragon Shareware  3 Oaklea Court 
Rhyl  Clwyd LL18 4NP  Tel: 0745 338094.

Omicron  45 Blenheim Crescent 
Leigh -On -Sea, Essex SS9 3DT 

Tel: 0702 710391  Fax: 0702 471113.

Mac
Stormont Software  61 Lochinver Drive 

Dundonald Drive  Belfast BT5 7AJ 
Tel: 0232 487923.

Amiga
Valley PD P.O.Box 15  Peterlee  County

Durham SR8 1NZ  Tel: 091 587 1195

ST & Falcon
Floppyshop  45 Provost Graham Avenue 

Hazlehead  Aberdeen  Scotland AB1 8HB 
Tel: 0224 312756.

Bulletin Boards
Electronic Courier  Mac. BBS: 0232 705452

& 0232 401737.
Ad -Lib  ST. BBS: 091 3702659.

Sonic Boom PC. BBS: 081 9949119.

SOUNDSCAPE
DISTRIBUTOR LIST

Australasia & the Pacific Islands
Digital Sound Systems
Unit 5B, 163 Stoddard Rd
PO Box 27-159, Mt. Roskill.
Auckland, New Zealand
Tel: 09-6293133

Trans European Music
Pontbeeklaan 41, 1731 Zellik, Belgium
Tel: (02) 466.50.10

Denmark
Englund Music A/S, Denmark
Oresundsvej 148 st
DK-2300 Copenhagen S, Denmark
Tel: +45 31 55 48 12

Finland
Englund Music Finland Oy
Muuntotie 1, SF -01510 Vantaa, Finland
Tel: +358 0 870 3730

Germany
S.E.A.
Auf dem Diek 6,
D-4448 EmsbUren, Germany
Tel: (05903) 7805

Holland
TM Audio
Zonnebaan 52
3606 CC Maarssenbroek, Holland
Tel: 030-414070

Digimedia
Via T. Gulli 54, 20147 Milano, Italy
Tel: +39 2 48702843

Middle East
Combo New Sound
Damenweg 12
6027 Nk Soerendonk (Holland)
Tel: +31 4959 4384

Empire Cassette Co
18, Maamal El Sokar Str
Garden City, Cairo, Egypt
Tel: (202) 3550403

Norway
Englund Music A/S, Norway
Box 150, N-1341 Bekkestua, Norway
Tel: +47 67 14 80 90

Diapasan Instrumentos Musicals
Av Joao XXI 45A
1000 Lisboa, Portugal
Tel: (351)-1-805028/805203

South Africa
EMS
24 Napier Road, Richmond 2092
Johannesburg, PO Box 1026
Melville 2109, South Africa
Tel: +27 011 4824470

Micro Fusa
Industria, 244, 08026 Barcelona, Spain
Tel: (93) 455 36 95

Switzeri.
W. Holles
Buckhauserstrasse 41
PO Box 8048, Zurich
Tel: +41 (0) 1 493 23 22

Sweden
Englund Music AB, Sweden
Box 3050, S-127 03 Skarholmen
Sweden
Tel: +46 8 97 09 20

Nelson Associates
446 Sunnyslope Ave, Oakland
California 94610, USA
Tel: (510) 658 4212



SOUNDSCAPE
MULTI -TRACK HARD DISK RECORDER

Soundscape is a high quality 16 bit digital audio recording and editing system, and is

capable of expanding your studio with 4/8/12/16 or up to 64 tracks. The system can

be used in a recording/composing environment and has extensive non-destructive

audio editing facilities.

S dddddcape
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2U 19" rackmounted unit.

Physical tracks: 4

Sampling rate: 22.05/32/44.1/48KHz

Data format: 16 bit linear

Signal processing: 24 -bit internal N.L.

Data storage: IDE hard disk 18mS,
fitted in the rack unit (not supplied),
size depends upon recording time
required, e.g. 130MB gives 25min

45sec total @ 44.1 KHz, 1gB gives

3 hours 22 minutes

2nd internal IDE drive can be fitted.

A/D conversion: 16 bit sigma -delta

64 x oversampled

SOUNDSCAPE DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY LTD

26 Castel) Coch View,
Tongwynlais,
Cardiff CF4 7LA,
United Kingdom

Cardiff: + 44 (0) 222 811512

Operation is from an IBM PCTM or compatible and runs

under Windows 3.1 Tm. Software allows up to 64 virtual

tracks to be recorded in stereo, edited (non-destructive)

and digitally mixed down to four outputs. As the system is

modular, several Soundscape units can be synchronised

with full sample rate accuracy and used together giving

up to a maximum of 32 inputs and 64 outputs.

If you are looking for a Hard Disk recorder/editor with
"Open" architecture that can be totally
integrated with any WindowsTM sequencer

or editing package, is random access to the

disk, expandable beyond 8 tracks and
offers full "chase lock" synchronisation to
analog/video tape machines then the next

stage of the digital revolution starts here.

D/A conversion:
18 bit sigma -delta 64 x

oversampled

Synchronisation: Master or Slave,

MTC with full chase lock, MIDI song

pos.pointer + clock

Analogue in: 2 x RCA/cinch,
unbalanced - 10dBv/+4dBv (2 tracks in)

Analogue out: 4 x RCA/cinch,
unbalanced + 4dBv (4 tracks out)

Digital in: 1 x RCA/cinch,

S/PDIF format (2 tracks in)

Digital out: 2 x RCA/cinch,
S/PDIF format (4 tracks out)

Input S/N Ratio: > 93dB un-weighted

Output S/N Ratio: > 113dB un-weighted

Wow and Flutter: Un-measurable

Pro -Audio Option: XLR balanced
Analogue inputs and outputs, ri
AES/EBU Digital inputs

eeeeand outputs (XLR)

eee

eee

e ec

Host Interface: IBM -AT: parallel

via PC expansion plug-in card (ISA).

Supports 2 x 4 track rack units.

MIDI: in, thru, out

Back-up medium: DAT-recorder
with digital i/o, or via the

ee
PC (e.g. to a SCSI optical ,0
drive or any logical
PC drive)



A new label, a new producer and a new sound. Well, the
name of the band is New Order, after all. In the wake of

Republic, Phil Ward meets Stephen Morris and Gillian Gilbert,
and discovers what else is new in their hi -tech retreat...

Lindernew
0

f course the album reached Number
One. How could anyone have
doubted it? But in the midst of
enormous changes last year, New
Order had reason to approach the

release of Republic with some trepidation. Factory
Records had folded, and the finished product
passed into the hands of a new regime, namely,
London Records. This company's marketing
campaign has completed New Order's inevitable
progress into media -friendliness, painting over the
blurred technical realities of hi -tech music making
and presenting to the world the image of a
traditional pop group - guitar, bass, drums and
keyboards. Well, it worked.

Begun at the converted barn adjoining the
hillside home of drummer Stephen Morris and
keyboard player Gillian Gilbert, and completed at
Peter Gabriel's Real World Studios, the album
itself represents still further alterations to the old
order. Sitting in this barn today, Stephen can look
back on developments with hindsight, and reveal
why success was by no means a foregone
conclusion.

"It's the first album we've done with a producer
since we worked with Martin Hannett," he
observes. Hannett, by the way, legendarily carved
out the Joy Division sound in the late '70s, and
last collaborated with New Order on their 1981
debut Movement.

"We decided beforehand that this time we'd get
someone else in to sort it all out. The idea was
that we wouldn't actually write songs, but just
collect a series of riffs together and bang them into
some kind of part A, part B, part C format - and do
that for each idea. And that was how we started,

up here, with Bernard and Peter coming round and
knockin' out ideas. Sometimes Bernard would
come round and just jam, but he's not really a big
fan of jamming.

"At that stage, I wanted to try recording whole
sections into ProTools, and construct the tracks in
there. Unfortunately, that didn't entirely work out,
but we did end up with 14 or 15 separate ideas on
DAT - which we sent to Hague. He picked the
ones he wanted to work on."

"Hague" is Stephen's affectionate term for
producer Stephen Hague, whose production of
Republic was not, in fact, the first encounter
between them. In 1987, Hague's contribution to
the single 'True Faith' helped it into the UK Top
Five. But, eventual chart success notwithstanding,
not all the sailing was plain...

"One aspect of this method which didn't work,
unfortunately, was that initially Bernard had written
all the lyrics before we went into the studio, which
was a major achievement. But once there, it was
New Order business as usual, with Bernard writing

completely new songs instead of the ones he was
supposed to be doing."

If the guitar -thrusting band image slightly
wrong -footed the established New Order following,
so did the relatively non -electronic sound which
characterises most of the tracks on Republic.

"That was largely down to Hague," Stephen
reveals, "who set out to 'do' a New Order album,
as in a highly polished production number. That's
something that New Order as producers never do;
we normally like to leave a few spikes and things,
and leave in lots of weird noises that have come
up. Stephen's a very musical person, he's not
really a weird sounds guy. But I'm not slagging you

off, Stephen, honest...

"The thing you've got to remember about New
Order is that you've always got things pinning it
down, like, for a start, I played a lot of acoustic
drums as usual, and there's always Hooky's bass,
and these things make it sound less electronic. It

wasn't like we were all writing together and trying
to put together something like 'Blue Monday'. In
fact, in a way we were trying to make it more
musical, because I was getting a bit sick of the
way 'techno' was going - sort of like the monster
you've created getting out of control. So in spite of
starting out from jamming, it is about songs, rather
than being techno-bores. I mean, there's a couple
of things on the album - like 'Chemical' - which
are pretty techno-based, but the rest are straight
songs, and Stephen's a songwriter himself so
there wasn't that much experimentation like in the
old days - you know, just plugging things in to see
what would happen. It was much more, like,
crafted.

"You still get that spirit of experimentation in
some - but not all - techno music, and I've always
felt that that's where the most interesting things in
music happen. But when we started Republic it all
seemed a bit stale, and to try and consciously do a

dance album seemed like competing with
ourselves. There was no point in making
'Technique 2'."

The 'band' image and the crafted sound
perhaps also reflect the extent to which New

Order are disillusioned with the design of hi -

tech instruments. Stephen Morris is well placed to
appraise developments; he's also well aware of
the irony of a technology -based music industry *
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falling out of love with technology.

"There's more technology than ever," he
agrees, "but it's not as lovable somehow; it doesn't
invite you to play with it like it used to. When
synths had knobs on, you could just twiddle away
and come up with something interesting. I

suppose the start of that change was Yamaha's
DX -7: to get sounds, you really had to know how it
worked. You almost had to be a mathematician,
and remember an absurd series of key presses.
It's kind of like working on a PC compared with
working on a Mac: they both do the same thing,
but only one's user-friendly.

"The only real step forward - or is it a step
back? - is the Roland JD -800. But it isn't really a
synth, it's a sample player. There are no oscillators
in it. It does have knobs, though. I mean, Gillian's
all-time favourite keyboard, this Kurzweil K2000,
has got oscillators, it is a sampler, it does

In the barn
hardware
Macintosh Quadra 950 (68Mb

5Gb hard
drive)
Macintosh Ilfx (80Mb internal/600Mb
hard drive/CD-ROM drive)
Big E120 monitor

software
Cubase Audio
Digidesign ProTools (4 -track)
Digidesign Samplecell I and II
Radius VideoVision
dobe Premier v3

SMPTE Slave Driver

sounds
Akai S3200, S000
Alesis D4
E -mu Vintage Keys,
Proteus 1XR/2XR,
Procussion, Emulator II
Korg M1R
Kurzweil K2000
Midimoog
Oberheim Matrix 1000, Matrix 12, SEM x 2
Roland R8M, D110, D10, TB303, Vocoder.
Juno 106, JD800
SC Prophet 5

studio
Otari MTR90 (24 -track analogue)
TAC Magnum desk
ATC 50 monitors
Yamaha NS1OM monitors
Panasonic SV-3700 DAT
Sony VC9600P U-matic
Sony TV monitor

everything you could ever wish a synth to do. It's
the equivalent of one of those monster Moog
things. But look at it! Is it sexy? No, it looks
terrible..."

"I think it's sexy," says Gillian, who has
appeared with a welcome basketful of beers. You
suddenly remember that this is where they
actually live. There proceeds a domestic
discussion on the Kurzweil's relative merits.

"This is the actual keyboard that Music
Technology slagged us off for grabbing first,"
Stephen accuses. Well, let's put the record
straight. In our July 1992 issue, the review of the
K2000 is prefaced by the following observation:
"MT grabbed one for review only to find it had
been sold to New Order..." Hardly a slagging,
really. Anyway, we got hold of one in the end and
were very favourable towards it - especially given
the dearth of genuinely new synths at that time
and since.

"You can do great things with it," admits
Stephen, "but you've got to know what you want it
to do. I mean, there's things in there that can be
found like you're walking around in a library!"

"Have you mentioned the intonations yet?"
asks Gillian.

"No, we've not done the intonation yet."

"Let's not tell him about it! It's a secret..."
I feel as though I'm eavesdropping. Well, I am,

really...

"There's this intonation thing," Gillian
continues. "You can put your sequence through,
from the computer, and just skip through them. It's
brilliant; you can end up with these really weird
chords."

"The only way to get past Gillian's depth of
experimentation," says Stephen, "is by super-
imposing two kinds of intonation on each other,
which is what we did in 'Avalanche'. Some bits
are in Equal intonation, and some bits are in
Pythagorean."

Stephen is more enthusiatic about the idea of
digital modelling as a way forward in synthesis,
and recalls MTs interview with Wendy Carlos
(June 1993) in which she describes computer
programs which analyse acoustics with such
power as to create virtual instruments. He also
remembers further back than that...

"There was kind of a buzzword in Music
Technology about 18 months or a year ago - this
whole concept of re -synthesis, which seems quite
fascinating, the concept is great. The idea is that
you can get any sound and muck about with it.
Didn't Zyklus do a re -synthesiser thing which had
sliders for every harmonic on it? Now there's
something like that in this Kurzweil somewhere.
I've seen it once..."

But you can't find it again..

"No, I can't find it again! There's just page after
page. There's one bit in it where you've got
modulators, but it's not an obvious thing to use.

Bernard just uses a T3 for the same thing. You're
not really going to modify the sound greatly, all
you're doing is taking a bit of top off it and putting
a bit more release on it. There isn't any real
modulation."

"What about the disk?" demands Gillian. "You
know, it asks you if you want to save the sequence
and you say 'yes', and then it asks if you're sure,
and you say 'yes', then it asks again - and the
truth is you really don't know. There's so many
steps, by the time you reach the last prompt
you've forgotten what you're doing."

"You have to say 'yes' about five times,"
confirms Stephen. "Imagine going all the way
through to the last step, and then saying, oh all
right then, 'no'!

"I've lifted the top off the thing and looked inside
it. There's nothing inside it, absolutely nothing, just
one board. At a recent NAMM show, they had one
on a card for a Mac - which made a lot more
sense to me, really, even though I'm not really a
big fan of computer graphic editors running at the
same time as a sequencer. It all seems to me to
be asking for trouble. Stuff like OMS, the Opcode
Music System, and Unison, the Mac Unicorn one -
they always seem to be inviting disaster to me. I

just don't trust them - but at least you can see
what's going on, you can manipulate it in real time.
Either that, or put a load of bloody knobs on it!
Mind you, it'd probably be about three quarters of
a mile long..."

Let's face it, it's a computer with the wrong kind
of keyboard and no monitor. The analogue revival
starts here...

"Someone was telling us about an analogue
sequencer, God knows what it is, it's been
handmade by these German people..." That would
be the Doepper MAQ 16/3, Stephen. "I can
understand it. It's kind of a reaction. Nobody's
really doing anything about it, not really. Take the
JD -800. It's OK, like a computer halfway house
thing, and then they immediately ditched the
loads -of -knobs idea and went straight back to one
knob and four buttons. It's quite sad. I mean, you
can't beat a Juno for coming up with quick
sounds."

Nobody's doing anything about it because the
home keyboard market is booming...

"And these are the sort of people who aren't
really bothered with experimentation. All the
research and development is going into ways in
which people can play Richard Clayderman tunes.
And also, I've noticed that the sale of guitars and
drums has actually gone up - which is a good
sign, but I'm a firm believer that these things come
in cycles. It's a shame, but you just get fed up with
something and you go back to doing something
else. You always go the opposite way. You never
say, I could get a guitar, but I could use it
differently. Yeah, I could do techno music - but on
proper instruments. Or, if I used loads of synths, I
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IBM PC IBM PC

BARS a PIPES

PROFESSIONAL 2.0
Sound and vision unite to

form Bars & Pipes Pro v2.0,
software to look and sound

your best. Software engineers
and musicians combined their

expertise to design the
Amiga's most sophisticated

sequencing package and
encompasses the finest tools
available to music and multi-
media artists. It's expandable
architecture comes complete
with multi -track recording,
musical notation, graphical
editing, automated mixing,

time -line scoring and dozens
of new features!!!

rrp £299.99
Emerald Price:

£199.99

TRIPLE PLAY PLUS
Professional Midi interface

that includes three separately
addressable MIDI outs for 48
simultaneous MIDI channels.

rrp £169.95
Emerald Price:

£129.95

ONE -STOP MUSIC SHOP
This hardware and software
combination includes all you

need to get 16 -bit stereo
multi-timbral audio. Based on

the Proteus EMU

rrp £569.95
Emerald Price:

£479.95

SYNCH PRO
For universal SMPTE syn-
chronization of audio and

video tape.
rrp £189.95

Emerald Price:

£149.95

Pro MIDI Interface
The price/performance MIDI

Emerald £24.95

SUPER JAM !
Never before has writing

music been so easy! Instantly
transform your Amiga into a
multi -voiced music machine.

Create and synchronize
soundtracks for animation,
video and multi -media pre-

sentations. Soundtrack
machine, back-up band,

sketch pad, musical mentor,
SUPERJAM!

rrp £99.95
Emerald Price:

£74.95

PATCHMEISTER
Graphical universally config-
urable MIDI patch librarian.
Comes with dozens of MIDI

drivers and templates.
Integrates with Bars & Pipes.

rrp £79.95
Emerald Price:

£49.95

MIRACLE PIANO
Learn to read and play music,
then write patterns to your
sequencer with this full size
MIDI keyboard and software.

rrp £299.99
Emerald Price:

£259.95

SUNRIZE AD1012

with STUDIO 16
4 track mono, 12 bit board

direct to disk recording, edit-
ing & playback. Can be used
with Bars & Pipes via SMPTE.

£499
8 track stereo, 16 bit - £1249

MEGALOSOUND
8 -bit direct to disk sampler

Emerald £29.95

CLARITY 16
16 BIT Stereo sampler with

Midi I/F

£129.95

IFIEMErrall
available for

WINDOWS

£74.95

EASY KEYS
for Windows

EasyKeys transforms your PC
into an electronic keyboard
for less than the cost of one
usic lesson. It's features can
be found on expensive key -

,board synthesizers. 40 differ-
ent grooves, ten different

!I musical styles; record your
live performance with the

included EasyKeys JamBox
and play it back again and
again with a soundcard.

£34.95

24 Bit Image Capturecard &
rSoftWare,16.7 million colours/

256 grey scale. Grab from
moving video. Load/save

24 Bit RGB, TIF, BMP.

£199.75
ROMBO VIDI 12

12 Bit Image Capture card,
4096 colours, 16 Grey Scale,

grabs in less than one second.

MORE ROME'NI
MEDIA PRO PLUS £258.50

MEDIA PRO + HI RES £282.00

PC TUNER £117.50

VGA -TV BUSTER PRO £117.50

JAITERNALARIIIIERNAO

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
DELIVERY COSTS £2.50

ASK FOR FREE CATALOG

EMERALD CREATIVE TECHNOLOGY
Rapid House, 54 Wandle Bank, London SW19 1DW

Tel: 081 715-8866 Fax: 081 715-8877

I would like to order:
Qty Product Computer

I will pay by (credit card / cheque enclosed):

Card Number

Expiry Date

Name

Address

Post Code

Day Time Tel No

Signature



could make it sound different. It's always a
complete reaction."

Fundamentally, instruments suggest their own
music. Once you've chosen the tools of your
trade, you've usually already chosen the style

you're going to play. It takes a lot of will to actually
break through that barrier and do something else.
The music industry that was once based on the
synthesiser was a pioneering industry, because
they were the pioneering instruments. Today, New
Order, at least, are going through a cycle away from
progressive musical electronics, hence an album
that doesn't sound very electronic. How and when
the cycle will continue, who knows? In the
meantime, recording projects continue - at Peter
Hook's Suite 16 studio in Rochdale, chez Barney,
and in Stephen and Gillian's beauteous barn.

"Yes, everyone's back doing their solo projects.
Except me and Gillian aren't really 'back' - we're
finally getting ours out. I mean, the whole of the last

18 months, recording Republic, there's been a real
upheaval in our way of life, both as New Order and
as The Other Two. We've had the record company
go bust; we've had to find a new label; and we've
had an album put on the shelf for God knows how
long. It's all been... not the best of circumstances.
It's surprising we're as happy as we are. Glad to be

out of it, though..."
Is life settling down now, new label and all that?

"Yeah. I still think they're going to impose a
certain 'London-ness' on us, but they still want us to

be the same. I don't quite know how we can do
that."

Am I right in suspecting that "a certain London-
ness" corresponds with Steven Hague's idea of
how to make a record?

"It's like, the first question they ask is 'who's a
good remixer?' Whereas before, all the remix ideas
came from us, or from records we'd heard. And with
video, they tend to use conventional video
directors. The thing that characterised a lot of the
New Order videos was the fact that a lot of them
were done by people who weren't video makers -
like Jonathan Demme, who did 'Perfect Kiss', and
Robert Longow who did 'Bizarre Love Triangle'.
People like that, who I don't think London would go
for. Making a video is a gamble at the best of times,

but to go with someone who isn't a professional is
inviting disaster. We were very lucky with our
videos."

Perhaps not just lucky. Stephen is developing an
interest in desktop video himself, both as a natural
extension of his interest in technology and as a
means of retaining control over the image of his
band.

"Before, it was a case of getting this guy Michael
Schomberg in New York, who is a friend of ours
who works in film and television, to come up with
ideas. He'd give us ideas and he'd suggest people
to do a video with before we needed to do one.

Now, we do a record and then sit there and watch
loads of showreels - you know, 'not seen that
before, let's go for that'. But video is something I'm
personally interested in - hence this thing here..."
He gestures towards an imposing Mac. "The
multimedia bandwagon steams on! What I've got
here is my video suite...

"This is a Quadra 950 with VideoVision, and
Adobe Premier version 3 - not yet available in this

country, I hasten to add. I like video editing and I

like the concept of this thing. It's nearly the same as

using ProTools in that you're basically sampling
video. Although, the word 'multimedia', to me,
seems to imply something that's not as good as the

real thing. It's like a botch -up of everything. But this
software has really come on, from a little window to

full -screen, full -motion video.

"One of the ways it works is that you could
theoretically be doing your video at the same time
as you were writing your song. Or write a video in
the same way you do a song."

"We want to do our own video for each song,"
reveals Gillian. "We don't want to be like just a
normal band when we're playing live, we want to
use video projections. This should enable us to do
our own story for each song."

Do you forsee that you would use actual footage
rather than just graphics, giving you real subject
matter rather than purely psychedelic effects?

"A bit of both really," Stephen replies. "It would
be dead easy just to do stuff that was psychedelic,
but a bit of a waste to use this as the equivalent of
a liquid wheel. There's a new version of ProTools

that I got through the post this morning, that has
actually got the facility for grabbing video in
QuickTime, which means that someone else is
thinking along the same lines as me. With this
particular version of Premier, I've only just
scratched the surface and there's something like 99
tracks of audio. I can't see how you can manage to
use up all that as well as umpteen tracks of video.

"What's important is the way that this sort of
technology is coming down in price, because what
we're looking at here is the equivalent of Avid [a
Mac -based, professional video editing system] - big
boy stuff. And the fact that you can do it on this sort
of machine. You can see that in a year's time you'll

be doing it on rinky, dinky little machines."

For Stephen, multimedia doesn't necessarily
help in the writing of pop songs, but his professional
soundtrack experience (he and Gillian wrote and
produced the theme music for BBC TV's Making
Out and Reportage) has already begun to change
at least some of his attitudes to the invention of
music.

"I suppose, really, we kind of got tucked into
finding out the nuts and bolts of video through
writing stuff for TV. It's surprising what a difference it

makes when you've got an image on the screen and

someone's told you to write a bit of music to go with

it. Normally when you write a song, you do it by

plucking something out of thin air - which
sometimes works and sometimes doesn't. But with
this technology, it doesn't have to be anything
special, you can just grab a bit off the telly and make

some music to go with it. It's your idea that counts,
you can discard the video if you want once you've
got your stuff done. It's another way of doing it."

The watchword is control. Like many others
steeped in a sort of hi -tech tradition, Stephen

Morris is monitoring technology as it

develops and more than anything else is keen to
keep both hands on the wheel. Or rather, the
mouse. He's also in a band that has to make
records and videos. And, he says, "If you've got to
do that, you might as well find out what it's all about
instead of just leaving it to other people." Quite how
this affects New Order, only time will tell. In the
meantime, isn't it exciting how the technology is
empowering the musician in these other areas,
Stephen?

"Yes, it is exciting. But it's bloody expensive,
though." 

'Product
albums
Joy Division
Unknown Pleasures (Factory, 1979)
Closer (Factory, 1980)
Still (Factory, 1981)
The Peel Sessions (Strange Fruit, 1986)

New Order
Movement (Factory, 1981)
New Order 1981-2 (Factory, 1982)
Power Corruption & Lies (Factory,
1983)
Low Life (Factory, 1985)
Brotherhood (Factory, 1986)
Substance (Factory, 1987)
Technique (Factory, 1989)
The Peel Sessions (Strange Fruit,
Republic (London, 1993)

The Other Two
The Other Two And Yo
1993)

videos
Joy Divi
Here Are T
1982)

New Order
A Factory Video (Fact.
Substance (Fa ry, 19
neworderst I

1993)

(Factory
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The bridge 11,etween sound
and vision The Club Strobeflower

is modelled on Optikinetics
highly acclaimed
professional Strobeflower
System used extensively in
concert, rave and music
video work.

 Choice of strobe or
continuous light output

 Unique short arc xenon
flash tube

 High colour
temperature beams
which cut through any
light show

 Push button controller
will operate up to 16
Club Strobeflowers

Optikinetics building
the bridge between
sound and vision

For further information
please contact:

OPTIKINETICS LTD
38 Cromwell Road
Luton LU3 1 DN
England
Tel: (0582) 411413
Fax: (0582) 400613

OPTIKINETICS LTD

(USA)
RT.1  Box 355B
Doswell VA 23047-9700
USA

Tel: (804) 227 3550
Fax: (804) 227 3585

r
OPTIKINETICSTProducers of -:7"1:g
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Manfred Mann's lora land
For twenty years Manfred Mann's Earth Band made albums that sold millions and spawned

numerous hits. Now Music Maker Records is happy to present the entire Earth Band catalogue,
including the twelve original albums, the "Best of" compilation and a superbly packaged

Limited Edition boxed set.

Solar Fire  MMO4

Earth Band  MMO1

The Roaring Silence  MMO7

Limited Edition
wooden boxed CD set
includes all twelve
original albums on CD,
a booklet,
postcards, plus
an exclusive
interview CD
including two
rare tracks.
The complete
works!
MM BOX 1:
only £99.99

Watch  MMO8

EAIRN SAND

Angel Station  MMO9

Nightingales & Bombers  MMO6 Chance  MM10

GfirnFed Magnified

Glorified Magnified  MMO2 The Good Earth  MMO5

Somewhere In Afrika  MM1

Budapest Live  MM12

20 Years Of Manfre
Mann's Earth Ban

1971 - 199
Includes the hil
Davy's On Th

Road Again, Th
Mighty Quinr
Blinded By Th

Light, Joybringe
You Angel You

The Runne
MM13: only £9.9

To order, simply cut out or photocopy this form and send it to: Mail Order Dept., Music
Maker Records, Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF or fax it to 0353 662489.
To order by Access or Visa credit card, telephone the Music Maker Orderline on
0353 668850 (9 - 12am & 1 - 5pm) and speak to Rose or Lisa.r

Please send me the following:
CODE TITLE AMOUNT

Please tick D CD D Cassette
Add postage (see panel)

TOTAL

All CDs £9.99 each.
Boxed Set £99.99

Cassettes available
at £5.99 each.
All plus P&P.

Please add post & packing
Available to UK readers only

first item...80p
each additional item...50p

Box Sri CD sei. sent by carrier, guaranteed next day delivery...V.50

I enclose a cheque/postal orders for £ made payable to Music Maker Records,
or please debit my Access/Visa credit card number

Name

Expiry Date /

Address

Postcode Daytime Phone Number

1

Overseas payments must be made in pounds sterling drawn on a British bank. It is essential that you include your correct postcode to ensure prompt delivery. Please include a daytime phone number in case of query.
Orders are dispatched within 7 to 10 days but please allow 28 days for delivery. Smart people always read the small print.



QUALITY CONTROL
There's a new synth in town, it's gunning for the competition and it aims to please. An

For many people, the definitive sequencing software for the PC has yet to be written. Could this be it?

Nicholas Rowland

i  60 OptikinetiedisefilhilitAt 0
If you thought you knew what kind of effect strobe lights produced, it's time to think again.

Ian Masterson 15* tit.

62 virtu X3F
For every keyboard synth there must a rackmount version. The X3 is no exception. Ian Masterson

- ° 44,

Sound enhancement at both ends of the spectrum - and something in the middle. Ian Masterson

Ara r. ' r the
For easy -to -digest samples and delays that repeat on you at just the right moment. Ian Masterson

Computer Manuals: The Incredible Sound Machine by Mark Andrews

-4,0. Cool Mac Sounds by Craig O'Donnell

Ontrack Computer Systems Rocket Drive software for the PC

Paramount Rock, Rap & Roll CD-ROM

 Ian Waugh
 Ian Masterson

 Andrew Jones
 Nicholas Rowland



Best known for their effects and studio gear, Alesis are now branching
out into the synth market. Their eagerly -awaited QuadraSynth is the
result... Review by Andrew Jones

Think of Alesis and the word 'Quadraverb' springs to mind,
right? - the effects box that became almost an industry
standard over the last few years and one of the first to allow up
to four different effects to be combined and used
simultaneously. Then there's the ADAT - the digital multitracker
everyone was talking about last year - and didn't they produce
a mixer some time back? Oh and what about that power amp
they did?

The fact is, Alesis is no longer a name which is linked solely
with effects processors. The company have brought their flair
for innovation to a variety of products in recent years - the
latest of which is the QuadraSynth, a new sample -based
keyboard and the company's first incursion into this side of the
market.

Rumours of the keyboard began well over two years ago and
combined with a spec boasting 64 -voice polyphony, on -board
effects with four independent processors and 16Mb of sample
ROM, have made this one of the most keenly -anticipated music
products ever to be released.

So... high expectations. What of the reality?

From
a visual perspective, the QuadraSynth definitely appears

to have been designed from a clean sheet of paper. Indeed,
with no previous models for it to be a progression from (and
none of the constraints this usually imposes), Alesis appear to
have had a field day designing this keyboard. The words sleek
and ergonomic immediately spring to mind. There are no
rubbery buttons here; instead you get solid, curved, oblong

'keys' with a pleasing, positive feel and a set of four small dials
and one massive volume rotary (why so big?).

Rear panel hardware includes four individual outs (always a
plus point on multitimbral synths), and a full complement of
MIDI ports. There are also digital connectors (a sound move by
Alesis, leaders in this field since the advent of ADAT) and a set
of three footpedal sockets. Underneath, moulded into the body
of the synth, there's a masterstroke of design... a carrying
handle! No more hauling keyboards around under your arm
and bashing off chunks of it. It may not be as portable as say a
mini -keyboard but it will certainly make life easier for the player
on the move.

Another notable plus point is the display screen - a big LCD
affair which can be crammed full of information in a neat

and informative way. During sound selection it is simply a case
of stepping through each of the preset or user -programs using
the first of the rotary dials, the value buttons or the numbered
keys on the left for direct selection -a method to suit everyone
it seems. But the screen really comes into its own when you
press the edit button and start to create new programs. Many's
the time that we have harped on about the endless pages of
information on digital synths these days and the task faced by
the user in trawling through them all. The QuadraSynth still has
these pages of information but employs a staggeringly simple
idea which makes finding your way around easier than reading
a book.

Like many other synths, each of the preset programs can be
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assembled from up to four partials or voices. And like other
synths, too, the more voices your program uses, the less
polyphony you get. So if a program uses one voice you have
64 -voice polyphony; if it uses two voices, you have 32 - and so
on. But with a full 64 to start with only the very high -density
sequence users among you should run into trouble.

The Edit4 button allows parameters from each of the four
partials to be edited. There are 19 functions in total (each with
a varying number of sub -pages) including the volume level of
the partials, the effects selection and a range of sound editing
functions. Each of the functions is displayed on the LCD. You
flip through them using the relevant buttons and as you do, a
small bar appears under the chosen function on screen, so you
always know where you are - a simple idea, but very effective.
A number of sub -pages can be accessed for each function
which take you to the next level down for editing. Use the
page buttons to go through these and again, a small bar tells
you which page you are on.

Synthesis: QS Composite Synthesis
Waveform Memory: 16Mb onboard sample. ROM plus ROM card
slot

Program memory: Program Mode (128 preset, 128 user)
Mix Mode (100 preset, 100 user)

Keyboard: 76 -note
Polyphony: 64 -voice
Effects: 4 independent stereo effect processing busses with multiple
simultaneous effects on each.
Connectors: MIDI, sustain, pedal 1, pedal 2, four audio out, digital i/o
Dimensions (cm): 122(w) x 11.5(h) x 35.5(d)

CM I 23.1

I

7 89ig11i213
PROG n

PRIFSFT U U
EDITING. ..,X PROGRAM SOUND 1234

ASSIGN - VOICE LEVEL EFFECT -LEVEL
PITCH FILTER AMP RANGE MOD EFFECT NAME

R LEO FLED A LEO PENT FENV AENV TRACK
MISC.

In Edit mode all parameters are displayed on screen

It perhaps sounds a little complicated but, as they say, a
picture paints a thousand words - and the screen shows you
exactly which function you are editing as well as the page
beneath the function you are in.

For use with a sequencer, the QuadraSynth has a special 'mix'
mode which allows up to 16 of the programs to be given

their own MIDI number to be triggered from the sequencer.
Here, you can also set up keyboard splits where each sound has
its own defined area across the keyboard, and Performances
where several sounds can be combined together to create
some massive sounds and effects.

As with the other editing features, whatever you require in
this mode, it's simple to set up. There are MIDI buttons to
select the channel; the rest of the controls are similar to those
described above, with the the dials used for incrementing
values such as keyboard ranges and sounds.

Finally for the editing section, there's a global button that
accesses six global functions including keyboard sensitivity,
MIDI and LCD contrast.

Each of the four sounds making up a program on the
QuadraSynth are derived from a source sound (from the

16Mb of raw samples) which passes through a low-pass filter
and amplifier. The voice, filter and amplifier sections each have
modifiers (LFOs and envelopes) where the sound editing can
take place (see above). With one set of these sections per voice,
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the QuadraSynth offers a high level of flexibility for sound
creation. So what about the sounds supplied?

Well, there are 128 presets and 128 user locations, plus a
further 100 Performances for keyboard splits and combinations.
The QuadraSynth's sounds are not assembled in General MIDI
order which may or may not come as welcome news. As for the
sounds themselves, these vary enormously with no particular
emphasis given to any type or style (just check out the demo
for proof).

On the more traditional side, there are several pianos to get
your teeth into, and some quite stunning flute presets like
StrwbryFlt and JazzFlt. The guitar sounds also acquit themselves
well, but some of the brass sounds (notably, BrassStab) fail to
hit the mark and become rather unrealistic in their extreme
ranges. Similarly, there are one or two great sax sounds - such
as SteamySax - but the soprano sax disappoints. The strings
too are a mixed bag and occasionally sound a little strained -
though Lush String is, well, er... lush.

By contrast, the Hammond and pipe organs are uniformly
excellent, making full use of the onboard effects for added
realism. Bass sounds are very well represented too, the best of
the bunch being the crystal clear Zapp and the nicely squelchy
Trance.

The synth effects are scattered around the two banks (preset
and user) with slightly more in the latter. With such a
sophisticated effects section (see later) it is a shame there aren't
more, but for a demonstration of the QuadraSynth's potential
just check out Pacifica, OoohTron, AirSpace, Twighlights,
BlueAurora or ZeusSpoke for a wild panning, fading, mystifying
and any-other-ing experience. Don't, however, try Rare T-bone
unless you like your sounds to grate.

In summary, the QuadraSynth includes a generally excellent
set of sounds with only a few exceptions, but you do get the
impression that with so much potential (and that really is the
key word here), more would be possible - in the right hands.

Alesis themselves, in their effort to provide
variety, have scattered programs around both
banks. Personally, I would have preferred to
have sounds from each category kept together.
As it is, a quick scan through the presets on the
shop floor by a potential buyer may not reveal
just what the machine is capable of. Only with a
more considered, in-depth look do you realise
that this is very much a musician's keyboard and
one who's sounds will maintain their appeal
long after the novelty of certain other synths
wears off. More to the point, it breaks the
Japanese mould of standardisation and ultimate
banality. And with such easy programming that
word 'potential' crops up again...

A s you might expect from Alesis, there is a
rvery sophisticated effects section on the
QuadraSynth. In fact the onboard effect
processing is similar to that on the Quadraverb.
This means that processing is possible using
several effects at the same time. More
importantly, there are four input busses with a
flexible routing system which allows you to add
different effects to either the sounds within a
single program or to the programs within the
multitimbral mix.

In a mix, for example, you may have four
sounds, each going to a different output and
each with a different effect. In a program, you
could send each of the constituent parts to a
different effect. It's one of the (if not the) most
flexible and easy to implement effects
processing systems available on a synth and
should signal the end of the days of dull,
scrunched -up multitimbral mixes.

As for the effects themselves, there are 128
preset and 128 programmable. They comprise
delay, reverb and pitch effects, each with several

types, so for example, pitch includes flange and chorus. As you
might anticipate, the effects are of the highest quality; clean,
noise free and immensely usable. Worth a special mention are
Pno Plate 1 (excellent for great ethereal washes), Lezlie 4 (for
the classic Hammond sound) and WetslapRm for percussive
effects. Panning presets include Pong Plate 2 and 3 and the
chorusy Broken Code.

If none of these are up your street (doubtful), then enter
Effects Edit mode and create your own - with the screen as
described above, it's easy.

The final verdict? Well, as I've said, good as the basic sounds
are, the potential of the QuadraSynth will only be truly

realised when other people get to work and start programming
it. Putting aside all the hype and rumours that have surrounded
the QuadraSynth since its announcement, Alesis have still
managed to come up with a product that may well come to
represent a milestone in keyboard history. A digital synth that's
easy to program - no less. 

Ease of use

Originality

Price

Finally, a digital synth that's easy to program.

Just look at that design.

Definitely one of its strong points.

It's going to be the synth to be seen with.

f1499.

Sound Technology plc  Letchworth Point 
Letchworth  Hertfordshire SC6 1ND  Tel:
0462 480000  Fax: 0462 480800
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Brilliant MIDI controllers, all touch
sensitive, CMS61, 900 & 90+ & have
pitch bend & mod wheel.
Studio 49
Studio 61
CMS61
Studio 900
Studio 90+

-I:11111-11 OM MI I
6-2 mixer £119
8-2 mixer £209
SE206 monitors £89
SE207 monitors £159
Call for brochures & price list.

£105
£185
£279
£649
£639

Ifull MIDI spec -

ONLY £349 inc. delivery

Novation Midicom
only £89 inc delivery

PC MUSIC
MUITIMEDIA

111111 Classic 3000
PC Sound Card

OK, the Roland card's the best but this is pretty damn close & you
can use it with virtually every game as well! And we'll throw in
Cubase Lite (normally £89) + MIDI interface cable (normally £18)...
All this for an introductory price of £219!!!! including VAT
Buy the above with any MIDI keyboard and
take another £20 off the price!!

IkRoland
PC200GS £164
SCC-1 £349
DTM7 £309
CS 10 £75
MA -7 £135
JV35 £84911

JV90 £124911

JV880 £599!!
£385!!

£349

THE BEST PACKAGE!
CD quality GM module, Steinberg
sequencer/notation software, MIDI
jukebox, 20 FREE songs and cables.
No card needed, runs from serial
port only £349

FATA R N

114:;V:VOL .6\

YAMAHA
SY35 £499
SY85 £1069
0Y20 £369
MDF2 £289
PF100 £1499
RY30 £345
RY10 £175
0Y8 new £225
TG -100 £299
TG -300 new £619
TG -500 £849

ovation Bass SiRi1011

Brilliant new dual

oscillator bass synth.

Great fat sounds with

H 0 M E
RECORDING
CENTRE
Fostex X18H £299
X28H £409
280 £635
3805 £725
Tascam Porta 07 £369
Yamaha MT120 £399
Yamaha MT8X £1099

ALL THE ABOVE
COME WITH

TDK TAPE & HOME
RECORDING
rECHNIOUES BOOK!!!

E MAI Li
Proteus FX £599
Proteus 1 £599
Proteus 2 £720
Proteus 3 £575
Vintage Keys £775
Morpheus £1099
Performance £290
Performance + £339

Rio brilliant wavetable synth to add to
your sound card, built-in effects £195

Maui wavetable GM synth inc. sample store -
play wave files into synth £197

Tahiti - 16 bit super card, very high quality
sampling card for hard disk recording £335

Monterey - 16 bit sampling & GM synth
& effects, add sample store & you've

got the best sound card
available £029

Call for full price list
PC SOFTWARE

Cakewalk Pro 2 £249
Cubase Score £399
Cadenza £199
Musicator £245
Wave Windows £109
Band in a Box £79
The Pianist £45
Encore £419
Musictime £199
Trax £109
Cubase Windows £180
Cubase Lite £89
Procyon 32 track £45
Cakewalk home studio £130
SAW hard disk recorder £540

Call for details & brochure
Lots of other software available.

PC HARDWARE
Musicquest
401 interface £75
MQX32M SMPTE card £195
MIDI engine 1 parallel interface £99
MIDI engine 1+ parallel interface
2 outs £119
Key Serial interface £105

crie THE COMPUTER & HIGH TECH MUSIC STORE



Goldstar

Procyon
sequencer for the PC

Professional features and a budget price - but is this new
PC sequencing package a real star?

Nicholas Rowland gazes into the heavens...

Cs are often touted as the cheap way into
computer sequencing, but while the price -to -
power ratio of the hardware compares favourably
with other platforms, the price of PC software
has never been exactly cheap. Admittedly, most
of the current generation of PC -based sequencers
are aimed at the serious user, so you could argue
you get a lot for your money. Nevertheless,
newcomers to PC music -making will quickly
discover a distinct lack of the kind of pocket -
money MIDI packages (including sound editors
and utility software) that have long been
available to Atari and Amiga users.

The good news is that Goldstar have just
released Procyon 1.0. This 32 -track, pattern -
based PC sequencer weighs in at an extremely
modest £49, yet offers facilities which match
(nay, often exceed) packages costing two, three
and even four times as much. Don't, however,
get too excited by the words 'Multimedia
Control Application' embellishing the box - this
really only refers to the fact that Procyon can be
used to control compatible internal soundcards -
such as Goldstar's own Soundtrack (to be
reviewed next month) - in addition to external
MIDI instruments.

Minimum requirements for Goldstar's sequencer for the
masses, apart from Windows 3.1, are a 386 PC running at
16MHz, equipped with 2Mb of RAM, 1Mb of spare hard disc
space and a mouse. You also need a pinch of salt for the bit in
the manual which explains why Procyon has been
named after the brightest star in the constellation
Canis Minor. I won't repeat it here.

The program installs painlessly from a single
disk, creating its own group menu complete

with icons for several demo MIDIfiles provided by
Words ST Music up in Sunderland. Clicking on
these will automatically open the sequencer
package itself and load up various pieces for your
edification and amusement.

Anyone familiar with computer sequencer users
should have little problem finding their way
around the screen. A tool bar along the top gives
you the usual tape transport controls for play,
record, etc, along buttons for to toggle external
sync, metronome click, overdub/replace record
mode, punch in recording and so on. The only
problem was that my review copy gave me little
black boxes where the time signature and tempo
values should have been - just the first two of a
number of gremlins which popped up (or rather
failed to pop up) as time went on.

Procyon 1.0 OIO
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Procyon's delightful track edit/pattern assembly window set up to punch in and record a
few more notes into the highlighted vibe fill. Note the slight absence of tempo/time
signature data in the tool bar. Oops!

Icons on the toolbar also give you access to the various
editors, namely the Track Window, Piano Roll, Event Editor
and Mixer. There's also a pop-up Notepad - handy for jotting
down pizza orders and, er... making notes. You can save and
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Procyon sports this cheerfully -hued pop-up mixer offering the added luxury of user-

definable controls.
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recall individual desktop configurations. When you boot up
after the first time, you always get the desktop you were using
when you last exited - both nice touches these.

Your main area of work is likely to be the track window -
which as you can see from the piccies follows a trend first set
by Cubase. It's extremely easy to use. When recording from
scratch, simply draw in the desired number of bars in the
appropriate track and hit record (always real-time in this
window, though step recording is offered in the Piano Roll
editor). Loop recording (and playback) is available at the press
of a button as is automatic punch in and out, with
loop/punch points controlled by left and right locators.
Pattern lengths can also be specified from a pop-up menu and
can be up to 9999 bars long.

You can select just how many columns of track information
are displayed on the left hand side of each track. The more
you have, the more parameters (such as program change,
bank numbers, reverb levels, mute and solo) you can edit
without going into other screens, although this in turn limits
the amount of space left to see the arrangement.

For General MIDI users, Procyon offers the advantage of a
GM instrument list allowing you to call up patches by name.
For anything else, you'll have to do it using program change
numbers as there's no facility to create custom instrument
lists.

The other major omission is the lack of support for multiple
tempos. If your music features rallentandos, you'd better

songs. Armed with arrow,
pencil, eraser, mute button,
knife or tube of glue from
the pop-up toolbox, you
can quickly move patterns
to different tracks or bars,
delete whole or part
patterns, chop them up,
reassemble the bits and stick
them back together in a
different order. What's
more, most editing can be
done while the sequencer is
playing, which means you
can hear it take effect
immediately.

Each time you copy a
pattern on Procyon, you can
decide whether to make it a
'child' pattern or a proper
independent copy. Child
patterns have no events of
their own, they simply play
the events of their parent
(who they also share the
name of). Make any
changes to the parent and

- Fast Menu
T ranspose...

Change Velocity...

Quantize._

Change Lengths... -

D elete E vents...

Copy

Cut
1 .i

Paste

Open...

S ave...

Access to regularly used functions
can be made easier with the Fast
Menu which can hold up to ten
commands (not to be confused with
commandments).
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The Piano Roll editor revealing extensive abuse of the modulation wheel.

forget it. For this kind of facility (plus lots more) you'll have to
wait for the big daddy version of Procyon due out soon.

Once in the system, individual patterns can be transposed,
quantized and micro time -shifted to your heart's content. You
can also tweak the velocity and length of single notes or
groups of notes.

Individual patterns are soon marshalled into complete

all the children will automatically follow suit. This can be very
handy when you've copied lots of patterns to create a song
and then you want to change the main riff. Double clicking
on a child pattern brings up a Pattern Setting box, which
allows you to play around with the child's individual settings -
including program, channel, volume, pan, reverb, chorus,
transpose and timing. A child can be placed on the same or a
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Yes, it's an event editor. To send SysEx data you double click on a SysEx event then start
typing in the pop up box.

different track from the parent. If the parent is
deleted, the child becomes a parent itself (rather
than an orphan!)

I n operation, Procyon is very slick indeed.. most
of the time anyway. I have to say that at least

one in three of my review sessions had to be
terminated with a general machine reset, thereby
losing any edits made since I last saved. Had I

been working on anything really serious at the
time I would have thcweamed and thcweamed
until I wath thick.

A call to Procyon's technical helpline found
them mystified as to what the cause was likely to
be as no one else had reported problems of this
nature. In the end we put it down to a Windows
file which may have been corrupted by the de -
installing of another piece of review software.

is
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I encountered fewer problems with the Piano Roll and MIDI
Event editors, although I used them less frequently. Like the
pattern/track window, both these editors follow a style set by
other sequencers - although once again the implementation
is slicker than most packages. The Piano Roll editor also
includes a window for graphical editing/creation of existing
controller data. Unlike some packages, Procyon offers support
for all MIDI controllers, not just the most commonly used
ones.

The other main window is the pop-up 32 -channel mixing
desk, which gives you cursor control over MIDI pan and
volume as well as two other parameters chosen from a menu
of 14. The Procyon mixer also offers the convenience of solo
and mute buttons as well as instant flattening of controls on
either individual channels or across the whole mixer. However,
like many sequencers, the movements of this visual (virtual?)
desk cannot be recorded as part of the performance.

In terms of general housekeeping, Procyon saves either
complete songs or individual patterns (in its native '.sng' or
'.pat' format) as well as reading and writing standard MIDI files.
There's also a facility to load songs and MIDI files from disc and
merge them with the composition you're currently working on.

Interestingly, while Procyon doesn't support multiple
tempos, it will follow tempo changes in MIDI files, if you
select the conductor button from the tool bar.

On the MIDI side there are plenty of options for filtering
out individual controllers, thinning MIDI data and customising
the MIDI thru setup. Other features worthy of mention
include the ability to take a pattern containing events on
more than one MIDI channel and separate them into
individual patterns, each containing a single MIDI channel.
The new patterns are allocated their own specially -created
tracks, without changing the original pattern.

Despite the wrinkles I encountered, this really is a first class
package - quite frankly it should sell itself just on price. I

must also mention that the package comes with a well -
written and very user-friendly manual (take a bow, MT's very
own Ian Waugh) which is aimed at getting the first-time user
up and running with the minimum of mucking about. The
downside is that details of the more advanced functions are
fairly sketchy, although you'll find plenty of extra information
in the extensive online help menu (which is also well thought
out).

I hope the overall ease of use and flexibility (not to mention
the competitive price) is maintained when Goldstar release
the pro version of Procyon. Apart from the conductor track
already mentioned, this will offer 128 tracks, full patch list
system, score display, editing and printout, a grid -based
pattern drum pattern editor, and a 'motorised' MIDI mixer.
This should see the light of day at Frankfurt and I'll be first in
the queue.

In the meantime, to paraphrase an old Bette Davis line
"Why wish for the moon, when you've got the brightest star
in Canis Major". 

-I- I-1 F_ I_ A S WORD
Ease of use

Originality

Yd for

Price

More from

Good beginner's tool, but the twiddly bits are
also there when you need them.

Slick implementation is refreshing.

Five star.

It's got Canis Major written all over it.

RRP is f49.00 including VAT

Sound Technology plc  17 Letchworth Point 
Letchworth Park  Letchworth  Herts SG6
1ND  Tel: 0462 480000  Fax: 0462 480800
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FUTURE
MUSIC

PLATINUM

Your music career starts here! Whether you're a
"pro"or just starting out is all you need to
create an exciting multimedia symphony - and it's
great fun too!

Need Hardware? Why not complement
with one of our "SeqWin MultiMedia Systems" -
hardware and software in perfect harmony.

is written in the UK, so you're assured of
the best technical support. r r-- /-

(

What the Press say
about

"SeqWin is excellent value for
money, offers a wide range of
features and is very simple to
use"
- PC Wiagarieki_

"For the new recruit to MIDI,
it's an absolute joy"
- Practical PC, Ni.

"A great way into sequencing
with multimedia on the PC.
No serious alternative yet. A
joy to use with some
innovative features"

ember 1993

MultiMedia
Systems
Complete audio solutions
comprising:

SeqWin MultiMedia

8 or 16 -bit MIDI and Wave
Sound Card

Touch Sensitive MIDI
Keyboard

Speakers, Microphone &
Cables

All you need to get into
multimedia sequencing - just
add your creativity and PC,1

For more information about:
SeqWin v2 (f99)

SeqWin MultiMedia (f129),
SeqWin MultiMedia Systems (fromf179)

and other great multimedia products contact LWA at:
Spirella Building, Letchworth, Herts., SG6 4ET

-(J--/ I J
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MAIL ORDER HOTLINE - 0533 545456 S. FAX: 0533 546686
INTEREST FREE CREDIT INTEREST FREE CREDIT

11111111111111111111111111

Yamaha SY85 £1299
£109 dep £70 monthly

INTEREST FREE CREDIT
Yamaha TG500 £799
£99 dep 10 x £70
Yamaha TG100 £375
£75 dep 6 x £50
Yamaha RY30 £480
£80 dep 10 x £40
Yamaha MT8X £1175
£125 dep £70 monthly
Yamaha MT120 £475
£75 dep 10 x £40
Korg 01R/W £999
£89 £70 monthly
Yamaha QY20 £425
£65 dep 6 x £60
Yamaha TG300 £645
£45 dep 10 x £60
Yamaha MDF2 £345
£45 dep 6 x £50

TEL: 0533 545456
FOR A QUOTE!!

INTEREST FREE CREDIT

Korg i3 £2199
£239 dep £70 monthly

ALES'S
SR16 £299
Microverb 3 £249
MIDIverb 3 £339
Quadraverb + £499
Quadraverb GT £599
D4 £399

INTEREST FREE CREDIT
AVAILABLE ON SELECTED

ALESIS PRODUCTS
TEL: 0533 545456

orimenriir,
FOR A GREAT

DEAL

0533 545456

INTEREST FREE CREDIT

1111111111111111111111111

Yamaha SY35 £599 Korg X3 £1299

£99 dep 10 x £50 £109 dep £70 monthly

INTEREST FREE CREDIT INTEREST FREE CREDIT

uummtnnillani

Gem S2 £1675 Akai SO1 £775

£275 dep £70 monthly £75 dep 10 x £70

WHY BUY FROM INTASOUND?
 Open 7 days a week
 Telephone Helpline
 24 hour delivery*
 On -site service department
 Expert advice given before you buy!

INTEREST FREE CREDIT INTEREST FREE CREDIT

Korg 01W Pro £2250

£290 dep £70 monthly

SOFTWARE
Cubase Lite £99
Cubase 2.5 £399
Cubase Audio £799
Cubase Score £499
Notator Logic £499
Notator SL £329
Creator £269
Atari ST + monitor £349

MICROPHONES
Shure SM58 Call

Shure BGI 0 POA

Shure BG20 POA

Wireless systems
Call 0533 545456

Ensoniq ASR1O-R £2345

£315 dep £10 monthly

SPECIAL
OFFER

YAMAHA QY 1 0
ONLY 1'159

 SOUND CARDS IN STOCK

 AKAI SAMPLE LIBRARY
IN STORE

 MEMORY EXPANSIONS
AVAILABLE

TEL: 0533 545456

INTEREST FREE CREDIT

1111111111111111111111114

Korg 01WFD £1750

£210 dep £70 monthly

INTEREST FREE CREDIT
Boss DR660 £399
£39 dep 6 x £60
Boss 5E70 £645
£45 dep 10 x £60
Mackie 1202 £345
£45 dep 6 x £50
Mackie CR1604 £945
£105 dep £70 monthly
Gem S3 turbo £1875
£205 dep £70 monthly
Korg 05R/W £575
£75 dep 10 x £50
Korg 03R/W £649
£49 dep 10 x £60
KorgWavestation SR £1049
£69 dep £70 monthly

TEL: 0533 545456
FOR A QUOTE!!

INTEREST FREE CREDIT

Korg X3R £1175
£125 dep £70 monthly

EX -DEMO & USED
Yamaha DX7 £375
Roland JX8P £425
Yamaha DX27 £175
Roland MC300 £295
Yamaha TX81Z £175
Korg Ml £650
Roland U20 £495
Teisco mono synth £100

MANY MORE ITEMS
IN STOCK!!!

TEL: 0533 545456

*APPLIES TO ACCESS, VISA

AND SWITCH ORDERS RECEIVED

BEFORE 4.00PM



Optikinetics

Club Strobeflower
strobe effect lighting system

Looking for the ultimate in strobe lighting effects? This new system

from Optikinetics will leave a massive hole in your pocket but a
lasting effect on a crowd. Review by Ian Masterson.

0 f all the lighting effects available to clubs, theatres and gigging
musicians, the strobe is probably the best known - and, often,
the most dramatic. Despite the essential simplicity of the
technology, the high -intensity bursts of white light produced
by a strobe have a sensory impact which is quite unique. No
matter how many intelligent 'robot' lights your rig boasts, and
no matter how many MIDI- and DMX-programmable channels
of control your desk provides, nothing can really match the
effect of a strobe firing on overdrive. Set your unit to flash on
the beat of a four -on -the -floor kick, and you throw an instant
charge into the crowd.

However, the visual assault of a powerful, repeated xenon
flash needs to be used sparingly and with care if it is to have a
positive effect on an audience. Indeed, the average strobe unit
must remain unused for a large part of the night, simply
because the same effect that whips people into a frenzy is also
capable of becoming seriously tedious, if not downright
harmful.

Clearly, the strobe effect, precisely because it is so dramatic,
has its limitations. Or does it?
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Optikinetics think not, and have released the Club
Strobeflower system to prove it. Based around a
proprietary short -arc design of xenon flashtube, the
Club Strobeflower lamp is designed very differently
from those seen in most strobe units in most clubs. Here
the light produced is focused internally through a
convex lens, giving a much higher usable projection
distance. The name itself reveals how Optikinetics have
actually fused two popular types of lighting technology
to create their new effect; 'flower' refers to the multiple
pin -beams of light this unit produces, rather like
standard moon flower lanterns.

The actual lamp housing is fan -cooled, measures 300
x 206 x 200mm, and weighs in at 8.5kg - reassuringly
solid and sturdy enough to survive the roughest of gigs.
Sockets are provided for External Control In and Thru
(to chain further Strobeflowers from one lantern) and
control of any proprietary accessory you wish to clip to
the front of the unit (such as a colour changer).

Up to sixteen Strobeflower lanterns can be used with
one Strobeflower Controller, which is the brain behind
the whole system. It's housed in a 19", 2U rack -
mounting unit and hooked up to the lanterns via
dedicated interface wires terminated in 1/4" stereo jacks
- the lanterns being arranged into four control
'channels'.

The front panel offers you two basic areas of control
over the action of the Strobeflowers - the way in which
the actual beam of light revolves, and the way in which
the lamp flashes. The first of these functions is relatively
simple; you can choose the beam of light to revolve
continuously at a fixed speed, to revolve in alternating
directions according to the bass beat of an audio input
(ideally taken from the output of your bass bin amp), or

'park' in one position. The lanterns can also be shut off
completely by depressing the 'blackout' button.

n the lamp side of things, the Controller offers three basic
flash effects. 'Full' leaves the lamp switched on

continuously, producing a sharp pattern of medium -intensity
white light similar to normal flower or robot units; 'Burst'
produces a rapidly -flickering beam of light that generates more
movement in the pattern without resorting to a normal high-

intensity strobe effect; and 'Single' emulates the classic strobe
pattern of short bursts of severe light. The speed of this last
effect is regulated by a rotary control labelled..,well, 'Speed'.
Logical, innit?

The last, and probably most impressive, feature of the
Controller is the ability to organise the four control channels
which the lamps appear on into one of four patterns. These
take the form of rudimentary chase effects, switching lamps on
and off in sequence according to the speed set on the rotary
control, or the audio bass beat. The four variations seem
initially rather simplistic and unsophisticated - until you



remember that you're not chasing standard Parcans here,
you're chasing strobes. By setting up four Strobeflowers around
your stage or audience, and having their rotating patterns or
single flashes synchronised singly (or in pairs, or all together) to
a thundering kick drum, you create an absolutely staggering
effect - quite unlike anything you've ever experienced with
normal strobe lighting.

I set up a system similar to this at a recent club night, with one
Strobeflower covering each corner of the floor. I can honestly

say that the reaction from the crowd could be heard as well as
seen when the Strobeflowers kicked in and started to do their
stuff. With all other coloured lighting dimmed and plenty of
smoke, the real intensity of the beams was revealed; having a
xenon tube as your light source is one of the things that raises
the Strobeflower system head and shoulders above bog -
standard moon effects. You can literally light up entire
buildings with one of these things. More importantly, the effect
is one that can be left running, if properly programmed.
Obviously, no lighting effect should be used to excess, but with
the Strobeflower system you at least don't have to worry about
it getting too much.

In fact, my only reservation with the system concerned the
physical design of the controller buttons which were rather
'clunky' and a little too small for punching rapidly between the
various effects and patterns - should you opt to follow that
method of control. The ideal thing here would have been a
touch -sensitive control panel, but this is really perfectionism on
my part. Of course, the price of the Strobeflower system may
seem high compared to normal strobe units - but then these
aren't normal strobe units. Optikinetics have enhanced the
flexibility and creativity of strobe lighting a hundred -fold. If
ever proof was needed that crowds notice the quality of a
lightshow, this is it. 

"THE EAST WORE.
Ease of use

Originality

Value for money

Star quality

Price

More from

Controller is simple, if a little fiddly

The rebirth of strobe lighting

The price makes it of interest to clubs or
professional touring bands only

ists

Just ask the crowd

Strobeflower head £998.75; Controller
£528.75; Replacement flashtube £216.20. (All
prices inc. VAT.).

Optikinetics Ltd  38 Cromwell Road  Luton
LU3 1DN  Tel: 0582 411413  Fax: 0582
400613

MUSIC CLUB

The Showcase Club for
Home and Independent

Musicians
FIRST OFFICIAL NEWSLETTER AND FREE C60

CHROME TAPE OUT NOW, FEATURING 14

INDEPENDENT ACTS, ONLY £3.00.

IF YOU ARE A MUSICIAN WHO WANTS TO GET

HEARD OR A MUSIC FAN LOOKING FOR NEW

AND DIFFERENT ACTS, THEN CHECK US OUT.

IF YOU'RE STILL NOT SURE, THEN WRITE OR

CALL US FOR A TOTALLY FREE COPY OF

OUR PREVIEW ISSUE AND TAPE.

HOMETECH MUSIC CLUB
2a WHITE CONDUIT STREET, ISLINGTON

LONDON NI 9EL. TEL: 071 354 8870

Devilish Deals Done
Dirt Cheap

c1/4

,?" Demonstration Models

Yamaha SY85 workstation inc. software....£1150.00
Yamaha PSR 5700 £1400.00
Yamaha MT120 multitracker £379.00
Yamaha AM802 mixer £249.99
Roland MC50 II £600.00
Roland SE50 £499.00

cl° Used Stock

Roland JX8P £299.00
Roland TR707 £179.00
Korg EX 8000 £99.00
Yamaha 0X21 £99.00
Yamaha TX7 £129.00
Yamaha QY10 £129.00
Simmons Portakit £179.00

Just In
11,c=9Roland

RD500
n1L31:155

DR5
YAMAHA TG 300s

0217458122
U2 Stratford bad, Olt*,
Wnt Mflihah NO1INI 2 Who J4 M42

Bulk Purchase
Single tier Aluminium A
Frame keyboard stands

£29.99 + P&P



Korg

X3R
music workstation module

Just as B follows A in the alphabet, and 'Go Go' follows 'Wake Me

Up Before You' in the popular Wham! hit, it's a foregone conclusion

that as soon as a new synth is produced, a companion rackmount

version will be released hot on its heels. Ian Masterson tracks it

down...
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KORG

X3R

M anufacturers long ago realised that one of the easiest ways to
recoup heavy R&D costs is to spread the resultant technology
across as many units as possible in their range. Taking the guts
of a synth, lopping off the keyboard and performance controls,
and packaging the circuitry left in a 19" rackmount casing is
just one of the more popular ways of doing this. For those
consumers who merely want access to the sounds and facilities
of the new technology - without having to shell out on another
unnecessary synth controller - such modules also make sense.

Korg's X3 workstation has been around for some time now,
and the arrival of the X3R module is really no surprise. Some

might say that the technology used in the X3 is not much of a
surprise either; employing the tried -and -trusted Al synthesis
system which made their 0 -series range of synths so popular,
Korg produced a new keyboard intended to take over from the
massively -successful M1 workstation. However, since the
sounds produced by Ale have been around for a number of
years now, the X3 lacked the initial 'wow' factor of the M1 -
although it does offer certain requisite features for the 1990s,
including General MIDI voicings, 32 -voice polyphony, 16 -track,
32,000 event sequencer, and a larger LCD screen.

The X3R, just like the M1 /R, is virtually identical to its larger
keyboard -based brother. Some of the controls have been
rearranged to suit the slightly more cramped environment of a
19", 2U front panel, and four audio outputs are provided on

the rear panel in place of the X3's simple stereo pair, but the
general feeling is definitely one of deg, vu. I will therefore offer
only a brief outline of what the X3 system has to offer, and
recommend you read Andrew Jones' much more thorough
evaluation in the September '93 issue of MT.

Apart from the features mentioned briefly above, the X3R
also carries 340 multisampled PCM sounds, 200 internal
Programs, 200 Combinations, two digital effects processors,
RAM card, ROM card and disk drive for data storage and a 10-
song/100 pattern sequencer. It's the inclusion of the last of
these which I feel rather sceptical about; does anyone out there
really use a hardware sequencer such as this when it's buried
inside a 19" rackmounting synth? Good as Korg's internal
sequencers may be - and they're a damn sight easier to use
than most - they're still awkward to program and simply don't
have the flexibiliy of software or dedicated hardware
sequencers. I'm pretty sure that anyone buying the module
version of the X3 will already have a standalone sequencer -
although for gigging musicians in need of a reliable hardware
device to replace their battered Atari ST on stage may disagree.

To anyone used to working with Korg's M and 0 series
machines, there should be a certain familiarity about the X3R.
Korg have sensibly retained the internal architecture and
editing structure of their earlier machines. Multisounds are the
basic sound elements, generally composed from PCM samples
of real instruments. These are assigned into Programs for
performance, which contain one or two oscillators with all the
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associated editable parameters - such as Variable Digital
Amplifiers and Filters. The factory presets in the X -series are
extremely polished, and include a whole range which should
start cropping up on TV jingles and 7" mixes very soon.
Programs can be played singly, or grouped into Combinations
of eight (why not 16?) for multitimbral operation. Eight ROM
and four user drum kits are also supplied, with a total of 164
separate sounds - highly respectable. Both Programs and
Combinations can be further enhanced through either one or
both of the two multi -effect processors via four internal busses,
and then despatched to the four audio outputs as required.

Although there is a slight sense of disappointment that the
X3 and X3R don't really mark any new dawn in synthesis

technology, it would be unfair to blame this entirely on Korg.
What the company have done is to refine an existing
technology still further - and those refinements are very
welcome indeed. The sounds onboard the X3R are subjectively
excellent, from the rich pianos and strings through to some
seriously thundering pseudo -analogue basses and kick drums,
and the whole thing is packaged in a much more user-friendly,

easy -to -understand system than either the M or 0
series. And, come to that, it almost seems unfair that
Korg's products should constantly be compared to a
single synth first produced some six years ago. I

suspect it will take some time for the success of the
M1 range to sink into history - or at least until
something particularly fantastic comes along to grab
the attention of the fickle music technology market.
The X3R is definitely a worthwhile piece of kit, if only
because it represents Korg's continued concern with
producing higher -quality, better -featured products at
lower prices - and their quest to satisfy consumer
demand. It's also one of the most professional, well -
finished synth modules on the market - whether it

fills a need in you is entirely up to personal choice.
All in all, dealing with the X3R is rather like dealing with an

old friend who's had a particularly expensive facelift; they're
still the same person, they look slightly more attractive and
rejuvenated, but some of the wrinkles are still there. And that's
not always such a bad thing. 

"1- H E AS1F ViT 0 R. 11-3

Ease of use

Originality

Value for mon

Price

More from

Don't lose the manual.

Not its strongest point.

About average for a synth module.

Everything you'd expect from Korg.

£1199 RRP

Korg (UK) Ltd  8-9 The Crystal Centre 
Elmgrove Road  Harrow  Middx HAl 2YR 
Tel: 081 427 3397  Fax: 081 861 359.5

From
12499!

Only £224 per month
on

0% Finance

If you're serious about direct to disk recording - You owe it to yourself to check out

MULTITRACK HARD DISK RECORDER
L 8 to 64 tracks of CD quality audio

Can run simultaneously with Cubase
& C-LAB/Emagic
Back up to DAT

r-," Data storage to IDE hard disk

Front ended from IBM PC
Sync master or slave via MTC & MIDI song pointers

Analogue in -10dBv/+4dBv
Lr Digital in/out RCA, S/PDIF, AES/EBU (Optional)

Cycle record mode with stacked takes & pre -roll

It is our continuing policy at Babel Systems to make the latest technology available
instantly to the end user, with Soundscape we can provide a complete system,

available immediately on 0% finance. For more information and to arrange a
demonstration of Soundscape pleas cotaq "(we #4B, b?fiatetploommoopo

0./o FINANCE: For a deposit of £249 followed by 10 monthly pay-
ments of £224 you'll be recording, arranging, undoing, cutting,

copying, repeating, deleting, fading, merging, reversing, equalising
and sequencing all your musical desires in a way you could only

dream of before. (Price applies to basic 4 track system.)

1E3
7 Goldhawk Mews London W12 8PA

Tel: 081 749 8222
All prices include VAT - Finance available to UK Residents only.

Make a date in your
diary to visit our

on

The Soundscape
technical team will
be on hand from

12.00 pm to 8.30 pm,
demonstrating and

answering questions on
the system and the new

eight track software,
together with

numerous nibbles and
refreshments.
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Stereo Vitalizer
psychoacoustic equalizer

Ever wondered how commercial studios manage to bring that
certain magic to their recordings -a magic which often evades those
working with hi -tech set-ups at home? Ian Masterson has

the answer...

Bass - how low can you go? Not far enough, most of the time.
Massive PA rigs with massive bass bins tend to cost massive
amounts, and for the gigging musician or club -hopper the
limitations of small venues with small sound systems can
completely destroy any definition at the low end of the
frequency spectrum. The problem is one of getting your
straining loudspeakers to just push that little bit more in terms
of volume, while retaining the integrity of the sound. And once
you've fleshed out the bass, you'll need to tweak the mid range
to match. And perhaps add a little 'sparkle' over the top...

PA engineers have been aware of SPL's Vitalizer for some
time now; when it comes to putting the punch back in a kick
drum, or sending the vocals spinning across the crowd, there
is little to match it. And in the studio, producers are all too
aware of the difference the Vitalizer can make when it comes
to coaxing just that little bit more bass onto a 12", or making
a radio mix jump out of their monitors. But now the guys at
SPL have introduced the next generation - the Stereo
Vitalizer. Same tricks as before, with the addition of a new
stereo width processor, designed to radically enhance the
separation of your signal.

For those unfamiliar with the Vitalizer concept, it's perhaps
beneficial to start with a brief recap of the way things

actually work inside this machine. Connections to and from the
unit are provided on both balanced XLRs and unbalanced 1/4"
jacks; the Vitalizer has an internal mains power supply, and
comes complete with ground lift switch to eliminate possible
earth loop hum. Starting from the left, the front panel features
bass enhancement, mid -range frequency tune, harmonics,
processing level and stereo width rotaries, together with
switches to defeat the entire unit, or defeat only the stereo
separation. Input level is monitored on two rather 'vague' red
clipping LEDs; a bargraph meter might have been a more
worthy inclusion on a unit of this price.

As on the original Vitalizer, bass enhancement is facilitated by
means of a single rotary, which when turned to the left boosts
the bass in a heavy, 'soft' manner ('Sub bass'), and when
turned to the right increases it in a 'tight', more defined way.
This control is completely different to the low -range adjustment
found on a parametric EQ. Here, the signal is harmonically
reprocessed to increase the perceived loudness and intensity of
the sound - the actual volume of bass stays pretty much the
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same. The Vitalizer basically
frequencies appearing at the i
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top end 'sweeting' required
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process depth rotary (pretty r
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enhancement. For example,
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amplification), it will zoom
previously unnoticed detail to

synthesises harmonics around the
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dominant. Clubbers will delight in
)(Axed by turning this control to
3 to enhance sequenced Juno
to the right.
controls are slightly different in
e mid -range 'area' of frequencies
om 22kHz to 1 kHz), the level of

via the harmonics knob, and then
This is actually governed by the

much like the wet/dry mix control
so affects the level of bass
if your mid -range cabinets are

nd muffling the bass, the Vitalizer
nd action (without stressing your
in on the upper range and add
the mix.

But the real gem in the new
L. the stereo width expansi
rotary controls all the functio
internal network of phase-sl
filters simply takes the stereo
and literally 'opens them
simplified version of Roland's
of 'space' around all the elem
balance of the various instrum

As usual, the audible effect
Vitalizer tend to be almost in -
indeed in words at all. This is
to be heard to be underst
strongly recommend taking
mixes to a friendly audio rel
SPL's latest technology can h
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version of this black magic box is
on circuit. Once again, a single
ns - but this is all you need. An
lifters and frequency -conscious
elements of your original signal

up'. The effect is not unlike a
RSS System - it introduces a sense
ents of a mix, while retaining the
ents.
s produced by a unit such as the
'possible to describe in print - or
one of those units which just has
ood and appreciated. I would
a DAT of one of your favourite
hailer and witnessing the impact
we on your music - suddenly the

sounds you dream of achieving in expensive commercial
studios are available in your own system. And if you want to
shake your audience's lungs at your next gig, hire one out to
experiment with. It's workings may be a mystery, but the
results are all too obvious. 

Input impedance: 20 Kohm
Nominal input level: +6dB (XLR); OdB (jack)
Maxium input level: +22dBm
Output impedance: <75ohm (XLR); <600 ohm (jack)
Nominal output level: +6dB (XLR); 0dB (jack)
Frequency response: 20Hz to 20kHz (±0.25dB)
Total harmonic distortion (THD): 0.002% @ lkHz

E

Ease of use

Originality

Value for money

Star quality

Price

More from

A real case of tweak 'n' go.

The next generation in signal processing...

ji Reasonable.

It gives your music star quality.

With jack connections f704; with jack and
XLR connections f821.

Beyerdynamic  Unit 14  Cliffe Industrial
Estate  Lewes BNB 6j1.  Tel: 0273 479411 
Fax: 0273 471825

Sound
Performance
Laboratory
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Aleph

Time Talk
digital time -conversion software for the ST

Tired of trying to estimate the right sample length to fit song
tempos? Fed up with scribbling delay calculations on bits of paper?

It's time to start talking to your machines in a language they can
understand. Review by Ian Masterson.

o matter how simple manufacturers make their products, and no
matter how straightforward they are to operate, there will
probably never be a time when numbercrunching is completely
removed from the studio. The problem of machines talking in
one language and musicians talking in another is not easily
overcome; while your sequencer still works with bars and beats,
your sampler works in kiloHertz and milliseconds, and your tape
machine works in SMPTE minutes and frames, making all of your
gear communicate smoothly will take a significant amount of
mental arithmetic. Unless you use Time Talk, that is.

A 3 -page desk accessory for the Atari ST, Time Talk aims to solve
all your time conversion nightmares. The software is designed to
run in conjunction with 'industry -standard' sequencing packages
such as Cubase and Notator, and supports - at the time of writing
- all current Akai and Roland samplers. (Owners of other samplers

may have to investigate just how to match up their readouts with
Time Talk's, but in practice this shouldn't pose too much of a
problem.) Installing the program is a doddle; you simply run the
supplied 'Install.Prg', insert the disk you want Time Talk to boot
up from when you switch on your machine, and let the software
do the rest. The resulting fully -installed file should never be erased
from your bootup disk, as it acts as your complete copy of the
software; however, you can move the program to another disk
simply by running 'Install.Prg' again.

Vne
of Time Talk's most impressive features is actually the

supplied manual, which is one of the most exhaustive and
easy -to -follow handbooks I have ever encountered with any piece
of software, let alone a simple desk accessory. Even though the
program itself is simple to use, Aleph have spent a great deal of
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time producing a pleasantly comprehensive set of instructions
that should ensure you get the best from Time Talk's features.
And talking of features...

The first page you encounter on activating the accessory is the
Delay/Tempo calculator. The ability to configure a delay time
from a specific tempo is nothing new to the sequencing world,
but Time Talk's version is cleverly laid out and instantly accessible.
All you have to do is dial in your tempo and read off the delay
time in milliseconds at the required note length - you can
directly choose any note value from 1/2 to 1/32, 1/3 to 1/48 (for
triplet time) and any 'dotted' value in between. More bizarre
calculations - such as the millisecond value needed when
working with 3/16 note intervals - can also be handled, once you
have entered the required note length from the Atari's keyboard.

The really interesting features reveal themselves when you
activate page two. Here, all the calculations pertaining to
sampler -sequencer communication can be found - and extremely
welcome they are too. The left-hand side of the screen shows all
the sampler information; the right hand shows the sequencer's.
Time Talk's protocol can be set to line up with a variety of Roland
and Akai samplers, and Cubase or Notator sequencing packages
- once you have configured your system, the information may be
saved as a default value file on your bootup disk, and you won't
need to tweak things again.

Vnce
again, the operation of this page is relatively simple: you

enter your start positions, the tempo and sampling
frequencies being used, any detune or delay settings on the
sequencer track, and either the end position of your sequencer
pattern or the end value of your sample, depending on which is
known. The manual provides several examples to illustrate just
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how this can be put into practice. You may have a rhythm sample
of exactly two bars in length, and a tempo of 127 bpm. How
much will you need to detune the sample by to make it fit your
track? Or, perhaps, how much will you need to timestetch it by?
And what about if you have a vocal sample being triggered at the
beginning of bar 9, delay -24, and want it to end exactly as
another sample starts 5/16ths into the bar, delay +27? Time Talk
will tell you how long the sample needs to be. Even if you then
decide to halve the tempo and shift the time signature of the
entire piece, Time Talk can cope. Conversion can occur in either
direction, depending on whether you want to work out values for
your sampler, or information for your sequencer. Get the picture?

The final page on offer deals with all the timecode/tempo
calculations that are required for syncing your sequenced

music to tape in sound -to -picture work. Five independent
'stages' allow you to set a complex tempo/time signature map
that follows a director's whims while locking perfectly with
SMPTE - and Time Talk even helps you 'patch up' timecode
drop outs or erasure. Your music might be running at 123bpm,
then 130bpm, then 82bpm - but at what SMPTE points should
you set the tempo changes to occur? And what about
'stretching' a tempo over a fade in? What are the changes
required here? Time Talk happily reveals the impossible.

In fact, these examples are only the tip of the iceberg. I can
only recommend you get hold of a copy of Time Talk as soon as
possible and check out its versatility and usefulness for yourself.
Should you feel that only the first two pages interest you, and
that the video features are of less relevance, you can opt to buy
a scaled -down version of the program for slightly less money.
Either way, everyone who uses sequencers, synths, samplers,
tape machines and/or effects would find a use for an accessory
like this; it's simple, friendly, invaluable and always there when
you need it. 
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Ease of use

Originality

Value for

Star quality

Price

More from

Top marks

There are other programs with similar
features

Not cheap, though it will pay for itself in time

It has much to recommend it

Sampler only version: f49 (one disk); f59
(two)  Full version: f79 (one disk); f89 (two)

Aleph  P.O. Box 3083  London N1 8NZ 
Tel: 071 704 9191

READERS S 1=1"1E- C. 1111CA___i_. OFFER

Have you got MIDI problems?
Solve your MIDI problems with our Special readers offer,
the MA36 36 function MIDI analyser.

The MA36 is a neat battery powered MIDI analyser which
uses 36 red LEDs to tell you everything from the number of
MIDI channels in use to what kind of information is going
down them.

r

You can check for:
Active Sensing
System Reset

Errors and Interrupts
Note On/Off
All Notes Off

Poly Pressure
Control Change
Program Change
Channel Pressure

Pitch Wheel
System Exclusive

Song Position Pointer
Song Select

Tune Request
End Exclusive

Midi Clock
Start/Continue/Stop

At NOTES ON

NOTE OFF POWER/1' 2
NO. ON 3

POET PRESSURE

CONTROL 06~
PROGRAM CHANGE

CHANNEL PRESSURE

PITCH WHEEL

SYSTEM EXCLUSIVE

SONG POSITION

SONG SELECT

TUNE REQUEST

ENO ExCLu3AVE

TOPING CLOCK

MCTME SYSTEM E54"
--AMMIRMEW
!VIA 3E
Avoloiwur-Jer

The MA 36, previously sold elsewhere for £49.95, is available exclusively to our readers at a special price
of only £29.99 * Inc VAT and P&P. UK only. Please phone for overseas postage rates)

To order your MA 36, clip the coupon below or telephone 0353 665577 (9am - 5pm Mon - Fri) to order on credit card

Please send me MA 36 (s).

I enclose a cheque/PO for S, made out to:

Home & Studio Recording Publications Ltd , MA 36 Offer,

Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF.

LPlease include your full postcode and allow 28 days for delivery.

Name

Address

1

Postcode Tel:



PARAMOUNT

Rock Rap 'IV Roll
CD-ROM

Instant gratification, that's what we
want. The more plug -in -and -go some-
thing is, the better it sells. Nobody has
time to read a manual anymore. People
even make - and sell! - records without
knowing the first thing about music.
Don't you just love it!

Well, that's what Rock Rap 'N Roll is

about. It's a sort of instant song
assembly/jam machine. It comes on CD-

ROM for the Mac or a multimedia -aware
PC and, as you will have noticed from
the heading, it's been produced by the
multimedia arm of Paramount, the pic-
ture people.

It's insanely easy to use. There are ten
styles - African, Big Band, Blues, Latin,
Rap, Reggae, Rock, Soul, Street Jazz and

Techno Pop - each with ten loops or
grooves. You drag these to the Song-A-
Lyser to create a backing track and then

click on certain areas of the screen or
press keys on the QWERTY keyboard to
play instrumental riffs, sound effects and
vocals. Everything is kept very nicely in
tune - though you can alter the pitch of
sounds if you wish. You can also record
your own voice, and (after a few
rehearsals), record a session and save it

to disk.

The sounds and grooves are put

together from sampled
material and are of uni-
formly excellent quality,
having been arranged
and played by 'proper'
musos. Speaking of
which, I think it safe to
assume most proper
musos wouldn't been
seen dead using this
kind of thing (although I
suspect many would get
a kick out of it anyway),
but then that's not who
it's aimed at. It's
method of saving
recordings in its own
format means you can't
load a session into other
programs or use them
as backing tracks for
multimedia produc-
tions, which is a shame.

But again, this isn't
what it was intended
for.

Rock Rap 'N' Roll is
simply good fun. Pleb
that I am, I played with
the thing for ages. If
you don't know a rap in
the hood from a knock
on wood, a maraca
from a meringue and
even if you have two left
hands you can still sound good. I'm
tempted to say even a drummer could
use it but the Ed, ex -drummer that he is,
would take it out. Isn't this the sort of
musical instrument you've always
wanted? Ian Waugh 

Price: £76.32

More from: Computer Manuals  50
James Road  Toseley  Birmingham 1311

2BA  Tel: 1:121 706 6000  Fax: 021 706

3301.

ONTRACK COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

Drive Rocket
software for the PC

If I hadn't seen it with my own eyes, I
wouldn't have believed it! This little pro-
gram has more than doubled the speed

Rock Rap 'N Roll includes a Quicklime movie featuring Mr Hip Help
Man - your rappin' guide to making music.

01111 REIN
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START CLEAR

The Techno Pop style reflects the basic unrefined combination of
street influence and technology which fused to form a new insis-
tent music style.

of the hard disk in my PC!
When I first heard about Drive Rocket

I thought it would use some special
cache system - a form of buffering -
which would speed up data transfers.
But it doesn't. It actually makes use of a
new technology in most modern IDE
(AT interface) drives called 'read -and -
write -multiple mode' - also called
Multiple Block Size. MBS enables the
system to read multiple blocks of data
(well, what did you expect?) in one go
instead of reading them singly. This
result in an overall increase in the DTR
(Data Transfer Rate).

Don't worry if you don't understand
this, you don't have too. All you do is
install the software and watch your
drive go into turbo mode. How much
faster are we talking here? Well, using
Norton Utilities' benchmark, the before
DTR was 222Kb/sec and the after DTR
was 600Kb/sec. However, just to prove
that benchmarks aren't the be-all and
end-all of measuring computer perfor-
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mance, using PC Tools for Windows the
before DTR was 460Kb/sec and the after

rating was 1250Kb/sec. Whichever way
you look at it, the performance has cer-
tainly been whacked up.

But before you rush out to buy Drive
Rocket there are a couple of things you
should know. It only works with IDE
drives, not SCSI drives, and not all
drives will benefit by the same amount.
The docs actually suggest a 40 to 80
percent increase in speed but it could
be anything up to 180 percent -
although I suspect this is rare.

It's also important to realise that
Rocket isn't going increase the overall
speed of your PC by the same per-
centage. For example it seems to be
faster at reading than writing and, of
course, it isn't going to remove a video
bottleneck on your system. But since
installing Rocket the speed of my PC
has increased considerably, especially
when loading programs and large
amounts of data.

So before buying Rocket, either
phone Ontrack (notice the freephone
number) and ask for a copy of the
Rocket Test program or log onto the
company's Bulletin Board and download
RKT-TEST.EXE. This will analyse your
system and tell you what sort of speed
increase you can expect. Then you can

buy it.
Incidentally, Ontrack are actually an

international data recovery service and
the company were so helpful with the

ADDISON-WESLEY

The Incredible
Sound Machine
by Mark Andrews

HAYDEN

Cool Mac
Sounds
by Craig O'Donnell

Here's a couple of books to help you
get more out of your Mac's internal
sound. Well, actually it's about putting
more in because the more you put in
(...altogether now) the more you get out.

The Cool Mac Sounds book is the more

lightweight of the two - lots of big pits,
large text, and light blue highlighting.
It's a real easy read; just the thing for
you and your Mac to curl up with before
hitting the big Shut Down switch.

A disk is included with the package
containing lots of sound effects and
music clips plus some 'INITs' and
'CDEVs' such as SuperClock and FKey
Manager whose place on a sound disk is

debatable, but anyway...
Sound manipulation programs include

Sound Mover, Sound Control (which
assigns sounds to System and Finder
events), Sound Extractor (which grabs
sounds from a file) and Sound Museum
(a Finder archive for all System 7 sounds).

There is also a Hyper Card stack con-
taining a simple
sound construc-
tion set.

Of the sounds
themselves, there
are plenty. Listen
to 'MacPuke' do
its stuff when you
eject a disk. Drop
'Arrgh!!!' into
someone's System
folder and chortle

as it screams at them from time to time.
There's also a wealth of clean sound and
vocal samples that could be useful in a
QuickTime movie if you're that way
inclined.

The book is basically an explanation of
how to use the programs but it also con-
tains useful info on sampling (Mac -
sound related, of course), data files,
resource docs and the like. It has a sprin-

kling of hints and tips and in all it's an
easy jaunt through the world of the Mac

sound machine...
Which is a pretty good title for a

book, don't you think? Well Mark
Andrews obviously believes The

Incredible Sound Machine is a much

I MS-DOS Prompt

Palc .e erence
(R)ocket .erfornance Evaluation
Analyzes your system and graphically
shows you the performance increase
caused by Drive Rocket Software.

(U)iew IDE Identify Data
Shows information about IDE drives.
If the Sectors/Interrupt value is
zero or one, the hard drive does
not support Read -and -Write -Multiple
mode and performance ieases will
most likely be marginal.ncr

(P)roduct Order Information
Instructions for ordering your
copy of Drive Rocket.

Drive Rocket review I promised to give
that side of the business a plug. So if your
disk dies on you, you know who to call.

I've been using Drive Rocket for
about a month with no ill effects. It

only takes up 3Kb of RAM and it can
be loaded into high memory. What
else is there to say? It's a whiz!
Ian Waugh 

Price: £31.73 [exc. P&P]

More from: Ontrack Computer Systems
 Surrey house  34 Eden Street 
Kingston upon Thames  Surrey KT1 lER 

Tel: 0800 243996  Fax: 081 974 5522 

BE& 081 549 8993.

the
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Unleash the Sound
Capabilities of Your
Macintosh Computer

 

ii1=1 SndControl
Select an action.. ...a sound... ...its volume.

0 Beep

0 Disk Eject
CJ Disk Insert

Q Bad Disk

p Disk Request

0 Empty Trash

DI rdo.Plet

Quacgk

o

Simple Beep
Sosumi
Wild Eep

7
6 -
5 -
4 -
3
2 -
1 -
0

0 Full Trash 0 Key 0 Startup

0 Shutdown 0 Space 11 IdleTalk Off

0 Restart 0 Return ( Exclude...

0 Randomize Z UseCPvolume 0 Keep in RAM

z Show icon 0 Don't load Size: 228

SndControt'
.1990-91 Riccardo Ettore -All Rights Reserved

SndControl is a Control Panel supplied on the
Cool Mac Sounds disk which lets you assign

sounds to various system functions.

Useyourownbest
Mgmmmtaboutsam..
rat* blitd 410 the out.,
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us, external seakers°

The Lab HyperCard stack on the Cool Mac
Sounds disk lets you mess around with sounds
and has some instructional moments, too.

better title and has produced a book to
prove it. Altogether thicker and more
substantial than Cool Mac Sounds, it's
coverage is corresponding broader and
the disk seems to have won out in the
substantial programs awards, too. It
tackles the same sort of area but in
much more detail.

Included are the basics of sound, the
rudiments of music, speech synthesis,
and there are chapters about various
shareware and commercial programs and
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Cool Mac"
Sounds

tips for the prospective buyer. Even MIDI
gets a look in with a few pages explaining

the technicalities - though this is in no
way a book for the MIDI musician.

The disk in the back of the book
includes Sound App which was written by

Apple as an example to developers of
how to write sound software. It does little
else other than play sounds. Unless you're

a programmer.

Of more interest is SoundWave which is

a reasonable, if basic, sound recorder and

editor with features such as filtering and
delay. It also contains a tone generator
which constructs waveforms from sine
waves. Quite educational really. Anyone
remember additive synthesis?

Sound-Trecker is a MOD file player. If

you're fortunate enough not to have an
Amiga you will have been spared the
plethora of Sound Tracker programs
(although they are also prevalent on the
ST, the Acorn Archimedes and the PC).
MOD files are music files which store
their data as numbes in order to com-
press it into a very small space. Anyway,
you can now play these MOD files on
your Mac. There are thousands of the
things in PD land and Sound-Trecker will
convert them to Mac format as well as
playing them.

Other programs include HyperCorder (a

recorder for Hyper Card - no surprises
here), and HyperLab which converts English

text to speech with the aid of MacinTalk
which is part of the package. Good fun.

Listen tests your recognition of melody
lines and chords and there's a demo of a
commercial scorewriter called Songworks
which has several very interesting features

such as the ability to suggest and gen-
erate harmonic and melodic lines. It's dis-
tributed in America by Ars Nova, a
company which doesn't seem to have a
UK distributor. Shame. Both Songworks
and Listen are MIDI compatible.

it File Edit Window Exercise Material Options Leuel

I I ni
Stnrt

Repel)

0 of

Next

Piano

I'!
Progress and Etiplanation

1'
To do an exert se, choose one from the Exercise Menu and
click on the Start button, otherwise play what you want.

Guitar

I I

I I I lasi1 I I I : I =<iI.

Listen is a demo program with The Incredible Sound Machine which helps check and test your aural
ability.

File Edit Transforms flutonototion Options Font Style

i:"

Home on the

Hon.!.17 7. S.,
Op

1111211MNIIPIEIMIll
EIN21121=1111121LIE113151151 991915116;1111

COI 1=1.

1111111111111111111111111111111

nv

Songworks Is a scorewriter demo supplied with The Incredible Sound Machine disk.

The Sound-Trecker: "canon_in_d"

Sound tracks:

 Canon in 0

443952 bytes free 01:31

0 Repeat 0 Shuffle
E Loop suppression
0 Stereo Z Rnti alias

10 0,11 I,* HI

Display:

Volume:

111

(Background)
Show:

Oscillogram
® Spectrum

0 Nothing

1 2 3 4 total

Options:

Frequency rkHz)

022 016 1)11
I Fine tuning (Reset)
Min Pitch
EMI Speed

Sound Trecker is a Shareware program which can play MOD files produced on other computer for-
mats such as the Amiga and ST.

If you want to hone your Mac sound -

making ability with an eye to including
sound in a demo or a Mac movie, both
books will be of help. The Incredible
Sound Machine is by far the most thor-
ough, but the Cool Sounds book has a
certain charm - and you'll get through it
twice as quickly. If you simply want to
dabble, play it Cool. If you want thor-

ough and comprehensive you need
Incredible. Ian Waugh 

Price: Cool Mar Sounds £18.50. The

Incredible Sound Machine £27.27

More from: Computer Manuals  50
James Road  Tyseleg. Birmingham B11 2BA

 Tel: 021 706 6000  Fax: 021 706 3301
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SOUND
CIALAXY,
BASIC 16

DISK 2
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C16
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PC SOUND CARDS
NEW LOW PRICES
ON SELECTED ITEMS

16-BIT STEREO
BASIC 16 - 6 SOUND STANDARDS

MORE SOFTWARE AND
MORE SOUND STANDARDS
CHECKOUT THE COMPETITION!

10:11EF RE() (to QUALITY SNIAII (AND

Iii

USER'S MANUAL

r ?

FREE MULTIMEDIA & BUSINESS AUDIO S/W FOR DOS & WINDOWS
SAY II irr SOUND SCRIP). FOR WINDOWS JUKEBOX FOR WINDOWS SOUND TRACKS
Voice Annotation Program Multimedia Authoring Program Playlist Editor Collection of Melodies
AUDIO CALENDAR. SOUND SCRIPT. FOR DOS WAY/MIDI COMMAND LINE PLAYER CO -PLAYER
Personal Scheduler Multimedia Authoring Program Play MIDI and WAV files from 005 Promt Control CO Functions for Drive
VOICENET. AUDIOSTATION. SOUND EVENTS'. UTILITIES
Voice Mail For Novell. Networks Integrated Audio Control System Audio Enhancer For Windows Includes Diagnostic Test Program
WINDAT. OLE MIDI ORCHESTRATOR'. AUDIO SCREEN SAVER'. WINDOWS DRIVERS
Digital Audio Editor MIDI Music Arranger Enhance Windows Screen Saver Drivers for Windows 3.1

8 -BIT MONO
BXII EXTRA - 2 SOUND STANDARDS

 8 -BIT MONO SOUND CARD

 2 SOUND STANDARDS:
ArIbb, Sound Blaster v2

 FREE SPEAKERS

 DYNAMIC FILTERING

 CD AUDIO IN:
Direct Audio Connection
from CD-ROM drive into the
Sound Card

 MIXER SUPPORT:
Record and Playback from
Multiple Sources

 BUILT-IN AMPLIFIER

 MIDI INTERFACE OPTION

 FREE DYNAMIC
MICROPHONE FROM SILICA

FREE DELIVERY

 13 SOFTWARE TITLES:
Say It! Audio Calendar,
VoiceNet, Windat OLE,
Soundscript For Windows,
Soundscript For DOS,
Audio Station, MIDI
Orchestrator, Jukebox For
Windows, Wav/MIDI
Command Line Player,
Sound Events, Audio Screen
Saver, Sound Tracks, Utilities

Windows 3.1 Drivers.

SOFTWARE DESCRIBED IN TOP PANEL

PREVIOUS 41

£39
+VAT = £45.83 SOU 1002

Sound Galaxy BASIC 16 leads the way to
an exciting multimedia experience for PC
users. Fully compatible with six key sound
standards, it allows you to run the largest
selection of software under DOS and
Windows environments. For optimal audio
performance, it produces real 16 -bit 44.1mHz
stereo digital sounds, changing your
ordinary PC into a professional playback
and recording studio. It also features
support for multiple AT -Bus CD-ROM drives

and a Wave -Table Synthesis upgrade
option (see below). The BASIC

16 comes with
a range of 14
multimedia and
business audio
software titles,
worth over £450
(see left) and a set
of high quality
personal head-

phones.

16 -BIT STEREO
PRO 16 EXTRA - 4 SOUND STANDARDS

SCSI
UPSRADEABLE

 16 -BIT STEREO SOUND CARD
with Multiple CD-ROM Interlaces

 4 SOUND STANDARDS:
AdLib, Sound Blaster v2, Sound Blaster PRO II,
MS Windows Sound System

 FREE HEADPHONES AND
DYNAMIC MICROPHONE

 CD-ROM INTERFACE (BUILT-IN) FOR:
Panasonic and Mitsumi Drives - Optional Sony
connector (see accessories)

 OPTIONAL UPGRADE TO SCSI CD-ROM I/F
 MPU401 MIDI COMPABILITY
 BUILT-IN AMPLIFIER

 DYNAMIC FILTERING
 WAVE POWER UPGRADE (EXTRA £99 - SEE RIGHT)

 16 SOFTWARE TITLES INCLUDED WITH PRO 16:
- ComVoice Voice Recognition Program - PCs
can be trained to pick up spoken words or
phrases. Recognizing the word or phrase, the
software automatically types a sequence of
keystrokes associated with that word or phrase.

INCLUDES

VOICE
RECOGNITION

SOFTWARE
WORTH OVER

£100
- Monologue for Windows -
Text to Speech Convertor,
Say It! Audio Calendar, VoiceNet,
Windat OLE, Soundscript For
Windows, Soundscript For DOS,
Audio Station, MIDI Orchestrator,
Jukebox For Windows, Wav/MIDI
Command Line Player, Sound
Events, Audio Screen Saver,
Sound Tracks. CD Player,
Utilities 8 Windows 3.1 Drivers.

SOFTWARE DESCRIBED IN TOP PANEL

FREE DELIVERY

£129
+VAT = £151.58 SOU 1070

 16 -BIT STEREO SOUND CARD

With Multiple CD-ROM Interlaces

 6 SOUND STANDARDS

AdLib, Sound Blaster v2, Sound Blaster Pro II,

MS -Windows Sound System, Covox Speech Thing, Disney

Sound Source

 FREE HEADPHONES

Optional Microphone (See Accessories)

 CD-ROM &mamas (BUILT-IN) FOR:

Panasonic & Mitsumi Drives. Optional Sony Connector

(See Accessories)

 DYNAMIC FILTERING:

For Setter Sound Reproduction

 SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION SETTINGS IN EEPROM:

Card Doesn't Reset on 'Power -Off'

 SOFTWARE CONTROL OF VOLUME, BASS & TREBLE

 BUILT-IN AMPLIFIER & MIDI INTERFACE OPTION

 14 SOFTWARE TITLES INCLUDED

(See Lett for Descriptions)

 WAVE POWER UPGRADE (ExTBA L'99  SEE BELOW)

FREE DELIVERY

£99
+VAT = £116.33 SOU 1056

WAVEPOWER UPGRADE
FOR BASIC 16, PRO 16 EXTRA & NX PRO 16
The WavePower daughterboard option plugs onto the above 16 -bit
stereo sound cards, turning them into powerful 32 note polyphonic
Digital Wave -Table Synthesisers. This allows for the realistic
reproduction of multiple instrument
sounds and special effects.
WavePower is also General MIDI
compatible providing the 128

Instrument and percussion sounds
required of the standard. WavePower
comes bundled with MidiSoft Studio
for Windows music editing package

and Midisoft Multimedia Music

library, a collection of original music
(GM Standard MIDI files).

 PLUGS STRAIGHT INTO SOUND CARD

 INCLUDES 4Mb OF DIGITALLY
SAMPLED WAVEFORMS

 GENERAL MIDI (GM) COMPA DOLE

 CONTAINS 128 GM INSTRUMENTS
SOFTWARE INCLUDED WITH WAVEPOWER

Midisoft Studio for Windows va
Midisoft Multimedia Music Library.

FREE DELIVERY

PREVIOUS

£89
+VAT B £104.58 SOU 1096

ACCESSORIES
DYNAMIC MICROPHONE
For recording your own vocal
samples and sound effects.
SOU 9010 E7.99+vivr = £9.39

SCSI EXTENSION BOARD
SCSI daughterboard for PRO
16 EXTRA, NX PRO EXTRA,
NX PRO 16 and Business
Audio Board.

SOU 9028 E29var= £34.00

SONY ADAPTOR
For connecting a Sony data
cable to a Mitsumi connector
on a sound card.

SOU 9021 £7.99(vAir £9.39

MIDI CABLE
Connects to the Game Port
and provides MIDI IN/OUT as
well as a joystick extension.
SOU 9016 £9.99,NAT= £11.74

Walk -
/At

-

THE SILICA SERVICE
Before you decide when to buy

L." your new PC peripherals, we
suggest you think very carefully

/ about WHERE you buy them.

4 kkAtr...6) consider what it will be like a few/,
'TO months after you have made your

purchase, when you may require
additional products, or help and advice with

your new purchase. And, will the company you buy from contact
you with details of new products? At Silica, we ensure that you
will have nothing to worry about. With our unrivalled experience
and expertise, we can meet customers' requirements with an
understanding which is second to none. Complete and return
the coupon now for our latest FREE literature and begin to
experience the "Silica Service".

 FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY:
On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.

 TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPUNE:
A team of technical experts will be at your service.

 PRICE MATCH:
We match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.

 ESTABLISHED 15 YEARS:
We have a proven track record in professional computer sales.

 PART OF A £50M COMPANY men ...,2oo odr):
We are solid, reliable and profitable.

 BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT:
Volume discounts are available. Tel: 081-308 0888.

\e,

 SHOWROOMS:
We have demonstration and training facilities at all our stores.

 THE FULL STOCK RANGE:
All of your requirements are available from one supplier.

 FREE CATALOGUES:
Will be mailed to you with special offers and full details of hardware,
peripherals and software.

 PAYMENT:
We accept most major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms
APR 29.8% merengue:Mon request,.

NTE 081-3091111

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111
Order Lines Open: Mon -Sat 9.00ern-7.00pm (Sat 9.00am-5.309m) No Late Night Opening Fax No: 081-308 0608

CROYDON SHOP: Debenhams (2nd noor), 11-31 North End, Croydon, Surrey, CR91R0 Tel: 081-688 4455
Opening Harm: Mon -Sat 9.00am-6.00pm Late N9hti Thursday - 8pm Fax No 081-688 4658

LONDON SHOP: 52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA Tel: 071-580 4000
Opening Hours, Mon -Sat 9.30a,6.00pm No Late Night Opening Fax No: 071-323 4737

LONDON SHOP: Selfridges leasereentivenal, Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234
Opening Hours: Mon -Sat 9.30am-7.00pm Late Night: Thursday - ape Extension: 3914

SIDCUP SHOP: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811
Opening Hours: Mon -Sat 9.00am-5.30pm Late Night: Friday  7pm Fax No: 081-309 0017

ESSEX SHOP: Keddies 12n5 Moor), High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS11LA Tel: 0702 468039
Opening Hours: Mon -Fri 9.30.1.5.30pm (Sat 9.00am-6.00pm) Late Night, Thursday - 7pm Fax No: 0702 468039

IPSWICH SHOP: Debenhams And noon, Waterloo House, Westgate St, Ipswich, IP1 3EH Tel: 0473 287092
Opening Hours Mon-Fri 9.30am-5.30pm (Sat 9.00ar,6.00pm) Late Night: Thursday  8pm Fax No: 0473 287092

ITo: Silica Systems, MUTEC-0494-110, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4D7)

PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON PC SOUND CARDS

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms: Initials: Surname:

Company Name (if applicable):

Address:

Postcode:

Tel (Home): Tel (Work):

LILI/hich computer(s), if any, do you own? 110.1)
EWE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon for the latest information



Manchester
institute of
Science &
Technology
(UMIST)

Renold Building, Sackville

Street,

Manchester

Saturday 21st May
10am to 6pm

Sunday 22nd May
llam to 6pm

More than 60 stands of all

the latest Musical

equipment & services. Get

`Hands On' experience with

all the latest gear.

Demonstrations by top

artists in the Live Music

Hall. Ample parking and

within easy walking distance

4:4074. of Tram & Bus Stations.

Admission .£3.50

MUSIC
II: MAKER
pillMEXHIBITIONS

Admission Price
with this voucher
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Send your CD, audio-

cassette, video -cassette

or floppy disk to
Dare!, MT, Alexander
House, Forehill, Ely,

Cambs CB7 4AF.

Demos reviewed by Phil Ward

If you regard your material to be - or wouldn't object to it being described as - `hardtrance techno', there's an indie label
looking for tracks to include on a compilation CD. They're called Phantasm Records, and they want 'new trance',
`progressive techno' and ambient house tracks of no more than six minutes (one tune per demo). Make sure it's a
finished master (no half measures) and send it to Simon Maine and John Ford, ASM Music, 318A Kennington Road,
London SEll 4LD. Send an SAE to get your tape back. You can also phone them on 071 735 1932 or fax them on 071 582
6128 for more details. Rave? Metal? Rock? Don't bother.

Arraimmilisk

Probe
sounds: Roland D-110, IV -880;
MasterSound sampler; Yamaha PSR-300;
sequencing: Amiga 500/home-made
sequencing software; recording: Genexxa
graphic EQ. home-made filters and "odds
and sods"; cassette

Home-made filters? Home-made
sequencing software? 17 years old?
Aphex Twin alert! Aphex Twin alert!
Well, in a way. Probe's Jonathan
Gardiner has been writing 'ambient
listening' music for a couple of years
already, and has been encouraged to
expose it to the outside world (MT,
anyway) by the recent spate of activity
in this field. Jonathan, my boy, you've
come to the right place. Have a cigar.
No, on second thoughts, have this
compilation of Rising High and Planet
Dog artists - I'll swap your Tangerine
Dream albums.

You see, some of the tracks on this
tape are excellent. Especially when you
consider that the monitors in the Probe
bedroom studio cost a fiver in a junk
shop. Clearly, there's gold in them

there ears. But I would like to abuse
my position of privilege by

encouraging a shift in
emphasis away from complex,

analogue washes and arpeggiated
frippery towards the starker, more

abstract textures which are there in the
beats but which are somehow
swamped.

The problem is prettiness; musique
concrete provides a better model for
electronic ambience than Mozart.
Unless you're in the business of
relaxation and massage tapes,
something to challenge the sonic
boundaries of the imagination -

however gently - will nearly always
work better, especially with stuff
produced by synths and samplers.
Probe's strong sense of mind-expanding
sound is offset by an opposing sense of
musical structure. And a fairly
traditional structure, at that. As Obi -
Wan said to young Skywalker, 'let go
your natural senses, Luke, and use the
Force'.
Contact: Jonathan, 0756 752859
(North Yorkshire)

Frantic
sounds: Ensoniq EPS16+; "cheapie"
Tandy microphone; sequencing: not
specified, other than "no computer";
recording: Tascam 244; Roland DEPS fx;
vocals live to DAT

Another compact duo, Frantic rasp
through their rave tunes with a gusto
to match the bronzed surfers of Bondi

Beach. Using equipment not stomach
modest, more painfully shy, a

remarkably expansive and clean sound
is achieved for a selection of songs
which, up until the go-go lilt of 'Do
Wacha Wanna Do', thump along with
their fists in the air. By that song
(number five in your hymn books,
brethren), it does feel like time for a
change. The beats are fine, but you can
only take so much vocal urging before a
temptation to lob a bottle at the MC
sets in.

Then, on the aforementioned go-go
track, an audience sample continues
the manufactured hysteria to a point
where the loop begins to sound like
tape hiss. A plea for restraint is
probably inappropriate, though: these
highly commercial songs succeed
precisely because of a brash disregard
for recording niceties. Probably, and in
spite of how clever they've been with
hardly any gear, Frantic would benefit
from a recording budget big enough to
accommodate their excesses. Go on,
Deconstruction, sign the buggers.
Contact: Chris Long, (03) 820 3887
(Melbourne, Australia)

Alaska Highway
sounds: Akai SlOOOKB; Korg WS -EX,
Wavestation A/D with Double Dutch Sam -

1 sample expander; Roland MKS80, P330,
R8M, D550 with Musitronics expanders;
Oberheim M1000; sequencing: Apple
Mac/Cubase V2.5; MOTU MTP II MIDI
interface; recording: Roland M16E;
Drawmer, Audio Logic, Alesis & Art
outboard; Sony DAT

Ah, the joys of DAT. So clean, so bright,
so... telling. Alaska Highway are a ).
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alaska highway
native transmission

1. native transmission
2. alaska highway
3. operation peacock
4. in fear
5. dreamer
6. in fear (part ii)

thoroughly modern duo. One does
'noises & programming', while the other
does 'ideas & suggestions', a wonderfully
non-musical line-up. Bit of a disa-
ppointment, then, to discover a suite of
six instrumentals which, in their own
cultured way, are maybe a bit too
musical. Despite the throwaway

descriptions, considerable taste and
refinement has been brought to each
sequenced sketch, reflected in the
building chords and lyrical melodies that
simply can't resist an extra little phrase
or change when it might have been
better to raise a polite but firm hand and
say "no, no, I mustn't, not with my
sweet tooth".

The sounds, however, are deliciously
exposed thanks to alert mixing and
much attention to detail in the transfer
to DAT. Throbbing basses, chattering
drums and crisp top lines are all perfectly
balanced, and it's possible to enjoy the

material on a purely sonic level. It's
almost too easy to enjoy the material on
a purely sonic level; the reason I'm being
uncharitable about the musicality of the
thing is because the musical ideas offer
no new challenges at all. Bits of Jarre and
Depeche tumble around in the lilting
tunes and expose themselves carelessly,
with the knock -on effect of devaluing the
music and shoving the excellent
production centre -stage. Result: sounds
like a highly professional demo for the
equipment.
Contact: Mike Best, 071 792 9867
(London)

\,/_/ r -r ney
Teknik
A record -breaking sixth appearance by Teknik in the pages of 'Demo Takes'/'Dare!', with the arrival of a new
cassette EP called Excited. With the addition of E-mu's Vintage Keys module to the rack, an even more devout
homage to Kraftwerk has been implemented. And who are we to argue.
Contact: Jonathan Russell, 0273 464142 (West Sussex)

Tony Veysey
Squelchy, syncopated techno -a bit too syncopated at times, in as much as good, firm beats that you can get your
teeth into have a tendency to collapse under a canopy of experimental indulgence. That said, some tracks achieve
an inspired craziness which is probably best left undissected.
Contact: Tony, 0803 606632 (Torquay)

Tlheremln
Influenced by Neu, it says here. And named after the late lamented synthesis pioneer. Well,
apart from a muddy bottom end, and a starkly unimaginative approach to naming tracks,
this is a highly original set of tunes, ranging from jungly, ethereal trance to solid techno.
The timbres are fresh, too, and not without a certain home-made air. In particular, the
percussion parts benefit from some marvellous studio treatments. Track 3 is my favourite.
No, really, it's just called 'Track 3'. Like to hear more, Keiran.
Contact: Keiran, 0908 235701

COPYRIGHT 1993

MAN@ M
Nffl N

Noah St Nelly
"All aboard the Skylarrrk" shouts Noah, and off we go on a jolly little trip to the solicitors' offices for copyright clearance. Somebody,
somewhere should do a deal because this tongue-in-cheek paean to the cartoon characters is good enough to follow The Prodigy's 'Charly'

into the charts. It's called 'Tea Time', it's perfect for kids' TV, and it was delivered to MT in a packet of
1111

Lapsang Souchong tea. Novelty rave!
Contact: Noah and, er, Nelly, 061 882 0166 (Manchester)

"4" .4010611t

New Identity
Promising three -song attack from a dance trio in homage mode,
with cover versions of Depeche Mode's 'Leave In Silence' and joy
Division's 'Atmosphere'. Their own song, 'Love Take Me', shows
commercial acumen but exposes weaknesses in the vocal. The
arrangements could use a little more imagination, too - things
just chug along pleasantly, with few surprises. They do have a
sound, though, which should be preserved.
Contact: Stuart Hutchinson, 0602 693376 (Nottingham)

Clan Analogue
A vinyl EP which acts as a demo for the international 'collective
of electronic experimentalists' featured in 'Scanners' last month.
A mixed bag, with a strong analogue synth bias and some arty
jazz posturings, but essential for anyone thinking of joining up.
Hey - two demos from Australia in one month!
Contact: The Vinyl Junkie, (612) 360 1510 (New South Wales,
Australia)
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%, Fully trained - helpful staff

7 day Money -back Guarantee*

, Prompt service

Part Exchange Deals

Best prices

for used

Truly professional quality
acoustic grand
piano that sounds superb.
 88 weighted keys
 12 stunning voices
 ROM card slot
 Built-in chorus

 MIDI, Volume and
Equaliser controls

LIMITED
OFFER

Roland JV1000
Plus FREE expansion  748 voices  3.5 disk dr.
board worth £299  16 part multi-timbral
 76 Synth weighted

keys with velocity and
aftertouch

 Built-in MC50
 16 megabytes

CALL BRISTOL FOR MORE DETAILS

Ft"
Enjoy our amazing

Der with Free Giveaways ant
a Great Live Band Only al ABC

THE SOUTH WESTS

LEADING MUSIC STORE

In store demos all day with
expert help and advice!

DEMOS AT BRISTOL

ALESIS QUADRA SYNTH
 64 voice polyphony, 76 notes
 16 meg of ROM

Built-in effects section
 16 channel multi-timbral
 2 digital effects systems

ROLAND JV90
The Roland JV90 is the ideal
keyboard for .amateurs & profs.
 24 MBit waveform memory
 24 note polyphonic
 6 -part multi -limb.

M1 SOUND CARDS
Need some more sounds? Then call
the ABC M1 card Bonanza. We've
got a massive selection of MI ROM
& RCM cards at 1/2 price!
At these prices they won't hang
about!  Digital filters

DANGEROUS CD COMPANY
DANGER II SAMPLE CD'S
 Index points for easy access
 Data Stream section for loops
 Multi -sampled bass tones

BOSS
DR -5

174 quality
rhythm sounds

 23 guitar sounds
16 bass sounds

 On -board 4 track sequencer
Built-in amp sim & guitar tuner!

ROLAND JV50
The JV5O comes with a 3.5" floppy
disk drive for recording & playback
 61 synth weighted keys
 24 MBit waveform memory
 16 -part multi-timbral

ZOOM 9001
Easy to use stereo fx from Zoom

 40 patch locations.
 Easily arranged into effects types
 2 pitch changers.
 Tone oscillator

ROLAND DJ70
 Scratch dial for mixing/remixing
 16 -bit A/D conversion
 37 note velocity -sensitive keys
 24 -voice polyphony
 Top value from ABC!

ROLAND SC55 MK2
 28 voice polyphony/354 sounds
 9 dynamic sounding drum sets
 MIDI interface
 Sound effects set
 Another incredible ABC bargain!

AKAI 501 SAMPLER
 8 note polyphonic
 Editing features include

Loop, Reverse, Trim, Level
 16 bit sampling 0 32kHz
 8 part multi timbral operation

11111211111111M

YAMAHA SYB5
 6Mb waveform ROM
 %types off on -board digital fx
 61 key initial/ahertouch

sensitive keyboard
 Unmatched stage performance

YAMAHA SY35
A sound solution to fit all budgets
 Vector controlled. AWM/FM
 128 superb presets
 128 patches and 16 digital
 61 initial & aftertouch keys

YAMAHA VL1
 32 bit digital signal processor
 New Harmonic enhancer
 128 new and innovative voices
 Modulation fx & feedback delay
 Extraordinary expression!

THE SIX BEST STORES IN THE UK -UNRIVALLED SERVICE & AFFORDABLE PRICES

BRISTOL BR 32 Alma Vale Rd 0272 238200
EXETER Ex 68 Bartholomew St West 0392 425125
ST ALBANS BA 130 London Road 0727 856351
KINGSTON KN 56 Surbiton Road 081 546 9877
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Turn that unwanted Portastudio, Effect or rfllto MONEY - off
very best prices on used gear. You won't fled a better deal. Call in to

COMPANY

Orl MON

PRICE MATCH POLICY
If you see a product we

stock advertised cheaper,
we'll match or beat the

price on the spot.

EXTENDED WARRANTY
Extended warranties are

available on selected
items. Call in to any

ABC store for mare info.

USED GEAR
ABC music will buy your

used gear including
Guitars, Hi -Tech&

Recording equipment.

PROMPT DELIVERY
When you purchase

products from ABC we
guarantee you a prompt

delivery service.

QUALITY SERVICE
Our highly trained staff
offer expert help and

advice on any products
in our stores.

IN STOR

IN STORE DEMOS
Watch out for product
demonstrations in our
six stores throughout

the year.
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a new model. We offer the

airy Store for an immediate price guide.
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SOUNDS OK
TEL 0276 22946AVVOE"U N D

Metre Sound cards are available (see IWO on
ROM £46.00 RAM £65.00
Atari self loading disk £28.00 Keyboard format disk £39.00

Korg X3 riD:ink- SC -01 Peter Gorges The Best of
Korg 01W SC -01 Georgea/Seiler MX

SC -02 Seiler General Midi
Korg Wavestation SC -01 Greg Walker Modern Times

SC -02 Peter Gorges Up To Date
Korg M1/71-3 SC -01 Peter Gorges Standards

SC -02 C. Malacrida Modem Times
SC -03 Greg Walker Hit Waves
SC -04 Mike Boeckler Actual
SC -05 M.S. General Midi

:Maw- SC -06 Nik Robert Rock
SC -07 Paul Wells Fantasy

Korg M3r SC -01 Peter Gorges Standards
SC -02 C. Malacrida Modem Times
SC -03 Mike Boeckler Actual

Yamaha SY99 SC -01 Peter Gorges Hit Bits
SC -02 C. Diemer Euro Top

:raw- SC -03 C. Malacrida Atmospheric
SC -04 C. Malacrida Traditional

Yamaha SY77 SC -01 Peter Gorges Hit Bits
SC -02 C. Diemer Euro Top
SC -03 C. Malacrida Atmospheric
SC -04 C. Malacrida Traditional

Yamaha SY55 SC -01 C. Diemer Chart Mix
Yamaha SY22 SC -01 Peter Gorges Pop Mix

SC -02 M.S. Dance Mix
Yamaha DX71 SC -01 1000 DX -7S Mega Disc

SC -02 H. Maass Performance
Kawai K4 SC -01 Lars Wagner Pop Mix
Kawai K1 SC -01 C. Diemer Inspiration
Ensoniq VFX SC -01 Peter Gorges Traditionals

SC -02 C. Malacrida Modem Times
Ensoniq SO /2 SC -01 C. Diemer Modern Times

SC -02 C. Malacrida General Midi
Roland D50 SC -01 H. Maass Standards

SC -02 S. Stockhausen Experimental
SC -03 Peter Gorges Up To Date

Roland D70 SC -01 C. Diemer Top
Roland JV80 SC -01 P. Seiler Modern Times
Roland JD800 SC -01 C. Diemer Synthworld 1

SC -02 Peter Gorges Synthwodd 2
Waldorf Microwave SC -01 M.S. Wave Trends

SC -02 B. Matschat Modem 'limes
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STUDIO SAMPLES -1 -2 -3
Series 1
Acoustic
01 Steinway Grand Piano
02 Jazz Special
03 Super Bass
04 Guitar & Vocals
05 Fender Rhodes
06 Brass Section
07 Saxophone
08 Pan Flute & Shakuhachi
09 Kurzweil Strings
10 Sex Disk 'Tanja'

Elscironk
11 Best of JX10P
12 Best of Synclavier
13 Best of PPG
14 Best of Prophet VS
15 Best of Matrix 12
16 Synthie-Bass
17 DX7 Standards
18 DX7 Special
19 Soft Synth 1
20 Soft Synth 2

Drums & Percussion
21 Drums of SP12
22 Drums of Linn 9000
23 Drums of TR808
24 Percussion Linn 9000
25 Percussion TR 727
26 Percussion E -mu III

Soundback Support
27 Soundtrack I
28 Soundtrack II
29 Special EFX I
30 Special EFX II
31 Special EFX III
32 MIDI -Multi -Mix

Series 2
Acoustic
33 Marimba & Vibes
34 Hammond Organ
35 MD -Trumpet
36 Voices
37 Full Strings
38 Ultimate Brass
39 Classic Brass
40 Acoustic Guitar
41 Electric Guitar
42 Deus Meus Orchestra

Electronic
43 Best of PPG
44 Best of Fanlight CMI 3
45 Best of D50
46 Best of M1
47 Best of X -pander
48 Best of TX802
49 Best of Chrome
50 Synthie-Solo
51 Monster Basses
52 Synthie-Bass II

Drums & Percussions
53 Acoustic Drums
54 Electronic DRUM
55 Acoustic Percussion
56 Electronic Percussion

EFX & Performance
57 Special EFX Sports
58 Special EFX Office
59 Special EFX Video
60 Performance Human
61 Performance Ethnic
62 Performance Electro
63 Performance New Age
64 Performance Beat Box

Disks Available 0 £9.00 each for -

Maks 1-32: Roland S50, S330, W30, S770, S550 - Akai S900,

Disks 33-64: Roland S50, S330, S550, W30, 5770 - Akai 5900,
- Hohner ADS

Make 0502: Roland S50, S330, S550, W30, S770 - Akai S900,
EPS 16+ - E -MU - Emax 11 - Atari Avalon

Disks 1-32 £6.49 Disks 33-64 £7.49

.,

UK distribution by Sounds O.K..
10 Frimley Grove Gardens, Frimley,
Camberley, Surrey GU16 5JX.
£1.00 P&P on all orders. Please
quote MT on orders. Cheques should
be made payable to Sounds O.K.
Please include Tel. No. on orders.
Callers welcome by appointment.
Tel: 0276 22946

Access

Series 3
Acoustic
65 Electric Guitar
66 Distorted Guitar
67 Dyno Rhodes
68 Electric Bass
69 Fretless Bass
70 Natural Strings
71 Natural Brass Section

Electronic
72 Best of SY77
73 Best of VFX
74 Best of T1
75 Best of Microwave
76 Digital Carpet 1
77 Digital Carpet 2
78 Turbo Synth Bass

Drum & Percussion.
79 Natural Drums
80 Electronic drums

PorfOrmancee
81 House Music
82 Bebop Jazz
83 African Folk
84 Asian Folk

Library Disk
85 Drums
86 Percussion
87 Special EFX

Specials
88 Hammond Organ
89 Imperial Grand Piano
90 Minneapolis Collection I

91 Best of D70
92 Best of Wavestation

S1000, S1100 - Korg DSS1

S1000, S1100 - Yamaha TX -16W

S1000, S1100 - Ensoniq EPS,

Disks 65-92 £7.75

MasterCard

E
VISA



Send your letters to: Stamp, MT, Alexander House,
Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 AF.

The size of their toys

 Presumably your interest in such mainstream
artists as Gabriel and Dolby reflects their recent
conversion to the cult of multimedia. The thinking
being, perhaps, that by highlighting the work of
such 'giants' of the music business, others lower
down the ladder would be encouraged to follow suit

and get their feet wet in this fast -developing field.

You couldn't have been more off track. I really do

not believe either Dolby or Gabriel inspire anyone
any longer; certainly, the idea that because they
have chosen to get involved in multimedia others
would be encouraged to go out and spend thousands

on equipment seems rather farfetched.

Whilst acknowledging obvious differences in the

work of these artists, what they have in common is

a rich man's approach to everything they do - from

Gabriel's liaison with supermodels to Dolby's exile
in LA - surely the least creative city on earth. Are
these really the people to be held up in front of us as

examples of what's possible? Your putting aside of

musical considerations in order to bring to our
attention the hi -tech doodlings of this kind of artist

is simply not valid. Dolby hasn't even been able to

find the time to put any new (musical) material out
for god's sake. He prefers instead to re -issue tracks

nearly a decade old! Yet nowhere in the interview
did I see anyone take him to task about this.

It is not my intention to tell you your business
over what artists to interview or bemoan the
absence of my favourite band from the magazine,
but I really think you need to apply the same
criteria for interviewing those artists working in

multimedia as those still plying their trade as just(!)

musicians.

Andrew Tipton
Stroud

And so we do, Andrew, with artists like
Future Sound Of London, Sheep On Drugs, Hex,
Utah Saints, David James, etc, etc.

Whilst I have some sympathy with your 'rich
men with expensive toys' argument, I think it
fair to say of Peter Gabriel and Thomas Dolby
that it was not the merit of their work in
multimedia that was under scrutiny - that was to
come (as with this month's review of Xploral in
'End Product') in the future. What we considered
significant was that with the involvement of
such 'heavyweights', the field of multimedia -
and in particular CD-ROM - looked set to be
given a much -needed shot in the arm.

At the risk of sounding like some Thatcherite
cabinet minister, there is an inevitable 'trickle
down' effect of this kind of technology. Having
bought CD-ROM players to interact with a title
like Xploral, the public are then going to be
looking to buying further titles - and inevitably
this will include the work of lesser -known artists.

Having said all that, I really feel no need to
make excuses for the inclusion of an interview
with an artist such as a Gabriel. Rich man or
not, he remains a figure of considerable
influence, and irrespective of what you may
think of his music, warrants the respect
accorded to him. I need scarcely point out the

One small step for man; one giant leap for electronic musicians with a fax machine.
This month, twins Klive & Nigel Humberstone of soundtrack duo In The Nursery.

w

1 What was the first synthesiser you ever played? "A lainaha D.V7 was the first that we played and hated ever since - lint the
first synthesiser that we bought and loved was a Logan String Machine, shortly followed by a Roland S-10."

2 Who is your favourite musical pioneer? "Has to be Mr A11.01 tin allowing us to realise the music in
our imaginations without lying tied to the technicalities of reading and Writing music."

3 What's the difference between Bela Bartok and Nfr Blobby? "Bartok is one of the great
originals among 20111 Century composers, whilst Mr Blobby is composed of pink latex

ITN news rubber."

The writing
nucleus of Klive

and Nigel
Humberstone
was launched as
In The Nursery

in 1981, with a
debut album
When Cherished

Dreams Come

True following

in '83. A unique
sound was based around a backbone of orchestral percussion
and military snare drum. Further classical influences,
integrated with sampling technology, were unveiled with the
release of Twins in 1986.

1989 saw the group move to Third Mind Records, who released
L'Esprit, Sense and Duality amid acclaims for the 'filmic'
nature of ITN's music - borne out by the recent release of their
first feature film soundtrack: An Ambush Of Ghosts.

4 What's the difference between a drum kit and orchestral percussion? "A drum kit is
OK for your average 'couch potato' of a musician - but playing and incorporating orchestral
percussion is just a tad more interesting and challenging."

5 Playing live: why bother? "Nothing quite matches the instant feedback from a live
audience. You can spend days in a studio covironnicia and never conic close to it."

6 Which record says most to you about music technology? "'Let's be obscure here -
'Walk On Gilded Splinters' by The Flowerpot Men, Jiff the powerfill fusion of expetinuntal
cello and programmed heavy beats - sadly missed."

7 What does the phrase 'multimedia' mean to you? -Pvrcssion', an artform rol artists
-a means to an end, a desire to cmtimunicatc."

8 How do you react to hearing a sample of your music on someone else's record?
"We're net to hear anyone use our material, hut Ion nice Cron 808 State admitted to trying
once. The closest we've been to lying sampled was collaborating with Andrew Weatherall on
the Sabres Of Paradise single 'Smokebelcli, where on the David Holmes ',mix he used the
military snare di musing of Q, our percussionist."

9 What is the next piece of equipment you would like to buy? "An .41esis BRC and a
second ADAT to keep our first one company."

10 Will technology become invisible? "Only in the sense whereby 'invisibility' means
that the machine is not ruling the mind, where ideas come first, and technology offers access
to a wealth of different textures.'
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recent offerings of the other members of the
band he was once in. NL

Machine music

 Gary Caulfield's comments about the Theramin
reminded me of that old chestnut of electronic
instruments not being as expressive as their acoustic

counterparts. I think there are synths which, in
their own way, are as expressive as violins, guitars

etc. Perhaps the problem is that records featuring

expressive keyboard playing are not being given a
high profile.

There are new Keith Emersons out there, and
thanks to small labels they're getting some
exposure, but not enough to convince the world and

his missus that synths are more than black boxes.

This doesn't mean that today's electronic music by

people like System 7 and Future Sound Of London

lacks expression - far from it. Indeed, the efforts of

these musicians - and hundreds like them - are
breathing vitality back into synth music.

What I am trying to say is that it's a great
shame that even with such innovative people
around, electronic music - from Stockhausen to The

Aphex Twin - is still deprived of the respect it
deserves. The occasional display of keyboard
pyrotechnics won't change things overnight, but
what the hell - it will be damn good fun.

Richard Clews

Wolverhampton

The thing that always concerned me about
the synth/expression debate is that what people
are referring to when they speak of expression
in this context is simply dynamic range - the
movement between highs and lows. What is
seldom considered by those with no
involvement with electronic music is the
equally important area of sonic expression - the
selecting of a sound which complements
perfectly a given piece of music. This, of course,
is where synthesis and sampling really come
into their own.

Whilst acknowledging Brian Eno's point about
the time wasted when flicking through bank
after bank of patches trying to find the perfect
sound, no one will ever convince me that the
finding of that perfect sound isn't actually worth
it - that it isn't as valid a form of musical
expression as any other. It may fly in the face of
traditional thinking, but having mastery over the
sonic potential of electronic instruments is every
bit as worthy a goal as instrumental dexterity,
and is certainly less likely to lead to the kind of
indulgence which has characterised the work of
Keith Emerson and the like.

The other thing that puzzles me is the
describing of certain kinds of music -
personified, for the sake of argument, by artists
such as Kraftwerk - as being 'emotionless' or
'expressionless'. This is patent nonsense. Music
of this kind may not reflect those emotions we
choose to identify with as humans, but that
doesn't prevent it from evoking an emotional

response. Music made on machines it maybe,
but it isn't music for machines. NL

Ye Olde MT

 Someone's been messing around with the magazine

again, haven't they? Not only has 'In The First Place'

suddenly been moved to pages three and four, someone

has decided that the old photographic technique of

sepia toning, so beloved by our grandparents, is the

best way to advertise hi -tech music.

It's an interesting concept. What, I wonder, can

we expect next - a 'family' shot of the editorial
team with the Editor (replete with waxed
moustache) stood proudly behind his staff sitting
and kneeling in front of him? Or maybe Ian Waugh

will be given the latest valve radio to review.

Russell Joyce

St. Helens

Yes alright, we screwed up... don't rub it in.
There was, I'm told, a problem at the printers
with the colour separations. Everyone's very
sorry about it - and yes... damn it - we're
embarrassed! It won't happen again. Probably.
Satisfied? NL

Opinions expressed in readers' letters are not necessarily
those of the Editor, who cannot be held responsible for
their contents and reserves the right to abbreviate
letters where necessary.

MT
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Your technical problems solved.
Write to: Grief, MT, Alexander House,

Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF.

QPerhaps I should begin by saying what an excellent magazine MT is

and you have once again hit the nail on the head by exposing a new

medium of expression - multimedia.

May I, however, be the first to gripe in the 'Grief' column? I have recently

bought a Video Master and I would like to disagree with your comments in the

article in issue 82,- August 1993. For those who cannot afford big toys this is a

major breakthrough. My gripe is - no MIDI on the Video Master. Having said

that, there must be a way around this. Are there any books on MIDI
programming for the Atari STE and are there any utilities already on the
market that fit into Video Master?

I read in your December issue the 'Where MIDI meets video' article. It was

very interesting but not really helpful as my digitiser and software is by
Microdeal and in the article David lames talks about Rombo. If there is
anyway that you can help I would be very grateful.

Tony Canderton
Alkmaar, The Netherlands

AThanks for the comments, Tony. We think multimedia and the
combination of video and music is the obvious way forward for
the musician - and the music industry, come to that. MT boldly

goes and all that. Give it a year and we'll see how many more - other
than Pete Gabriel et al - have embraced it.

You're not the first to gripe in 'Grief' by a long chalk. Don't know
what part of the Video Master review you disagree with unless it's to do
with the fact that it's rather low level. If that's so, I can't see how you can

Video Master: no MIDI, but new owners HiSoft see a multimedia future.

disagree because it is. Hell, not even MIDI as you so rightly point out.
Anyway, as regards your questions...
There are a couple of books about MIDI programming, including The

MIDI And Sound Book For The Atari ST at £21.24 from IMP (0525 718181).

It's a few years old now, however, and you may have trouble tracking one
down. There was another book with a weird back-to-front title called
MIDI (or Music) Programming for the Atari ST by R.A. Penfold. I can't
find reference to it anywhere now but I think it was published by Babini.
Penfold has published books through PC Publishing (0732 770893) so
you may be able to get in touch with him through them.

I'm not aware of any plug -ins for Video Master. Microdeal has recently
sold out to HiSoft so if you give them a call on 0525 718181 they will tell
you if there is anything new in the offing.

Perhaps you should talk to David (071 435 8092) and ask if any of his
software is adaptable to Video Master. In the article he did say he'd be
willing to talk to anyone interested in collaboration. IW

t There is a much more effective way of creating non-standard tunings than
the tip you suggest in November's issue. However, you do. need a synth/sampler

that recognises polyphonic aftertouch and, un-fortunately, many do not. But if

you have one, here's what to do.

Set up your synth with poly aftertouch routed to modulate pitch (a semitone

is sufficient). Set up a real-time transform in Notator to re -map incoming note

numbers to poly aftertouch and also allow note information to pass.

As it stands this is pretty useless as note 64 generates a poly of 64, note 65

gives a poly of 65 - and so on. It's fine for basic stretch tuning but not much
else. What you must do is remap the data via one of the user -definable key
maps. You can then set the tuning for each note in turn. It's very laborious but

well worth it.
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Micro tuning the Notator Logic way - on the Transform page

The beauty of this approach is that it works in real-time, it is polyphonic
(unlike the pitchbend method) and by setting up different key maps you can
quickly change between scales. The bad news is that because each note actually

consists of 2 bits of data now, you must be very careful when editing not to
separate them.

I have not used this setup extensively but I have tested it and enclose the
necessary Transform for Notator on disk. It would work better on Logic where

you could place the Transform on the output rather than the input of the
sequence but I have not had time to try this yet.

When working with custom tunings it is worth creating a sine wave type

patch which will aid tuning by ear. With real -world sounds there is always
some element of pitch blurring which makes it harder to accurately assess
tuning. Incidentally, this is one of the reasons why equal temperament is found,

even by people with quite sensitive ears, to be acceptable on the piano.

Any research in this subject is good use of the amazing technology most
musicians can afford these days. It beats the shit out of sampling some tired
old drum loop from a sample CD, adding a 1 -bar bass pattern... the rest is
unfortunately not history yet.

Well done MT, for encouraging this sort of experimentation.

Gavin Greenaway
Hersham, Surrey
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AAh, you were doing so well up to the end when your music
predilections got the better of you. But if it's any consolation I
agree entirely.

Your method is an excellent example of the use of technology but you
do need a bit of 'the right gear' to do it. Notator Logic, as you say, would
be superb for this sort of thing. In fact, it's an absolute trove for power
users.
We'd like to keep the microtuning channel open so if anyone else has
anything else to say about it, you know where to write. We'd also like to
encourage the use of programs like Logic for nefarious purposes, so if
you've devised a mega Environment set-up, send it along with a few
words of explanation. All we need now is to hear some of this
microtonal music. If you've written it, we want to hear it - send it to
Darer. 1W

QA question and a plea from the heart. Starting with the plea; I have

two synths -a TG500 and Wavestation A/D. On the whole they are

really good but I have a gripe. Like many other musicians, I like
some of the sounds but need to give them a little tweak - pitchbend range,
remap zones and so on.

Preset sounds: are manufacturers giving us too much ROM an not enough RAM?

In the case of the TG500, the majority of factory sounds are stored in ROM

and cannot be altered. I could copy them to RAM but this would overwrite
another, possibly useful, factory sound. As I am never certain which sound

will fit a song until I am rehearsing it with a band, I like to keep all of my
options (sounds) open. What I am saying is - manufacturers, please don't put
performances, voices, patches or whatever in ROM. lust put the waveforms

there and include empty RAM slots at all levels of the hierarchy.

Korg goes part of the way with the A/D as the RAM 2 bank can be used for

your own wave sequences - but you can only get to this level from a patch. As

there are no empty patches you have to edit an existing one and this means

that other performances containing this patch will be altered, too.

Now onto the question - is there such a thing as a box containing knobs,
wheels and sliders that can be assigned to MIDI Controllers? With so much
external real-time control offered by modern synths it's a shame that they only

have a couple of wheels and sliders with which to control them! It would be

nice if this box could take over most of the duties of a Master keyboard such as

organising program changes, zone mapping and even playing MIDI sequences

(I'm getting carried away!) freeing the keyboard for what it does best - sending

Note and Velocity information. How about it guys?

Martin Papier
Finchley, London

AWell... sure manufacturers could give you empty RAM slots. But
isn't it better to have them filled with more sounds? That's the
idea of having a programmable instrument, after all. All you

need is some form of voice storage so you can save the manufacturer's
RAM sounds - say to a RAM card, a MIDI Data Filer or a computer -based
voice librarian. You can then tweak to your heart's content confident in
the knowledge that you can load the RAM sounds again at any time.

I have come across instruments whose RAM banks contain duplicates
of the ROM sounds and personally I feel a bit miffed about this. It's like
the manufacturers were too lazy to program their own instrument. I'll
throw the topic open for discussion among our erudite readership - and
any manufacturers who might be reading this.

As regards your question - there are a couple of MIDI box -type gizmos

which you might be interested in. Peavey's PC1600 (around £329)
contains 16 sliders, 16 buttons and a data wheel. These can transmit

virtually any type of MIDI message from continuous controllers
and program change data to SysEx messages. You can create up to 50
settings which can be instantly recalled. (See review in MT April '93)

There's also Quasimidi's Turbo-Volcon/D - cute name, eh? (around
£319 from BCK. Tel: 0708 448799) which can create eight independent
overlapping keyboard zones across two instruments, each with
lots of settings such as volume, transpose, velocity curve and so on.
It also has eight rotary knobs which can function as real-
time performance controls to adjust aftertouch, modulation, volume,
pan etc.

You might also consider the slightly cheaper Esmeralda (around £219)
which has fewer functions and features, or the Hot Foot Dual Port
Programmable MIDI Remote Controller (around £569 from Ablesure
on 0206 751165) which can transmit virtually any type of MIDI
message, including SysEx by stomping on a set of footpedals. (Reviewed
in MT Aug '93.)

And while we're on this subject, remember that although
many modern synths ,can respond to changes in real-time, some will

tend to glitch if you throw too much data at them, especially while
playing. 1W

QI recently heard that Meat Beat Manifesto have used a Roland 100M

modular synth that used to belong to The Human League. Is this
true, and if so, where can I hear the beast in action?

Andy Leibnitz
London

ACertainly is true, Andy - it belonged to Ian Craig -Marsh, in fact,
and the best examples of the machine's new lease of life are on
the album Satyricon, released by Play It Again Sam Records in

1992. In particular, check out the track 'Original Control (Version 2)' for
the full effect of a rasping analogue sequence sync'd perfectly with heavy
hip hop beats. PW

Jack Dangers and Jonny Stephens of Meat Beat Manifesto, making friends with a

former member of The Human League: the Roland 100M.

Unfortunately, we cannot answer readers' queries on the phone and we are unable
to reply individually by letter. All letters to Grief will be deemed intended for
publication.
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071-379
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Fax 071 379 0093
114-116 Charing

Cross Road,
ondon WC2H ODT

(Opposite Foyles and 100 yards
from Tottenham Ct Rd tube)

A Division of

ARBITER
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We are
authorised agents for every major brand, and as such, we can offer
an unbiased and objective assessment of products from an end
users point of view having worked with the product ourselves. Our

breadth of product coverage from MIDI to tape makes us the number one package specialist
and our system based approach pledges us to supplying you with a working solution to
include all the necessary accessories and peripherals right down to installation and training in
your studio if you wish.

Although our product range is probably Europe's widest under one roof - having fifteen full
time demonstrators enables us to train them in depth on particular products. (you've probably
dealt with stores who know little about what they sell but we're confident that if you have a
question or a problem using your equipment, we will have someone 'in house' who will have
the answer). We will never tell you to '...ring the manufacturer',

We are now the U.K.'s largest music dealer for most of the products we sell (ask the
manufacturers). In practice this means that our prices are the cheapest, often by a substantial
margin. More importantly our products are backed up by a staff of over 25 including
engineers, on hand long hours to provide a quality of after sales service that stems from
almost 40 years serving Britain's leading music professionals. Put simply we understand that
the equipment you purchase from us is used to produce music, often in a commercial
situation, and our first priority is to keep you working at all times.

We will train you In YOUR
studio. Over 135% of our
clients surveyed said they
achieved the greatest
increase in produchwty
when trained on their own
studio system. Our tutor
looks at your equipment
setup and then puts together
the appropriate training
course -work to suit your
needs.
We also offer a of
classroom hoe coses on a
variety of topics e.g. Basic
Multitrack, Studio
Techniques, MIDI, AN
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VAT

NU

HOUR COURIER
DELIVERY

FINANCE BY
MAIL / IN STORE

FREE EXPORTS
A SPECIALITY

PRODUCTS 1ST
OR MONEY BACK

LEGENDARY
PRICE SMASH'"
POLICY

We MOW that it Is often
necessary to see your old
gear before buying new gear
At Turnkey, we aim to make
this process as trouble -free
as possible. Our trade-in
prices are around the best
you'll get from a rnusicstore
and we operate a "nothing
refused.' policy in store.

For a no-nonsense quote
simply bring in your
equipment, preferably with
the ongnal packaging. leads
and manuals, and we'll do
the rest,

TUhKe 4 TRACK Centre

It is fair to say that Turnkey is the birth place of
personal Multitrack, indeed the company end its
founders were instrumental in the development of
the first Japanese products of the early '80s. The
philosophy was always to use innovative
technology to bring multitrack within the realms of
the musician. Our current catalog is still the
definitive guide to the subject - compering all the
current machines. Call us for a copy

Our famous 4 track pack
includes everything you need to

'sten making music. Sennheiser
headphones, microphone with
cable, chrome tapes. cables,

head -cleaning kit and the beet book
we've yet seen on multitrack recording,

taking you trough basic track laying. mixdown
etc...with sections on everything from mic

placement to synchronisation and MIDI. We've
obtained some great 4 track pricing AND for a limited

period we will give you the 4 track pack (normal price
£59.95) absolutely free with the units featured herein

NEW Foster X28H + 4 track pack £395
NEW Foster 380S + 4 track pack £POA
NEW Tascam 424 4- 4 track pack £459
NEW Tascam 488 + 4 track pack £1099
NEW Yamaha MT8X + 4 track pack £POA

YAMAHA

NEW BOXED
Yamaha's new double speed four -track features 4 mic
inputs. a stereo graphic eq

DIRECT Disk
Our digital suite is up and running at all times
featuring all the leading edge technology.
We demonstrate and support applications
from AV sound effects/foley editing, and
stereo mastering/12" remIx editing , through
to hard disk multitrack integrated with MIDI.
We are the natural choice for any Mac based
system being fully Apple authorised. (99% of
pro audio dealers are not) Cell in or make an
appointment with Nick Thomas or Spike
Berridge.

digidesign main dealers
Digidesign Audio Media II
LC Hard disk recordin ex VAT £699

NEW MAC
VERSION
NOW
AVAILABLE

Digidesign
Session 8

A breakthrough in direct to disk recording I The new
Session 8 provides 8 track hard -disk recording running
on Me IBM® compatible PC. (you'd be amazed how
cneap modem PCs are!) Bulk -in digital mixing with ED.
and SP/DIF interface on entry level model, and
AES/EBU on XLRs with pro version. Multi -tasks with
some PC sequencing programs including MaxPak v2.0

Digidesign Sample Cell II £1299Sample playback card ex VAT

FOSTEX
X18

£299
NFW110xLD

Hares the machine offedng bounce -down and sync jacks
which you wouldn't expect at this price. Monmix bus
doubles as effect send on mix -down Dolby R R P 0289

FOSTEX
280

£599
NEW BOXED

The 280 0 the ultimate 4 track for use
with computer sequencers such as cubes° As well as
Dolby C. 8 inputs, 3 bard sweepable CO and 2 autalianes.
the 280 sports MIDI machine control ye the MTC1, so that
your multttrack can be slaved to the computer rather than
the other way round which is the norm. 2 autolocation

memories, autoplay and

TASCAM
Porta 07

£369
A fantastic new machine from the

makers of the Portastudo. Double speed, ED on each
channel. dbx, 4 channel metering system

Tascam 488 new E1099
Tascam 4618 9899
Tascam 688 8 trk C11399
T P n 03 POA
Tascam Porten] stock
Tascam 424 E399
Tascam 464 £POA
Fostex X18 £249

Fostex X28
Fostex X28H
Fostax 3800

C325
£375
C699

SESSION 8
AUDIO MEDIA II

SOUND TOOLS II
PRO TOOLS

"Session 8. eight track recording system for 386/486
PC compatibles running Mic neon Windows 3.1.
Audio Media 11 (LC) Cubase Audio and StudioVision
compatible. digital 1'0 ckv Sound Designer 0 software at
unbelievable price. (Also LC version for E1175)
Sound Tools Pro Mester 20 - state of the an 20 -bit
digital recording
Pro Tools expansion chassis adds twelve NuBus'v
slots to your Mac II

AKAI DR4d
(hard disk extra) £POA

NEW BOXED

ASK ABOUT OUR EX DEMO rh I
Exciting new 4 Deck CD quality hard -disk r,

system at a staggering price. This product is perfect for
those wanting a simple system which doesn't take ages
Yo earn. A computer is NOT required, thus reducing the
cost significantly. Also, backup is to DAT, so there's no
need to buy expensive tape streamers etc.. which are
necessary with some other system, This n a winner 0

Falcon or Mac for hard -disk
recording / sequencing ?
Falcon or Mac for hard -disk recording /
sequencing ? At Turnkey we have both
systems on permanent demo and we know
the pros and cons of both.

Falcon 4/65 £849

Ilansonice ALas is' SON'
7m71si JIBE is* Eilnigirecl

AmeitE,

8 & 16 Track
In true Turnkey 'Hands On' tradition, all
the popular desks and recorders are on
permanent demo. Don't take the so called
'advice' of the cardboard box shifters; -
Choice of ED and Noise Reduction for
example Is highly personal, features
should be carefully compared and specs
are often deceptive. Please come and
Dates for yourself.

STUDIO RESEARCH MIDI SYNCHRONISERS

SmadSync Excellent value sync box £89

SyncMan - SMPTE box with merge £129

MacSyncMan as above with Mac I / F £199

SOUNDCRAFT
SPIRIT AUTO
The quality of the SPIRIT desk o already legendary. Now

SPIRIT AUTO gives you professional studio automation at a
home studio price. Fader automation is provided for every
channel with mutes for both monitors and channels.
Assignable software groups are also available through
Steinberg's excellent automation software which gives
graphic controller Wang as cord in Notator etc.. and also
doubles the fader resolution. Available Now.

Tascam 2516 & 2524 desk MEAL

PRO DAT
Sony DTC690 £539
Sony TCD-D7 £399

mint £950
Aiwa XD -S1100 £779
HHB Pro 1
SCMS stripper £149 or
£129 with any new DAT player

£929

FOSTEX
& 812 EIGI
BUSS DE(
MTC1 Ave&

£21
NLW BOX

Used with ground-brthimng MTC tnlerf ace you
tape transport from MIDI sequencer. We've pior
this interlace and are experts in the field 812 con
modular, MIDI muth., h kqv hay hit n-knh rnme.

WHICH

Or

TASCAM
DA88

BRC

atit

ADAT + SPIRIT 16 All new
ADAT + MACKIE CR1604 All new
ADAT a A & H GS3 All new
Tascam DA88 « Spirit Studio 16
Tascam DA88 a Solo MIDI 16
Tascam DA88 + ASH GS3 / 16

X 0% OFF  SECOND HAND EX DEMO  END
DEMO ADATS evadable Fostex188 E13
News BRC 0195 Tascam 2500 PC
Ales* RMB new C629 Fostex 812 new E7
Alesis adat f2700 Soundcraft l' 8 tr

+1d 11r = INV! NI.  38VM1J0

JVC xrp-ziolorN
The DAT scoop of the year - we
have acquired a strictly limited quantity of t
excellent machines with an amazing £000 off. (F
PRP). Features include 8 x 18 bit DAC5, Pilot
64x oversampling on inputs, high quality mic
digital optical and co -axial in and outs. 48.
32kHz, digital fade * mixing, high stability
resonance transport, intro scan, auto tracking.
red remote, LCD display, UK guaranteed for pro

£6
NEW BO

EFFECTS
ART FXR 0169 dbx 363x gate newE249
ART Alpha 2 ON dbx 163xcorno newE159
ART Multiverb LT 0135 dbx 266 New Low
AlesiOuad'verb GT E359 Digitech VHM5Il POA
Alesis 3630 new 5239 Dlgitech TSR24 POA
Alaska ME0230 91a5 Drawmer LX20 E199
Alesis microverb3 5159 Drawmer DS201 E279
Alesis MIDIveM3 E219 LA 4x4 new £299
Aches Type C II C259 Lexicon UM, 8 5 E399
BEHRINGER ALL NEW Lexicon LXP15 E849
AT LOWEST PRICES Lexicon ALex E359
Behringer ComposerE299 Roland SDE330 E449
Behnnger Ultralex E222 Roland SRV330 0449
Benenger Dueller 5125 Sony DP range lowest UK
Bel -winger Dendser E169 Yamaha SPX990 0599
Boss SE70 lowest UK Zoom 9001 E179
dbx boom box new E225 Zoom 9000 Elea

siretriLkseinht.e1441.121!el41214:1Pliekais.\

QUADRAVERB+£.299

ART MULTIVERB SE
NEW 000 ED

24 bit, 20 kHz bandwidth. 90dB dynamic range 50
effects, up to 4 at once. Control of up to 8 parameters
over MIDI offer breaks all previous limits. No real
competition! R.R.P. £499

ZOOM 9120 only £295

BBE 362/462 £199 / £299
To insure the frequency components of any audio signal
reach the Serener in the proper relationship, the BBC
process uses phase correction for the 3 frequency
bands. It does not add artificially created harmonics of
any kind. Both units are stereo and offer Definition and
Lo -contour adjustment, while the 462 has separate
controls for both channels.

VISCOUNT STUDIO MULTI-EFFE(
When our product speciallsts
heard the prices on this new ram
multi -effects, they were sceptica
brief listen, however, g u

revealed the strength of Visco.
custom VLSI technology. In

departments like dynamic range, and signal to n
they out-pedorm units at twice the price. But
impressive are the algorithms thernselvt
Developed In Europe by a team of leading musk
to suit current up -front mixing techniques. they
characteristically smooth and free from the hi
grainy overtones associated with many or toll

budget units. Reverbs for example are clean, nal
and spacious. And we're confident enough to
that if you are not fully satisfied return the unit I

within 5 days tore prompt and courteous refund.

AS REVIEWED IN SOUND -ON -SOUND NOV 19

=7,
FACTORY
DIRECT
Trgrrir

True 16 bit digital, stereo in/out, 32 haracter bast
LCD, 95 dB dynamic range. THD 002% Full M
control (in/out) Excellent sound qua ity. shimmer
reverts, full editability, up to 6 simu aneous effect
rverbs, chorus, phasing. flange delays, act

diestonion, pitch-shitt tgoctaves, compression, no
suppressor, 128 presets (105 use Wares) spa
saving half rack design (rack mount ki available,

EF

FIE
Sames processor as EFX1. 49 presets made ht
banks of 7 sounds revert), delay, chorus/fla
phase/pitch-shift, multi. guitar1, guitarg. All
convenience of a preset machine with the advanta,
editting the most useful parameters e.g. revert, time, i
time, chorus depth, etc FOOIS.Ch control. -20/c
operation. 95 dB dynamic range, 0.02% THD, Peal
LED. Ideal for project studio users. Up to 6 effec
once, halt rack size (rack mount kit available)

ER:

With similar sound quality to the e cellent PEXV
ER256 is a dedicated reverb unit which offers ri

selection of refined te, er.hs and del, yy As tit.

DJproducer

TECHNICS SL1210 industry p0A
standard record deck inc cad

40% OFF  SECOND HAND 8 EX DEMO  UP T
Gemini PMX12 E156 Vestax PMC-05T C23
Gemini PMX15 £210 Vestax PMC-10-II C295
Gemini PNIX2000 £340 Vestax PMC-15 £44
Gemini PMX2500 E370 Vestax PMC-20SL C94
Gemini PMX3000 C399 Citronic MasterMix £48
Gemini P9)(3500 E420 Citronic SM150 E19
Gemini PDM1008 £350 Citronic 09250 £29g

O ml dn  ON 30 X3 9 ONVII CIN039S  440% O
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RICES GUARANTEED*
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MIDIhard

ware
key

SCOOP
PURCHASE

AKAI S950EX
Package includes
 Time & Space CD with 1000 samples

 750k RAM expansion scoop purchase on
 50 floppy disks the last of these

Industry standard machines and the best selling
sampler ever. 11 outputs  Timestretch  Exchange
disks with 51000  48 kHz sampling rate  Huge library
available  1.5 Meg RAM  SCSI 8 SP/DIF option cards

Full synthesis features. No other sampler gives ail
these features at anywhere near this price. Turnkey
galactic exclusive. Hurry while stocks last !!!

S3200, 53000, 52800, CD3000, SO1
Unbeatable prices

E -MU MORPHEUS

The most exciting new synthesizer or years
addition to the superb 16 -bit sound quality and
straightfoneard user interface that Emu are famous tor,
Morpheus Z-plane technology offers new sounds and
expressive control that you never experienced.
SOS Review This Instrument is tne fifth absolute
definite winner I have encountered in my lifetime - Sell

I 4 . 0

the family heirlooms, prepare your credit card and bank
account, pick up the telephone. get your order in now!
If synthesis is your game, Morpheus is THE instrument
to buy - Martin Russ. Sound on Sound. Dec 1993

ALESIS QUADRASYNTH Now IN

ROLAND
JD800

asEow HALF MOE

lowest
NEW BOXED

A unique product in digital synth history. Nothing else
combines the power and flexibility of digital synthesis
with the immediate and intuitive knob and slider
access of old analog synths. Using 16 bit sounds
sampled at 48 kHz as the basis, the J0800 processes
these through the famous Roland digital filter with
resonance to give stunning walls of sound to compete
with the greatest sonic blasts from the past.

We have secured en exclusive on the last ever
shipment of these dream -machines. Limited availability

Waldorf MicroWave RRP£999 £899

1111111111111011111111%

FATAR STUDIO
MASTER KEYBOARDS

The 49 8 61 synth -action keyboards offer full-size
velocity sensitive keys (128 levels) with a firm but light
action. Keys are designed for minimum Ilex and
positive seating. FATAR's flagship models feature a
fully weighted and counter -balanced action keyboard
with 88 piano depth keys. Both models have a split
capability. and the PLUS also has pitch 8 mod wheels.
3 separate outs. adiustable key -response curves. and
assignable footswitches and pedals.
We feel that these keyboards are the best we have played
11 you disagree, we will give you your money back.

Kurzweil K2000 £1599'a few demo Lulls

E -74111.1111111.1.111.11111111.11.11.1W.----1
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FUNCTION JUNCTION PLUS
16 x 16 Programmable MIDI Patchbay £269

NEW BOXED

These patchbays have a unique 8 -way merge facility
Additional features include Zoning. MIDI tittering.
transposition 8 delay, velocity offsets. scaling,
compression, expansion, switch and cross -fade,
Controller rernapping, MIDI "panic' button provides
complete system reset. 64 user -patches can be recalled
using MIDI. This unbelievable otter will end soon !!!

41110111111114
YAMAHA RM50 E399

NEWBOXED
The ultimate drum module  over 1000 souns. pa

multi-timbral spread a single sound across the
keyboard. Full synthesis including resonant filters. 5

MIDI controllers per channel assignable to pan, litter.
balance. decay. pitch etc... velocity cross -Lading, 8
outputs. 6 trigger inputs. ground -breaking MIDI sample
dump option. 4 card slots (Huge range of up-to-date
sounds available) unbelievable spec, mind-blowing
sound quality, ridiculous price. Hurry! Hurry! Hurry!

il
SYNTHESISERS Akai 5950 lowest

Boss DS330E new £299 Cheetah SX16 E399

Ensoniq SO1 0799 ElllepTurbo x demC4395
Ensoniq SO2 new £899 Ensoniq EPS16.- C999

Ensoniq KS32 £1399 Ensoniq ASRIO £1799

GEM 52 £1299 Roland SP700 01499
Kawai K-11 new C699 Roland 0760 v CD-ROM
Kawai G -Mega newE449 new bundle at E1699

Roland A30 76 note GS master hybd £349

Kawai Spectra 0299 5950 750k card C89

KOrg WavestnSR lowest 51000 2M cards 0129

KorgOIWFD E1350 Proteus FX in stock

Korg 05FVW lowest UltraProte. soon
Korg X3 MEGADEAL ProteusMPS 0749

Kurzweill(2000 £1979 ProteusMPS c CB99

Oberheirn M1000 £399 Proteus/t E599

Peavey DPM3 0090 Proteus/2 C545

Roland 5750 24 bit stereo sampler 12399

Roland MKS9.0prg 01799 ProteusQXR £799

Roland JD800 £949 Proteus/3 £449

Roland JD990 C1150 Proteus/3XR £645

Roland JV1000 01425 Vintage Keys £699

Roland JV80 0899 Proformence £249

Roland JV90 In stock Proformance+ £296

Roland JV35 In stock MOTHER KBDS
Roland SC55 Moe Sound Canvas £449

Roland J0880 POA Roland A30 £299
Roland P55 in stock Roland PC200Mk2 £169
Waddorf fificrowaveS899 Roland FP13 £1499
Yamaha 5077 runt £ DRUM MACHINES
Yamaha SY85 £999 Alesis SR16 £199
Yamaha SY35 new £599 Alesis D4 new £299

YamahaTG500 £749 Boss 0R660 new C299

DJ70 sampler . great for MCs £1175

YamahaTG300 In stock Roland R8 Mk2 0599

YamahaTG100 0299 Yamaha FIY30 £349

iRoland

Yamaha 0020 £349 Yamaha RY10 £199

SAMPLERS/PLAYERS SEQUENCERS
Akai 521300 new LOW Alesis Dated. £299

Akai S1000 £1899 Ales. MMTB £179

Akai SO1 C599 Roland 5E155 new EPOA

£239
NEW BOXED

VISCOUNT RD70 data filer
Records straight from your sequencer or plays back type
0 and 1 MIDI lihs from OD or HD MS-DOS disks (from
1040STE, PC and Mac) Programmable playback abilities
similar to top CD players. Uses direct to disk storage for
very large note capacity. Stores SysEx dumps.
Competitive units costing 50% more don't do most of this.

KAWAI EXCLUSIVES
while stocks last RFIF DEAL

G -MEGA 32 parli Synth Module £649 £449
K-11 great sounding tully editable 32 part synth with
resonant lifters. vet 8 &touch keybd £949 £699
MDK61 5 hoot Master Kybd with
pitch and mod wheels £309 C239

Q-55 MIDI sequencer 3.5" disk dnve £409 £299
080E% 32 track MIDI sequencer, huge
memory. excellent editing facilities C549 C399
RVI multEtx unit with 4 stereo
ins and outs plus dig ISO fantastic
quality, unbelievable value E809 £599

DREAM
GMX-1

General MIDI
sound module

£139
NEW BOXED

The perfect module to include in your computer music
setup. 126 General MIDI sounds incl. full range of natural
and synthetic sounds and drums. Includes built-in MIDI
interface for PC windows 3.1, Macintosh and Amiga serial
port (serial lead extra). 16 pad multi-timbral, 20 note poly,
responds to MIDI volume 8 pen for computer controlled
automated mixes. Must be heard to be believed.

GMX1 / PC20041
GMX1 / Kawai MDK61

£315
£369

KORG WAVESTATION SR 1!.1 £799

-7sit-ens

YAMAHA
QY10

NEW BOXED

Almost half pricer 8 pad multi-timbral, 28 note poly
sample player (TG100 sounds), with 8 track sequencer

full MIDI spec - built-in keyboard, wide range of drum
as, selection of preset patterns if required. Ideal

as writing tool I sound module I backing machine.
Smeller than a video tape - sounds on the move ! Ideal

stocking filler. Runs from batteries or AC adapter
(optional). These are the last units available anywhere
- order now. don't be disappointed - these will fly.

0Y10 / PC200-II
0Y10 / Novation MM10
CIY10 / Kawai MIDIkey

£319
£299
£379

MIDI SOLUTIONS
Midi Processing

units from

£52.95
Exciting new range of real-time MIDI processing

boxes at exceedingly good phces.
2 way merge - works with SysEx data too! £5995
Footswitch controller - lets your foolswitch send many
types of MIDI data E64.95
Relay - Converts MIDI into gate for punch infoul £69.95
Mapper - Changes one type of MIDI data to another.
eg pitch -bend into MIDI volume E69.95

These units are programmed from your computer using
simple SysEx messages. hour sequencer must be able
to send these messages in order to use the units.

[-COMPUTER

iNacintanit

IC III

- ,

DIGIDESIGN

SPECIAL
DEALS

Call to discuss
your Mac package

Apple Nlacintosh software
NotatorLogIc Cubase Score Vision 2.0

£299 £399
MASH ii r(k

£299
MASTER
TRACKS

PRO
PC or MAC

SIC

9 ,5 £199
The original and the best. Mastenracks Pro is a well
loved American sequencer which has kept pace with
new developments and is, above all. very fnendly. If

you're worried about teaming sequencing, BUY THIS !

ROLAND
ATW-1 0

s immilis PACKAGE
.1111. in stock!

with MIDI kit

Almost every PC owner we spew L looking for some
way to combine proper hare disk recording and MIDI
pl yback. The ATWIO card includes 2 channels of CD
quality herd -disk recording, a full Roland General MIDI
synthesizer Oka en SC7). and a multi -effects processor.
Bundled Sound Impression software offers full WAV file
edding, mixing. playlhfing and integration with MIDIfil.
and CD audio. You can use it with any MIDI sequencer

COME IN AND SEE IT IN OPERATION III

ENCORE
FOR

WINDOWS
or MAC

en.
30

Encore's unrivalled ease of use has made a the ideal
choice for rnusicians who want to compose using
traditional score notation, and to print out professional
quality rnanuschpt. It offers four methods of entering
music, including MIDI real recording and mouse Input.
Encore is a ''pure" notation program. It is perfect for the
educated musician, who finds other forms of display
irksome. It is excellent for education purposes, as you
see what you play immediately notated. thus making
sight-reading second nature.

Popular budget version of
Encore with only 6 staves. MUSICTIME
For a limited period. comes FOR
with free Trez 20 sequencer WINDOWS

or MAC£229
Pro' riv-xtrevon

==e3 £295

MUSICATOR
FOR

WINDOWS
VERSION 2.0

Now with 32 staves instead of 16, ull mixer automation,
professional SMPTE ync facilties, multiple MIDI pods,
transcnphon of MIDI tupleN and punch in and out on the fly
Upgrades available for existing customers, please call.

tttJ{P1ZlIr
Steinberg Cubase 1289 Afar Falcon from £499

Cubes. Lite £89 Emagic Notator Logic
Cubase Mac £375 new copy at E289

Cubase Score £425 Emagic Creator £179

Cubase Audio £699 Emagic Rotator E229

Cubase windows £179 Emagic Unitor2 E245

Steinberg Midexy £399 S ro Musigraph £39

MIDI QUEST
version 4.0

Universal Editor and
Librarian packages

THE WIDEST MIDI DEVICE SUPPORT AROUND
For Atari. Macint.h, DOS. Windows and Amiga. Now
supports 185 MIDI devices, including Vintage Keys.
Kawai Kll 8 G -Mega, Wavestation SR, X3, Q and i3,
Waldorf Microwave. SY85. TG500 and TG100, and
many more. .235 for the windows version.

NEW SOLOQUEST - only £99 inc VAT

FATAR
Computer

Music
Station

The CMS6I
comes with
mouse mat and
has recesses for
it and a standard
PC OWERTY keyboard (not included). Pitch and
assignable control wheel, send patch and bank change,
octave and semi -tone tranpose, sustain and control
pedal inputs. 2 MIDI outs. unusually responsive
keyboard action. The ultimate in ergonomic design.

BOSS
DS330

Sound Canvas"

IBM® PC COMPATIBLE

NitZEIT311 0 7-

MAXPAK
FOR

WINDOWS

£235
MCI Multimedia Control  Sample
Playback  Real-time Drum Pattern
Editor JukeBox Multi -stave
Notation  TrueType Print-out  200
control SysEx mixer  Generic Bulk
Librarian  MIDI Machine Control etc...

SOUND FX Classic3000
16 bit sampling, high quality General MIDI wavetable
synthesizer, CD-ROM interface and MIDI interface. 24

note poly, 16 pad multfitimbral. Suitable for PC hard -disk
recording. SCC1 /SoundBlaster compatible.

A lot of PC musicians are seriously disappointed with
most sampling cards. Although they are good for hard.
disk recording. they can only play one sample at woe,
not looped, not triggered from MIDI and only at the
original pitch. However, add the MAUI to your sampling
card, and you can assign any .WAV sample file to the
MIDI keyboard, and play It over a 10 octave range with
up to 32 note polyphony. The Maui has 256k on -board
RAM (which is why it can do all this), but this can be
expanded to a terrific 8 Meg. allowing nearly 100
seconds of breaks. loops and instrument sounds.

And as if all this wasn't enough. the Maui also has
a built-in Wavetable synth with Gen MIDI compatibility.
Power drums, mellow pianos, super strings and breath-
taking choirs. Works well with any windows sequencer.

CUBASE
FOR

WINDOWS
4 PC ye... evadable

FACT PC Cubase for windows is already the hest selling
arson of Cubase worldwide. WHY? The PC is the only
ue Intl stry standard lie all of industry). Reliability is

oral, th PC is not a domestic home computer. Because
of feroci us PC competition, you can now buy a 4111.
for a pin rice. It is many times faster than an 8 MEP '

In in chipro 66thz an, IDE Farr h
OFFERS INCLUDE A FREE PC MIDI INTERFACE

Cubase Lite (score onty) £129
Cubase 1.02 (key. grid 8 drum only) £219
Cubase 2.5 (everything except printing) £399
Cubase Score vu,,,,e,siOn) £499

a.,alura-t DOS £175 EZ MIDI Pro se:pc' 569
Cadenza -Windows C295 Lognech Sndman 16 E189
Cakewalk Live E39 MicroLogic E129

Cakewalk 4.0 £115 Cd-grab
Cakewalk Prof. £159 PC Drummer £45

Cakewalk win 2.0 C295 OuickScore Deluxe £115

Coda Flnale from £259 Wave for Windows £115

I - PC MIDI interfaces
CMS, KEY, MIDIMan, Music
Quest, Voyetra, MOTU...

PC MIDI card
Steinberg PC1
Voyetra V22
Voyetra V24s
KEY MS101

OM KEY MS124
C81 KEY MP128

£116 M0X32m
£285 2PodlOE
E115 MIDI Express PC

£175
£175
E295
£219
£399

VINTAGE
al Tumkey. We buy. sell.

SyNT1101.0gy- service. and provide full
backup for Analog

Synthesizers. We carry the largest inventory of analog
including ARP, Moog. %hod &tights Serge. Oberheitn,
Korg, Sequential - modular synths. polyphonies and
monopbonics. We can Iodate all rare synths and rare pads.
Unusual machines include 1920's RCA Theremin, The
Obermoog, the last brand new Xpanders and Mathx12s in
Ina world, Moog string fitter.

Super Jupiter with programmer
Sequential Circuits Prophet VS rack
ARP 2600 Modular System

PPG Wave 2.2...
Yamaha 1570M
Emu Emax.

C1799
Er 699
El 495
0699
0799
£395
0599

ANALOG HOTLINE : 071 240 6044

STUDIO ware
STUDIO RESEARCH MIDI SYNCHRONISERS
SmariSync Excellent value sync box £89

SyncMan - SMPTE box with merge £129
MacSyncMan as above with Mac I / F £199

z UP TO 40% OFF  CASH REBATES  SECOND
C Alesis RA100 £259 JBL Control 10 £949
C A1esxisM000nnor 1 here JBL 4206 new £275

09iC £199 JBL 4208 new £325
ReVox B77 mint £999 Shure SM57 lowest
JLCooper PPS2 POA Shure SM5E1 lowest

0 Fostex MTC1 E199 Yarn NSI OM new £239
JBL Control 1/1 E LOW

O nn06 Dial  .30NVEIV3l0 3N11 30 059  0530

JEK. Control 5 175w speakers £285
Ideal for near -held monrtonng

MIXERS
-0000 0000 0 0 Cl

STUDIO RESEARCH NEM24
24 channel Noise eliminating Mixer 6NIwuO,p
Imagine a 24 channel mixer that introduces no
additional noise 20 lack inputs and 4 balanced XLR
rnic inputs. Using your sequencer to control the MIDI
volume and MIDI pan on your MIDI keyboards and
sound -modules the NEM24 otters unequal value - 4

^eadphone amp. 19  rack mounting 
NEM8. a basic 81 or 4st2

or for E79

e

Sack 242 new C799
Sack 12:2 new EBB

Oho,:
Phonic PNIX1600

eMEIBBEIPISAMBIEskiillaMAKKLAIIPTIF 

lio 4
10 SI

SOUNDCRAFT
SPIRIT FOLIO MIXERS from
Almost everyone Involved in music production at some

stage dreams of owning a Soundcraft console. The
legendary sound quality, reliability and ease of use,
means a Soundcratt equipped studio must be taken
eerloushy. A minor miracle has been performed, using
the world's most advanced production technology, and
revolutionary manufacturing techniques, to bring you
Soundcraft quality at a previously unimaginable price.

Tumkey has an unparalleled 10 years experience with
the brand, from advice, finance 8 installation to a quality
of after sales backup that stems from many years
experience with the brand.

PASystems
Huge display, all name brands configure as you like
and compare. 11 ultra -cost-effective packages from
£399 to £3399 .Bose. JBL. EV. etc Call 071 437 319

°We will beat ary genuine quote
from a UK or European dealer.
We must be able to substantiate
the quote and the goods must

be available and in stock
Interest Free credit (typical APR 0%) Is available on selected

Cams only. Both are subject to status. Soho Soundhouse is a
iicensed credit broker under the 1974 consumer credo act.

Written details are available on request MENEM. 
MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT

Our long established mail order department documents
your order from receipt to despatch. Send cheques
postal orders. Access or Visa orders. Bankers draft.
Building Society cheques. Cash in reg. Envl to
TURNKEY, FREEPOST WD684/1 LONDON WC2H OBR
(10 day clearance for personal cheques).
All other forms of payments - 24 hr despatch.
Don't forget to add C9 carnage. Phone orders welcome

NAME
ADDRESS

GOODS REQ.
AMERICAN EXPRESS

1 1
I I 1 I I

TOTAL

CARD No. expires:

1111111111

DAYTIME Tel.
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Peter Gabriel
Xploral CD-ROM for the
Mac

Xploral is well named, for in addition to
representing Peter Gabriel's first exploration
of CD-ROM as an artistic medium it puts
you, the user, in the position of an explorer,
setting off on a voyage of discovery through
the richly diverse world of Real World.

Think of it as an interactive, non-linear
documentary. All the elements for a
detailed documentary on Real World are
present, you just have to put them together
in your own way. Actually, 'put them
together' isn't quite right, because you can't
actually assemble elements from Xploral
into your own linear -style documentary.
Personally I think this would be a
worthwhile feature to have - together with
the ability to jump directly to any segment
of your documentary.

Xploral could also benefit from having
some direct -access features in its present,
non-linear form - so that, for instance, you
could jump directly to the mixing room or
to the jam session. The CD-ROM's

'exploration' theme is all very well, but,
once you've explored, having to retrace
your steps each time you want to get
somewhere on subsequent visits can

STEAM

Stand back! Said stand back!
What are those dogs doing sniffing at
my feet
They're on to something, picking up,
Picking up this heat
This heat, give me steam and how
you feel can make it real
Real as anything you've seen
Get a life with this dreamer's dream

You know your culture from your trash
You know your plastic from your cash
When I lose sight of the track
You know the way back
But I know you

become tiring. In part this is down to the
inherent access -speed problems of CD-ROM
- ie. lack of speed. Running Xploral on a
double -speed drive (the standard until
quad -speed drives become more affordable),
the delays of several seconds which occur
each time it needs to load in a new chunk
of data (which is frequently) can become
tiresome. On the other hand, Xploral
doesn't really need the speed and
immediacy required by games; in a way it
even benefits from a more leisurely
approach, in that you are more inclined to
absorb and reflect, rather than simply skate
over the content. For all the novelty value
of CD-ROM with its interactivity, non-
linear approach and multimedia
presentation, ultimately it is still content
which determines the value or otherwise of
a CD-ROM product - and this is where
Xploral scores.

In addition to the CD-ROM disc itself,
the package provides a lavishly -produced
colour booklet containing some 40 pages of
text and pictures. Along with contributions
from Gabriel, the book includes interviews
with people involved in creating his videos,
extracts from The Box magazine, production >
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Various artists
Phase One (Positiva)
Quality Produce
(Cooltempo)
Having a 'dance division' has become de rigeur
among the major labels during the last couple of
years, and these two compilations - from Positiva
within EMI, and Cooltempo within Chrysalis -
illustrate why. Credibility is what they crave, of
course, and infiltrating the underground dance
scene has been a lot easier than responding to punk
was 15 years ago. Positiva's concentration of acid
house contrasts with Cooltempo's wider brief,
which includes garage, go-go, 'Washington funk'
and hip hop, but authenticity they have in common.

Insides
Clear Skin (Guernica)
Formerly known as Earwig, J Serge Tardo and
Kirsty Yates have evolved out of indie campus
troubadours with a sequencer into club -literate
Steve Reich disciples - with a sequencer. Clear Skin
is one 38 -minute exploration around a repeating
tuned percussion figure, gently stroked with guitar
and rinsed in a few liquid samples. Frippy, trippy
and bold in a truly independent way.

James Bernard
Atmospherics (Rising High)
If you've heard 12's by Influx, or by Cybertrax,
you've heard James Bernard. Furthermore, if you've
got a recent Korg synth you've probably heard
James Bernard as well, because he worked for Korg
USA as a programmer before being snapped up by
Rising High for his visionary ambience. He still
holds a capacity with Korg as troubleshooter.
Spikier than your average synth -washed chill,
Atmospherics brings both an experienced musician's
and a trained audio engineer's sensibilities to bear.

Pete Namlook
The Definitive Ambient
Collection Volume 2 (Rising
High)
Frankfurt -based DJ and Mixmaster Morris
collaborator Namlook makes a further selection
from the growing library of electronic sounds on
Rising High. Expertly edited into a continuous mix,
what we have here is the equivalent of nearly an
hour and 20 minutes in the chill -out room with
Namlook at the controls. More E, vicar?

Various artists
T:me 1010 (T:me Recording)
Em:t 0094 (T:me Recording)
You've read the feature (MT, November '93) - now
buy the compilation albums. Nottingham's T:ime
Recording here supply timely chances to catch up
with what's been happening on the label, and to
discover on what the reputation is based. Stonking
good beats, mainly. And then, on Em:t 0094 (T:me
backwards, geddit?), a preview of what's to come:
cranium -adjusting ambience including your friend
and mine, Woob - first encountered at the MT
Demo Forum last November. See, it does happen.

Urban Cookie
Collective
High On A Happy Vibe
(Pulse 8)
A consistently robust collection of dance anthems
from the team that brought you 'The Key, The
Secret' - and a string of chart hits maintaining
strict quality control in a medium too -commonly
accused of being throwaway. One Cookie that
doesn't look like crumbling for a while yet.

details for Gabriel's Secret World tour, and
information on Amnesty International and
the Witness program. "Books have a
richness and speed of information delivery
of their own," writes Box editor Martha
Ladly in her introduction, and it's hard to
disagree; this particular book is an integral
part of the package.

Xploral the CD-ROM is a fledgling
product in a fledgling artistic medium, but
the richness, variety and depth of its
content give it real value beyond mere
novelty. If you're already Mac- and CD-
ROM -equipped and a fan of Peter Gabriel
and/or 'world' music, Xploral is worth, er...
exploring. ST

System requirements
Any colour -capable Apple Macintosh computer,
3Mb RAM minimum (4Mb or greater
recommended), System 7, a 256 -colour display or
greater, a Mac -compatible CD-ROM drive of any
speed.
Claris' Hypercard Player together with Apple's
QuickTime 1.6.1 and Sound Manager 3.0 system
extensions and Sound 8.0.1 control panel are
included on the Xploral disc.

Price: £39.95 including VAT
More from: Softline Distribution Ltd  Mill House 
Mill Lane  Carshalton  Surrey SM5 2WZ  Tel: 081
401 1234  Fax: 081 401 1235  AppleLink UK0037 
CompuServe 100012,21.

Lemon Sol
Environmental
Architecture (Geurilla)

Quite a few big names are dropped in the
promotional blurb accompanying this
debut album from Mark Cheney and
Michael Sershall, a pair of South of England
ex -DJs. Stockhausen... Kraftwerk... Eno... all
of them tough acts to follow for anyone
with a couple of VCOs and a sampler to rub
together. Nevertheless, Environmental
Architecture manages to avoid sounding like
either over -ambitious folly or reverential
pastiche.

Having identified the tradition to which
they no doubt belong, the duo have re-
upholstered the settings and re -sprayed the
sonic surfaces to reveal something of a
souped -up classic. Over the last couple of
years, Mark and Michael's home studio
(Solus - love it when studios are named
after the band) has taken shape, and by the
sounds of it a satisfyingly autonomous little
place it is, too. A delicious array of timbres
flicker and sparkle in a refreshing musical
landscape, in which the beats are often
reconfigured into welcome variations on
the tried and well and truly tested four -on -
the -floor pattern. Contractually ensconced

in William Orbit's former stable Geurilla,
Lemon Sol would seem to be in the right
place at the right time. PW

Nine Inch Nails
The Downward Spiral
(TVT/Island)
"Goddamn this noise inside my head" sings
Trent Reznor in 'The Becoming'. Thanks for
sharing it with us, say legions of NIN fans
across the aching globe. Because, with more
than a little help from co -producer Flood,
Trent has achieved what a great many
studio -bound seers struggle to achieve: ).
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translating the sonic imagination into the
audio reality.
The Downward Spiral is an exercise in
controlled noise, and offers a broader range
of tones and textures than NIN detractors
might expect. The solid, unforgiving walls
of metal guitar which characterised 1992's
Broken EP have been pierced, to reveal
strange open spaces and moody detail.
There's even a taste of funk in 'Closer',
along with some burbling analogue sounds
to soften the impact. Mind you, the whole
thing is still a bit of a thump between the
ears. What's inside Trent Reznor's head may
have been captured beautifully on this
album, but it ain't pretty. PW

Crystal Landscapes
Fuliview Productions

Billed as 'a music video for relaxation', Crystal Landscapes is
exactly what it says it is: micro -photographic sequences of
mineral solutions crystallising on perspex. Set to music. Or
rather, the music is set to the crystals, because they are filmed
exactly as they grow with great emphasis placed on minimal
interference. The random urges built into the process of
evaporation are thus taken to represent nature's own
improvisations. Each one is unique, apparently, and producer
Daniel Morrell refers to 'organic fractals'.

The theory is that looking at natural things induces
relaxation. Taking this as somewhat contentiously read, it's a
shame that the crystals are in such a hurry to form these
Cubistic and Kandinsky-esque vistas. It's also a shame that
the principle is extended to the point where no photographic
order to slow the buggers down, even though the use of micro -photography in itself
establishes an a priori distortion of what the naked eye can see. In Crystal Landscapes, the
images tumble in fairly rapid succession, and the effect is as much kaleidoscopic as it is
sedative. It's a fascinating video, and maybe I'm just the over -excitable type, but I
continually want to slow it down and relish each encrustation for longer. Similarly, the
colours are wilfully left in a natural state, and although (a) they are remarkably varied, and
(b) it's amazing what you can do with the colour, contrast and brightness controls of a
domestic TV, it's a pretty pallid half-hour.

I also continually want to turn the music down and replace it with something a bit
special, nice though composer Wyndham Rennie's studied ambience is. Track one of Brian
Eno's Shutov Assembly is recommended. PW

CRSh
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So you think you know it all?
OK, answer these:

What sort of music does Hans Reichel play? Which bass player recorded with Bruford during the late '70s?
When did Clapton join the Yardbirds? Stumped? Well the answers are all in

THE Clesuirigt BOOK OF GUITAR PLAYERS
A who's who of guitar players by Cliff Douse
Includes over 450 of the world's most accomplished guitar and bass players in rock, jazz, blues, pop, country, folk,
flamenco and avant-garde music. Includes essentials such as early influences, descriptive details and
recommended recordings. Family Trees are also drawn up to show the evolution of guitar playing in a range of
different styles.

Fully indexed Comprehensive discographies Photographs
Recommended listening section Exhaustively researched

THE GUITARIST BOOK OF GUITAR PLAYERS b Cliff Douse Order Code: MMB 16 £12.99

An essential reference book for anyone with a serious interest in music.

To order this book simply cut out or photocopy this form and send it to:
Mail Order Dept., Music Maker Books, Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF or fax it to 0353 662489.
To order by Access or Visa credit card, telephone the Music Maker Orderline on 0353 668850 (9 - 12am & 1 -r 5pm) and speak to Rose or Lisa.

Please send me the following books:
CODE TITLE AMOUNT

Add postage see panel)

TOTAL

POST & PACKING PER BOOK
United Europe & Overseas

Kingdom airmail

L E.5Free

I enclose a cheque/postal orders for ................ made payable to Music Maker Books.
or please debit my Access/Visa credit card number

Name

Address

Expiry Date

Postcode Daytime Phone Number

8 Overseas payments must be made in pounds sterling drawn on a British bank. It is essential that you include your correct postcode to ensureprompt delivery. Please include a daytime phone number in case of query.
Orders are dispatched within 7 to 10 days but please allow 28 days for delivery. Also available fromo all good book & music shops. Distributed to the retail trade by IMP. Smart people always read the small print.

M



KEYBOARDS use. Dave. Tel: 0297 552566. 538204.

ANALOGUE ROLAND Juno 106 inc. KORG M1R rackmount (Synthworks ROLAND JV880 rack -mount

case, £350. SH101 inc. grip

(boxed), £230. SH101, £180. SH-2

dual oscillator, £250. SH-9, £180.

editing software plus 1000s of pro -

sounds), orchestral RAM cards, only

£650 for complete package. Andy.

modules with expansion board,

hardly used. Excellent condition,

£650. Roland MT100 sound module

RS -09, £120. MC -202 Micro -

composer, £180 P&P inc. Mark.

Tel: 0532 430177.

KORG M3R expander, excellent

and sequencer with Atari editor,

£274. Paul. Tel: 0536 761014.

Tel: 0226 206767.

ANALOGUE KEYS - Roland SH101

inc. MGS1 grip (boxed) £230.

SH101 £180. MC202 inc. manual

condition, multitimbral,

programmable sounds and FX,

separate outs, f350 ono. Tel: 0260

280131.

ROLAND JX10 Super Jupiter

keyboard, excellent condition,

£500. Tascam 464 4 -track studio,

boxed £500. Tel: Martin, 081 847

£180. RS09 £100. R8 drum KORG M3R, £380. Roland D110 0738.

machine (boxed) £295. PG1000 plus sound cards, f260. Cheetah ROLAND JX8P synth. Classic '80s

D50 programmer (boxed), £135.

Mark. Tel: 0226 206767.

MS6, £180. Philip Rees V10 MIDI

Thru unit, £20. PC Music software:

sounds, 5 octaves, aftertouch,

MIDI £400; Elka MK55 MIDI

ANALOGUE SYNTH Yamaha CS5

1978. Slope -backed, weird whale

noise -maker. Excellent condition

with manual, £150. Tel: 0742

Music Printer Plus v.4, £95, Jammer,

£90. MIDIQuest multi -instrument

editor, £90. Carl Stock Tel: 0507

606956.

control keyboard, 5 octaves,

aftertouch, ideal for rack synths,

sequencers, etc. £250. Tel: David,

0272 412290.

482760 and leave message.

ARP ODDESSEY, £350. Oberheim

KORG MS20 with case and cables,

manuals, MSO1 foot controller and

ROLAND RD1000 - the best

sounding electric piano ever

SEM, £350. Memory Moog, £750. MSO4 modulation pedal. £500 the made. 88 -note weighted

Oberheim BFX sequencer, f150. lot. Tel: 0444 413057.
keyboard, home use only. Cost

TEAC A108 sync cassette deck, 350. KORG POLY 800 Mkll plus manual, The Warehouse contains Mrs readers' ads - the largest 2,500 - bargain at £1,250. Tel:

Steven. Tel: 0726 66715. £100. Dave. Tel: 0442 872204. repository of high-tech bargains in the Northern 0603 762266.

CASIO CT650 full size with full MIDI KORG POLY A100 plus extras Hemisphere. Some of the ads are free to place; others are
ROLAND TB303 good condition

spec and manual power unit. a sounds, £100; Casio CZ1000, 'priority' ads for which you pay to jump the queue - next
with manual and psu, £400 or make

bargain at £85. Alan. Tel: 051 677 3 RAMS, £100; Yamaha KM602 issue guaranteed. Priority ads appear in bold.
me an offer. Steve. Tel: 0782

8696. mixer, £50. All excellent condition. 660969.

E -MU SYNTH - as new £950.

Yamaha SY85 very good

Tel: 0403 262909.

KORG VOCODER EC10, £250. Korg

To place a free ad:
ROLAND U110 mint condition,

£200 ono. Brad. Tel: 091 281 0126.

condition, with manuals, £900. Mini 700, 380. Yamaha DX100,  Dial 0891 100767 (24 hours)
ROLAND U110 module, 2 cards,

Tel: Chris, 0244 674567.

EMAX HD keyboard £850; Roland

D50 £399; Korg 707 £175; Yamaha

£80. Roland. Tel: 0243 830697.

KORG WAVESTATION SR mint, 6

months old still under warranty,

 State category, recite your ad and include contact details

 That's it

home use only. Boxed with

manuals £185. Yamaha TX7

(DX7) module), home use only,

DX27 £120. HR16B £129; HR16 extra sounds on disk with dedicated To place a priority ad:
boxed with manuals £185. Tel:

£99; Quadraverb + £199; Midiverb

2 £99; Microverb 3 £99; Midiverb

05; DS201 £169; LX20 £129;

C10005 £120. Tel: 0274 620004.

librarian program. Supremely

expressive synth with rave reviews in

hi -tech magazines, £800 or swap for

Wavestation EX keyboard. Wayne.

 Dial 0891 1007%. (24 hours),

state category, recite your ad and include contact details,

David 0372 275293

ROLAND U110 module, £175.

Cheetah MS6 analogue synth

module, £175. Len. Tel: 0367

ENSONIQ SQ1 workstation, great Tel: 0254 202032.
Access or Visa card number and expiry date 240732.

sounds, hardly used, boxed with MINI MOOG Model Din good OR fill out and post the coupon SOLINA STRING synth - as

manual, £600. Stuart. Tel: 0355 condition with professional  Up to 25 words costs £5.00 featured on Vintage Keys. Great

32416. flightcase, £500 ono. Tel: 0602  Additional words are 50p each string and brass sounds. A true

KAWAI K1 M digital synth module 284078.
Classic £175 ono. Korg Poly800,

(expander) and manual, good MOOG PRODIGY, f200. Roland
*Calls cost 36p per minute (cheap rote), 48p per minute at all broken pitchbend £95. Tel: 0533

condition, £100 ono. Tel: 0353 Juno 6, £150. Akai X7000 sampling other times. We regret we cannot answer queries regarding 835455.

667378.

KAWAI K1 M with sound card,

keyboard with upgrade, 80 disks,

£400 or swap all with cash

readers ads. SWAP FOR 51000 a Korg

Wavestation, MC202 or SH101,

f195. Dave. Tel: 0386 553560. adjustment for nice workstation ie.
The Warehouse is for private vendors only. Business vendors Korg Poly 6 and a DX100. Tel: 0302

KAWAI K3 analogue mega synth,

velocity -sensitive keyboard, full

SY85 or JD800 or similar. Mack. Tel:

0732 773196.

must use the classified ads at the back of MT. 864877 after 7pm.

TORUS PEDALS, with full flight

MIDI, polyphonic, Alpha dial for MOOG SOURCE, £300. Yamaha
case £650. Tel: 0502 539125.

easy editing, £300 ono. Matt. Tel:

061 248 5312.

KORG 01W FD virtually unused as

CS5, £100. Kenton Pro II MIDI -CD

convertor, £120. Merseyside 0744

35567.

ROLAND D20 multitimbral manuals. excellent condition, £450.

workstation 8 -track sequencer, disk Matt. Tel: 0628 73648.

YAMAHA CS50 leave those boring

old moves behind with this bizarre

1978 specimen. £200 will secure

surplus to requirements, boxed,

manuals and training video,

complete, as new, £1250. Tel: 0253

349009.

PEAVEY DPM3 SE Plus
drive, digital FX, 32 -note ROLAND JD800 pro synth sounds you with the sweet sounding love

synth/workstation, £750. Phil. Tel: polyphonic, intergrated inspiration for Atari ST £5 per disk; Ensoniq child of the big CS80. Richard. Tel:

0260 275390.
generator, manual, £600. Yamaha SQ80 pro synth sounds £5 per 0902 343081.

PROPHET 5 Rev 3.2. The classic
DX100, £65 ono. Tel: 0898 402104. disk; Roland Juno 60 pro synth YAMAHA DX21 synth, boxed,

KORG 01WFD - excellent analogue dream machine. 120
ROLAND D5 plus 1 sound card, sounds £5 per cassette. Tel: Pete, home use only with manuals, sustain

condition, never, gigged.

Complete with manuals £1150;

Yamaha QY20 - excellent

condition, boxed with manuals

f250. Apply: 34, Hardwick Bridge

Caravan Park, Kings Lynn, Norfolk.

PE30 4EV.

KORG Ml workstation, perfect

condition, home use only. Includes

librarian software and over 800

sounds. £799 ono. Tel: 0603

762266.

KORG MIR loads of sounds, £750.

Yamaha TX802, £500. Oberheim

Matrix 1000, £250. Akai ME3OP

MIDI patchbay, £100. Elka 5 -octave

master keyboard, £200. All very little

user -programmable memories,
£290. Home use only. Mick. Tel: 081 367 1720. pedal, leads and breath controller.

good condition with flightcase 0788 570195. ROLAND JD800 synth, Roland £165. Stuart. Tel: 0382 69932.

£895 - buyer collects. Tel: Stan,
ROLAND D550 (rack -mount D50) MC50 sequencer, £1250 ono. Mr YAMAHA DX27 immculate, as new,

0742 586480.
home use only. Immaculate -Martin. Tel: Chilwall, Nottingham manuals all included for £120. Tony.

ROLAND A110 MIDI display unit, includes editing software and over 222133. Tel: 0793 886876.

rare. Juno 106 Korg Wavestation SR,
600 sounds. Tel: 0603 762266. ROLAND JUNO 106 plus manual, YAMAHA DX7 Mkl grey -matter

Roland M240 line mixer. All mint
ROLAND D550 plus PG1000 good condition, £350. Tel: 0224 equipped, back -lit LCD. Superior to

condition, home use only - offers.
programmer and ROM card. Mint 323007. standard Mkl with improved MIDI,

Steve. Tel: 0202 581141.
condition, £450 per pair. Gen ROLAND JUNO 106 with case and assignable controllers, local off, 320

ROLAND ALPHA JUNO II, £300. SX1000 mono analogue, f50. manual, vgc, £350 or PX for memories, pedals, manuals,

Juno 60, £250. MSQ700, £150.
Yamaha DX100, £75. Tel: 0903 Cheetah MS6 plus cash. Roland cartridges, vgc , boxed, £450 ono.

SH101, £140. TR606, £80. Luke. Tel: 772702. JV80/880 piano PVCM card, £35. Tel: 081 689 8372.

061 303 9585.
ROLAND DR550 Mkll - new, Tel: 0752 550199. YAMAHA PSR-2000 good

ROLAND D110 home use only plus
unused in original packaging ROLAND JV80 synth cost £1200, condition, 5 -track sequencer, full-

Dr T's editor, 1000s of Pro Sounds
£130. Tel: 0638 720090. sell for £895. Unemployment sized keys, 100 preset FM voices,

on Atari disk, £325. Tel: 0533
ROLAND E20 with gig bag, sustain forces sale. Mint condition, only 2 built-in drum machine and

811422.
pedal, audio leads, boxed with months old. Paul. Tel: 0302 autoaccompiment. Boxed,
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manuals, L4 stand, pedals. Home

use only. Offers around £275.

Ross. Tel: 0903 770376.

YAMAHA SY85 synth sequencer,

90 FX, disk drive, sample playing.

Used at home, lots of disks, RAM

cards, brilliant sounds, great

keyboard, still boxed, only 1

month old (with receipts), £975

ono. Tel: 0388 776110.

YAMAHA TG33 AWM SM synth

module, 32 -note polyphony, 16 part

multitimbral, £300. Tel: 0443

208495.

YAMAHA TG55 expander boxed

with manual. EMC editor/librarian

for Atari ST and rock and pop sound

cards, f325. Paul. Tel: 0273

677112.

YAMAHA TX812 and RY30 with

house and rap card. Proteus 1,

Roland 5330 with monitor, mouse

and library - going for a song

contact Pete 0204 844834.

YAMAHA TX81Z - make me an

offer. Korg DW8000, £205. Dean.

Tel: 0908 235113.

SAMPLING
AKAI 51100 and S1100EX

samplers. 64Mb, 20 outputs.

Version 2 software for direct -to -

disk recording. 18104 digital

in/out, SCSI, SMPTE, FX. Version

4.3 operating system. Cost over

£12,000 accept £7,995 or part -ex

for Kurzweil K2000R and Lexicon

PCM70. Tel: 0860 482822 or 081

883 4329.

AKAI SO1 sampler, brand new, still

boxed with disk library and CDs,

£600 ono. Tel: 021 358 7612.

CASIO FZ1 16 -bit sampling

keyboard with resonant filter, 2Mb,

Avalon sampling -editing software,

huge library, tutorials, Cubase,

Owners Club news letters, complete

package only £699 ono. Andy. Tel:

0532 430177.

CASIO FZ1 home use only plus

Avalon editing software, full library,

£700. Tel: 0533 811422.

EMAX 1 full library inc. Emax

Steinberg Soundworks, very little

use, £950. Dave. Tel: 0297 552566.

ENSONIQ EPS+ sampler 2x

memory expansion, loads of sounds

on disks from the USA, £700 ono.

Paul. Tel: 0272 239506.

ENSONIQ EPS16 plus digital

sampling workstation in good

condition, £1000 ono. Corpral

Lambert. Tel: 0332 367310.

ENSONIQ EPS16+ rack and library,

£950. Adrian. Tel: 021 458 6934

(after 6pm.

ENSONIQ MIRAGE rack sampler

with rare 50KHz expansion

cartridge, £325 complete. Yamaha

TG55, 16 -bit module, £300. Mackie

1604 mixer, still under guarantee,

£725. Fostex MN 8 -track virtually

unused, £695. Michael. Tel: 081 558

3504.

PRO 12 sampler for Atari ST - good

quality samples, £80. Pascal Gabriel

sample CD, f15. Tel: 0908 235113.

PROPHET 2002 rackmount sampler

with real filters, good MIDI spec and

arpegiator, 0.5Mb upgrade, £450.

Tel: 0726 66715.

ROLAND Dj70 sampling

workstation 16Bit quality sampling,

contact Malcom or Paul. Tel: 0206

41796 or 790028.

ROLAND Dj70 sampling

workstation brand new in the box,

unused, all the manuals etc. Surplus

to requirements, offers around

f 1400 (cost £1700 2 months ago).

Dave. Tel: 0222 712539 (ansaphone

24 -hours).

ROLAND 5550 SCSI interface

£100. Tel: 0638 720090.

ROLAND W30 keyboard sampler

including disks and manual, £850.

Tel: 0253 882910.

ROLAND W30 SCSI interface,

unused in original packaging

£150. Tel: 0638 720090.

SIMMs 2x4Mb 17ms, Mac -type,

German made, new unused, £265.

Gerry. Tel: 0442 234747.

RECORDING
ALESIS ADAT, £2495. Allen &

Heath GS24, £2795. Alesis BRC,

£1150. Fostex RH, £995. Sony

DTC1000, £750. Roland R70, 3375.

E -mu Proteus II XR, £575; E -mu

Proteus Ill World, £425. All ono.

Richardson. Tel: 0689 854979.

ART SGE multi FX processor stereo

and MIDI great for keyboards and

guitars. Good condition, must sell,

£200 ono. Tel: 0302 341082.

AUDIX 0M2 mic, high quality,

stage/recording Dynamic mic.

Chrome, boxed very clean, £110.

Gerry. Tel: 0442 234747.

BOSS GE215 EQ 15 -band cost over

£250 sell for £129. Shure SM58

mic, £59. Both mint condition.

Paul. Tel: 0302 538304.

CASIO DA7 DAT portable tape

recorder, still under guarantee,

£275. Len. Tel: 0367 240732.

FOSTEX 820 20 -channel mixing

desk 8 bus, 3Fx sends, 3 -band EQ

insert points on all channels. Quiet

as digital. I year old, home use only,

immaculate, £1500 (cost new) -

only £989 ono. Brian. Tel: 0602

209845.

FOSTEX 820 mixer 20-8-2 with 3 -

band EQ (2 swept), 3 auxiliaries,

46 inputs at mixdown. Good

desk, excellent condition £825;

Fostex M20 1/4" 2 -track with

centre track timecode, excellent

condition £350. Tel: 081 878
0512.

REALISTIC ONE-PIECE stereo

electret condenser microphone with

rotating elements for verticle or

horizontal use. Ideal for live

recordings. Absolutely new and

unused £15. Tel: 0638 720090.

ROLAND M120 mixer £200;

Digitech 7 second delay £120, HH

power amp 75+75 watts, rack

mount £200; Mod80 II modules

inc. case - offers. Tel: Graham,

0252 542990 after 8pm; 0734

885803 9 to Spm.

SANSUI MR6 6 -track recorder,

immaculate condition. barely

used, boxed with manual, £250.

Yamaha MR 12:4:2 mixer,

comprehensive features, excellent

sound quality, boxed, manual,

perfect condition, £300 offers.

Matt. Tel: 0734 784091.

SANSUI WSX1 6 -track cassette

recorder with built-in 8 -channel

mixer, digital reverb and stereo

cassette deck, £350. Tel: 0367

240732.

SIMMONS SPN 8:2, MIDI

automated rackmount mixer, £195.

Tel: 081 783 0537.

SONY MZ1 portable Mini Disc

recorder: 16 Bit 44.1kHz sampling

random access (unlike DAT) 3

months old. Forced sale!!! £399

ono. Tel: 0246 410799 evenings.

STUDER A80 2" 24 -track tape

recorder plus remote, £4900 or

part -ex studio equipment. Fostex

4030 plus 4035 remote control

synchroniser, £690 or part ex. Tel:

0753 542720 days only.

STUDIO FOR SALE: Tascam 248 8 -

track, Alesis S2 mixing desk, Various

popular signal processors, various

popular keyboards eg Ml, Korg

wavestation etc. All items can be

sold separately. Tel: 0248 73763.

TASCAM 38 -8 -track, 1/2"

recorder including Dynamix 3000

16:8:2 mixer. £1300. Tel: 0332

863626.

TASCAM M30 mixer 8:4:2,

immaculate condition, fantastic

sweepable EQ. perfect for

recording, live or DJ, £250. Also

Casio FZ1 memory expansion

wanted. Tel: 071 437 1207.

TASCAM TSR8 multitrack tape

machine. dbx, 3 reels of 1/2"

tape. Home use only -

immaculate. £1475 ono. Tel:

Geoff, 091 213 5914.

DRUMS
AKAI MPC60 mk11 sampling drum

machine with sequencer designed

by Roger Linn. Double memory

expansion, cased, VGC £1095. Tel:

081 20 83679.

ALESIS D4 perfect condition,

boxed, manuals, hardly used, £280.

Neil. Tel: 0252 543750.

ALESIS D4, £300. Dave. Tel: 0297

552566.

ALESIS HR16D drum machine for

sale, good condition with psu,

manual etc. New: £500 sell for

£150. Paul. Tel: 041 774 5659.

ALESIS SR -16. Still the best-selling

drum machine. Boxed & perfect,

only £180. Cubase version 2 for

Atari ST, original disk, dongle, not

original box hence £140. Perfect!

Andrew. Tel: 0353 661160.

KAWAI R50 3 chips fitted, standard

electrodes, £90. Kevin. Tel: 061 620

0058.

ROLAND CR8000 drum machine in

good working order, £300. TB303

Bassline, £400. Both in good

working order. Mick Rogers. Tel:

0703 225823.

ROLAND R8 drum machine with

808, 909 and ethnic percussion

cards, £350. Adrian. Tel: 021 458

6934 after 6pm.

ROLAND R8 drum machine. Home

use only, £375 ono (or swap for

R8M). Tel: 0603 762266.

ROLAND TR707 as used on the

seminal Washing Machine by Mr

Fingers. Classic house machine, with

MIDI, 12 separate Outs, sliders, still

boxed, immaculate, £299. Tel: 0623

751528.

ROLAND TR909 plus manual in

good condition. Tel: 0224 323007.

ROLAND TR909, get the real thing,

only £599. Giles. Tel: 0623 751528.

SIMMONS PORTAKIT, 12 onboard

pads, 6 external pad inputs,

onboard sequencer and FX, £450.

Tel: 081 783 0537.

SIMMONS SDE percussion

synthesiser, £95. Tel: 081 783 0537.

SEQUENCERS
GAJITS BREAKTHRU boxed with

manual, £45 ono. Tel: 061 434

7683.

ROLAND MC50 mint condition,

boxed - excellent for live use.

Richard. Tel: 0902 343081.

ROLAND MSQ700 sequencer. Juno

need sequencing? 202, 303, 808

need synchronising to MIDI? This

is the job. £180 Tel: Dale, 061 448

8210.

STEINBERG PRO24 v3, manual and

dongle, £40. Richard. Tel: 0256

50154.

YAMAHA MDF2 data

recorder/sequencer, new boxed

machine under guarantee, £250.

Gerry. Tel: 0442 234747.

COMPUTERS
ALESIS MMT8, £100 - excellent

condition. Michael. Tel; 0203

416653.

AMSTRAD 1640, 20Mb hard disk,

14" mono monitor, immaculate

condition, Ms -DOS v3.2. Gem

desktop v2.0u. Gem Paint v2.0u.

Basic 2 v1.2. Manual. Offers?

£250. Ross. Tel: 0903 770376.

ATARI 1Kb 520 ST plus Atari

SM144 monitor including Cubase

disks and Cubase manual, £250.

Tel: 0253 882910.

ATARI 520 STFM excellent

condition, boxed, manuals, mouse,

joystick, 20 games, spread sheet,

word processor plus Steinberg 12

sequencer software, £150. Neil. Tel:

0252 543750.

ATARI 1040 ST and hi-res monitor,

TV modulator, games and music

software, home use only, still

boxed, immaculate, only £295. Tel:

0623 751528.

ATARI 1040 ST with Pro 24

sequencer plus external disk drive,

mouse, games and lots of software.

Hardly used, will split - offers

please. Can possibly deliver. John.

Tel: 0734 415144.

ATARI 1040 STE with mouse. 12

months old with manuals £190.

Tel: Stuart 0275 875646.

ATARI 1040 STE, SM124 monitor,

Notatcr v3.1 plus other software,

£500 ono. Adrian. Tel: 021 458

6934 after 6pm.

ATARI ST sampler AVR Pro12, £80.

Pascal Gabriel sample CD, £15.

Dean. Tel: 0908 235113.

ATARI STE 4Mb with SM125 hi-

res monitor. Inc: hard disk, 2nd

disk drive, joystick and over

£2,000 worth of software (inc.

Cubase). Bargain - £650 ono. Tel:

0603 762266.

ATARI STFM 1Mb with mouse and

hi-res mono monitor, loads of

software, Cubase available, £250.

Tel: 0532 680331.

BARGAINS - ATARI 520 STE 1 Mb

£135; 520 STF with Sequencer 1

£70; Alesis SR16 £130; MT32

module £110; Breakthru

sequencer (with manual) f65.

Tel: Chris 0869 249554 after

7.00pm.

C -LAB Explorer 32

editor/librarian for all Roland D -
series and the MT32. As new £49.

Tel: 0638 720090.

BRAND NEW 386sx/33, 2Mb RAM,

120Mb HDD, 3.5" FDD, colour

VGA, unused £699. Still under

warranty. Tel: 0494 716694.

CHAMELEON UNIVERSAL patch

librarian for Atari ST. Micheal. Tel:

0203 416653. Offers please.

C -LAB CREATOR professional 64 -

track sequencing packages includes

manual and dongle. Upgrades to

Notator Logic for an extra £99.

First person with £130 gets it.

Adam. Tel: 041 636 1957 (please

leave a contact number and name).

EPSON LQ1500 dot matrix printer

£50; various software (disks only)

all under £25 each; blank disks, for

example 720K 10pcs f3.50 plus

postage. 0494 716694.

HYBRID ARTS EZ-Track Plus. Great

entry-level sequencer. As new £20.

Tel: 0638 720090.

HYBRID ARTS SMPTE Track Gold

software and synchronisation unit

for Atari ST plus EZ Score notation

software, £99. Len. Tel: 0367

240732.

MASTERTRACKS PRO for the Atari

ST. Professional sequencer. Unused,

as new £49. Tel: 0638 720090.

PC DR T's XLR universal

editor/librarian. Original edits and

saves all patches and much more,

f150 ono. Tel: 0302 341082.

QUINSOFT FB01 librarian for Atari

ST - offers. Tel: 0203 416653.

QUINSOFT K4 editor/librarian. As

new in original packaging £25. Tel:

0638 720090.

STEINBERG CUBEAT. Ideal

introduction to Cubase. Unused, as

new £45. Tel: 0638 720090.

VIRTUOSO V1.13 sequencer for the

Atari ST. The real McCoy with

dongle. As new £99. Tel: 0638

720090.
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AKAI 5950 sample collection. 100+

disks, over 900 samples. Drums,

loops, analogue, basses, strings,

choirs, guitars, FX. Superb

selection. £125. Tel: 081 998 2375

(eves).

AKG 320B VOCAL mic plus boom

stand and lead - perfect, £60. Alan.

Tel: 081 568 9698.

AKG 8330 BT Mkll mic as new with

box and stand adaptor, f95. Also

D321, £95. Please phone Mr Clarke

on 0923 673955.

ALESIS MIDIVERB MKII stereo FX

unit, vgc. sounds great. original cost

£200, quick sale wanted hence,

£120. Key. Tel: High Wycombe 0494

536757.

ARP MULTIVERB ALPHA SE

immaculate condition, 2 months old

will swap for Quadraverb Plus or

Zoom 9120 or 9030 (must be in

very good condition). Dave. Tel:

0527 550485.

CASIO FZ1 disk library including

optional software - 50 disks, £50.

Andy. Tel: 0532 430177.

ENSONIQ VFX/SD1 voices, huge

library, in Atari, Ensoniq or PC

formats. Five disks with 1000 voices

each only £12 per disk or £50 for all

five. Richard. Tel: 0736 67531.

H&SR back issues: every issue from 1

to present (over 120), £40 or any

offer considered, Tel: 081 698 8372.

K4 AND D110 voices, huge library in

Atari disk format. Tel: 061 434 7683.

MTR 19U trolley rack. Virtually

unused, as new £50. Tel: 0638

720090.

PEAVEY PA system comprising

CS1200 amp and pair of HiSys III

cabinets. Fully gig -worthy. Offers

around £1300. Robin. Tel: 0874

62517.

POWER AMPS; speakers; mics;

gates; compressors; radio mics;

Ludwig drums; Gretsch guitar;

Peterson combo; fog machine;

disco mixer; PAR cans; sound,

lighting and recording equipment.

Tel: 0933 50150.

PRO QUALITY SOUNDS available

for Korg Ml, Kawai K1, K4, Roland

D50, Yamaha SY22 and Roland

D110. All on Atari format disks.

Tel: 021 449 8433.

ROLAND M-120 mixer f200;

Digitech 7 -sec delay £120; HH

power amp, 75+75 watts R -mount

£220; Mod80 II modules inc. case,

offers. Graham 0734 885803 9am

to 5pm; 0252 542990 after 8pm .

SOUND PATCHES breathe new life

into your trusty synth with some pro

sounds in Atari format. all major

keyboards and modules supported.

Ring for details Andy 0532 430177.

TECHNICS 1210 Mkll virtually brand

new (four months old) complete

with Stanton 500 AL. Must sell, cash

needed hence crazy price f275 ono.

Kevin. Tel: 0494 536757.

TRACE ELLIOT bass rig TP11 AH250

amp 1084 8x10 cab, £750. Tel:

0344 420006.

YAMAHA RP -5 RAM pack, 32Kb,

protect switch. Offers? £25.

Yamaha BC -6 bench. Keyboard

stool. Offers? £25. Both boxed.

Ross. Tel: 0903 770376.

ZOOM 9030 FX unit, Drawmer

DS201 noise gate, Kenton Pro II

MIDI -CD convertor. Tel: 0744

35567.

WANTED
ATARI PLUS SM124 monitor. Also

wanted Roland RD300S mother

keyboard. Malcolm. Tel: 0206

41796 or 540245.

BIG, STRONG 19" rackmount

flightcase unit preferably shock

mounted (any size considered). Also

Cheetah MS6, Roland JV880 and

Akai ME3OP MIDI patchbay - cash

waiting. Keith. Tel: 0444 831504.

BOSS DR330 or Yamaha TG100.

will pay £220. For sale Gajits

Sequencer 1 Plus, £20. Stereo

replay sampler 8 -Bit, £35. Write to

Mr B B Clarke, 53 Ravenwood Road,

RedHouse Sunderland, Tyne -&-

Wear, SR5 SIG.

CASE OR gig bag for M1 keyboard

and 19" rack bag for Akai 51100.

Cash waiting. Andy. Tel: 0532

430177.

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM for Crumar BIT

ONE synth. My Bit One's back up

memory fails to work when

switched off and on. Do you know

how to fix this fault? Tel: 0224

323007.

GEM S2 or S3 rackmount of

Kurzweil K2000 rackmount. Also

wanted Roland RAS750E and

upgrade for Roland 5750. Paul. Tel:

0302 538304.

KAWAI K4 or Ensoniq EQ80

wanted, will collect, cash waiting.

Alan. Tel: 051 677 8696.

KORG EX8000 any condition. Keith.

Tel: 0444 831504. Cash waiting.

KORG MONOPOLY will pay f150.

Ask for Gary 051 643 1878.

MINI MOOG Kenton Pro II; Roland

PG800 programmer. Cash waiting.

Matt. Tel: 061 248 5312.

OSCAR SYNTH, also wanted

Cubase MIDI mixer maps for editing

tone parameters on Roland MKS70

and Oberheim Matrix 1000. Tel:

0224 323007.

ROLAND JUNO 106 call Jason. Tel:

071 231 8308.

ROLAND JUNO 106 or Jupiter 6 -

cash waiting. Phone Graham 0522

531800.

ROLAND JUNO 106, TR909, TR808,

TB303, SH101, BOSS SE50,

ROLAND TB303 Bass line, must be

in good condition, will swop

Roland SH101 & £200 cash. James.

Tel: 041 228 3068 (office hours).

ZOOM 9030 Quadraverb, DAT

player, 24/32 channel desk, Akai

51000/S1100, Technics 1200, Korg

Ml, studio monitors - cash waiting.

Eddie. Tel: 081 395 2865.

ROLAND SHO9 analogue

monosynth wanted. £75 - cash

waiting. Also cheap noise gate.

Tel: Dale, 061 448 8210.

ROLAND TB303 contact desperately

seeking Anton. Cash awaits. Tel:

0602 675366.

SANSUI WSX1 or Tascam 644, will

pay £500. For sale: SPM 8:2, £100.

Casio VZ10M, £100. Yamaha QX21,

£25. Mr. B.B. Clarke, 53

Ravenswood Road, Red House

Sunderland SR5 5JG.

SEQUENTIAL PROPHET must be in

perfect condition. Will pay £750 or

more. Contact Duncan on 021 444

2681.

YAMAHA SY99 wanted (or similar).

SY77 waveform cartridges. Kevin.

Tel: 0628 663980.

PERSONNEL
"APPLE BOMB" looking for

management/producers/labels if

you have any know how phone

Tony on 0253 737906.

DANCE BAND with big prospects

and record deal seek female vocalist.

Must have a strong and powerful

voice to match other vocalists, such

as: Anita Dells from 2 Unlimited and

Tia Evans from Culture Beat. If this is

you, ring Lee on Sheffield 0742

433735.

DEMO WRITING suite available for

hire. 32 -track sequencing,

produces very high quality demo

recordings. Studio rates - £50 per

8 -hour day. £40 for the

unemployed. SE London. Tel:

Colin, 081 316 5809.

DEMOS WANTED - house,

progressive, Euro, dub, techno.

Also amibient esoteric styles for

successful new record label. Must

be masterable quality. Senior

Records, 23, Market St, Aberdeen.

DEMOS WANTED for new

underground techno, trance and

hard house label. Ben. Tel: 071 731

4983 or send to: 6 Danehurst Street,

London SW6 6FD.

FEMALE SINGER required for well-

known working Birmingham

pop/rock cover band - must be

vocally versitile with charisma. Tel:

0543 673743.

FEMALE VOCALIST available; live

and studio experienced in most

styles. London area. Paid work

only. Tel: Jackie, 081 941 9396

anytime (ansaphone).

IN AN ELECTRONIC band? Want to

press a CD but can't afford it? Then

join me in compiling a CD with

other electronic artists. Share the

costs, distribution and profits. Call

Mark now on 081 855 4096.

KEYBOARD PLAYER required for

recording band, dedication

essential, own gear and transport,

influence Asia, Fluid, It Bites,

Marillion. A Weakly. Tel: 0538

387190 (after 5pm).

KEYBOARD

PLAYER/programmer/samplist

available for all session work. David.

Tel: 0268 542290.

KEYBOARDIST 31 seeks working -

covers band, preferably

professional. Very experienced,

good equipment with average

backing vocals and guitar. Has own

transport and can program

complete backing tracks if required.

Slough or London area. Contact

Kevin 0628 663980.

KEYBOARDIST AVAILABLE for

theatre projects and summer

session. Session work, lecturing in

music technology and sound

engineering. Based in York can

travel nationally. All latest sounds.

Richard. Tel: 0850 474779.

SYNTH PLAYER in Stoke -On -Trent

wishes to join or form synth

band. Recently made redundant -

willing to travel anywhere to get
started. Plenty of gear, plenty of

ideas. Steve. Tel: 0782 660969.

WANTED SYNTH -DRUM

programmer for electronic group

(influences Depeche, Erasure,

Yazoo, Soft Cell). Birmingham

area only. Write: Steve Hazard, 2

School St, Stourbridge. DY8 1 UP.

r
PRIORITY AD ORDER FORM
Please fill in your ad opposite. Ads for the May issue should reach us
no later than Monday 18th April.

Please place my ad in the section

I enclose a cheque for £5 made payable to Music Technology

(Publications) Ltd.

Name

Address

LPostcode

Send your form to: Priority Readers' Ads, MT, Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF.
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To book your advertisement

Telephone

0353
665577

COURSES

AUDIO VISUAL TRAINING
Bon Marche, Ferndale Road, London SW9 8EJ
Tel 071-737 7152 or 071-274 4000 ext 338

We offer full-time, weekend , three month and one year
courses in association with the Audio Visual Industry
providing access to the latest production technology.

Advanced Sound Recording and Production.
1 week full-time intro to Recording and Mixing.
TV Video Pre / Post Production Techniques.
Computer Graphics / Animation.
10 Day Courses: Music Video / 16mm Film Production.
Courses commence on 24th January and 3rd May 1994.

SOUND CAREER
SCHOOL OF AUDIO ENGINEERING

LONDON
PARIS

-SXDNEY
SINGAPORE
VIENNA

HEIF.RLI
AUCKE N

A RIG TWAY TO START YOUR CAREER
IN T IC & BROADCAST INDUSTRIES

INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION - SINCE 1977- PRACTICAL
TRAINING - JOB PLACEMENT SCHEME - 16 COLLEGES

- - -
School of Audio Engineering

LONDON
071-609 2653
SCOTLAND
0236-436561

THE RECORDING WORKSHOP
Offers a 2 month course of 8 creative workshops in

small groups, on recording and production

techniques. 16 track studio near Shepherds Bush.

Hands on experience from the start.

Beginners welcome. All aspects covered from midi,

microphone techniques to EQ, effects use and

mixing. Emphasis on practical experience.

FOR PROSPECTUS: 081 743 2645

City & Guilds Courses
Our 24 track studio and MIDI facilities are the

UK centre for City & Guilds qualifications 2337

and 2338. Sound engineering and Music

Technology courses start at regular intervals

throughout the year.

The certificated course formats are:

* 1 year on day release *
* 7 weeks condensed intensive *

* 1 year evening classes (twice weekly) *
Phone now for details and a free prospectus

London  Belfast  Dublin

16 Havelock Walk,
Forest Hill, London SE23

081 699 6945 Fax: 081 699 5845

FOR SALE

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Mixer Hill Multi -Mix 16-4-2 19' rack -mount

16 direct outs, brilliant! £450

also Studiomaster mixer 8-419" rack -mount
Ideal home recording £250

Call 0425 638860

 Compact Discs from 80p
 Blank Tape wound to length
 DAT Blanks & Copies from £2.88
 Realtime & Loop Bin Duplication
 AMPEX & ZONAL Studio Tapes

SELECTA SOUND 0708 453424

I FAX
L) your

Classified Ad to

MT Classifieds

on

10353
662489

SERVICES

PM S
PANIC MUSIC SERVICES
HI -TECH SERVICE CENTRE

ALL MUSIC EQUIPMENT REPAIRED AND
SERVICED MOOG-ARP, ETC. A

SPECIALITY
SERVICE CENTRE FOR ROLAND, SANSUI

TEAC/TASCAM, YAMAHA & AKAI

0954 231348 or 0860 782541

MIDI SOFTWARE
for the ST

Phone Sam on

0522 533461

STUDIO

nrIcrrinnl- midi
recording

-r I- r:.  CP 1 FS studio

Stale of the ad equipment

Classic digitallanalog synths and samplers

S-750, JD -990, tVavestation SR. Juno 106, 0-50, R -IM, TX802 etc etc

24 channel desk, 30 delay. DAT mastering, programming, production

£8 per hour London? Who needs it!
Planet X Studios on 0202 581141



SOFTWARE, HARDWARE & SAMPLES

BIG TIME
PRODUCTIONS

1.000 VALUE ALL ROUND
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000 M.4 M.)

Mnaeeane

ol* MIME: Si or PC OA
[10001.5aMddmM
KorpOMECOMMOIM,16M EMO,

IMPMM

We now sell 905109 - Cal for details

Sample Libraries 
FT1100 ©14020PER el 41 0
EPS/EPS16+/ASR10/TS10
Korg DSS1/DSM1
YAMAHA SY-85/SY99/
TX16W, Atari ST
Avalon/Genwave/Sound Designer
100's of disks available.
Prices from £2.50 per disk.

Sampling
SAMPLED:6: ASTRO GUDE202 ...........515

ECSTATIC ADD BYTES122.95

SAMPLE 0.A.TS 110.95each

SAMPLE TAPES,

£5.50 CHROME £6.50 METAL
FREE IMP ON ALL ORDERS

to or call for free catalogue for any of the above.

Pro Music
The MIDI Specialists

See our ad in this issue for further

details or call 0284 765785

Only

£6.95
Inc.
P&P

100 + Samples Digitally Mastered
 Percussion, Piano's, onto Chrome Tape

Send Cheques/PO 's ,,,Stertnaptgs,,,E1,,raarss,
payable to.

 Layered Sounds,s.8as POWERAGE STUDIOS
 Effects Sounds 12 St. Peters Footpath
The list goes on and on Margate, Kent, CT9 1TL

Fax your
Classified Advertisement

to +::":-:-
Alex Lamberton :::
0353 662489

HIMIPMS'A

CUSTOM MADE COVERS
Made from nylon, padded and PVC materials

Top quality hand -made covers and cases for all

equipment, keyboards, amps etc

We are official manufacturers and suppliers to:

Stainbarg KORG JBL Fostex VOX
YAMAHA Pro Music WRAC

I

For free brochure/samples please write or phone

CAPITAL MAMBA (GIG)
96 CUMBERLAND AVENUE, WORPLESDON, GUILDFORD, SURREY GU2 6YH

0483 236449
*******
SPECIALS!
*******

Guitar/Bass bags...padded with side pocket and shoulder straps. £30.00 normally £46.00

JBL M -Series covers... to fit M3301M350/M355/M360

Made from ultra thick M330 site £55.00 inc. normally £00.00

black PVC with JBL logo M360 size £60.00 inc. normally £89.00

SEQUENTIAL Prophet
Product Specialists

sales - service - software
original parts - since 1987

call or write for free catalogue
Wine Country Productions
1572 Park Crest Court #505
San Jose, California 95118
USA Phone 408 265 2008

FAX 408 266 6591

CD/CASSETTE DUPLICATION

Thinking of producing...

COMPACT DISC * CASSETTE
VINYL * PRINT * VIDEO

or MERCHANDISE???
Then you only need one number, ours!

ON -Q PRODUCTIONS
081 671 4431
(well OK, perhaps the fax too!)

081 671 3115

ONE OFF CDs

Up to 63 mins £29.00

Digital Editing £15 per hour

CRS 0424 436426
Ref 01::)

FOR THE BEST In
COMPACT DISCS
Minimum quantity 250

Unit 10,

Chadkirk Industrial Estate,
Romiley, Stockport SK6 3LE

Tel: 061-427-8608

FOR THE DEBT in
MUSIC CASSETTES
Duplicated or Custom Wound Blanks

=wies.i.'

music
international

Telephone a ate fa FREE Catalogue

MIDI SONG FILES
6, Unden Close, Westgeteon-See, Kent CT8

Tel: 0843 836150
az: 0843 836151

C.P.Y TALI WHY PAY MORE FOR DATS"

111 PATCHBAYS- DAT R48 - FROM £2.69+VAT!

ONLY C35.99,VAT! DAT R62 - FROM £2.90+VAT!
IWO GREAT DESIGNS DAT R92  FROM £3.39+VAT!

32.WAYJACK

24.WAYJACK SWAY MIDI
DATR122  FROM £3.81+VAT!

REVERSIBLE NORMALISING

0010,'u MSE
MAXELL TAPE.RATED FIRST IN A

TOP SURVEY (COPIES AVAILABLE)

CALL FOR FULL PRICE LIST 'iAT STORAGE RACK -E3 50, VA'
r HOLDS 10 0ATS* LOCKS TWINER*

PLASMA GLOBES * ME STANDING OR WALL MOUNTED r
FROM

£29.995VAT ACTIVE D.I. BOX.C29.995VA7
A PROFESSIONAL QUALITY *

5 PHANTOWBATTERY POWERED*Tel: 0223 208937
Fax 0223 207021

* HIGH AND LOW OUTPUTS *
* FULLY BALANCED *

NORTH ROAD WENDY ROYSTON HERTS SG8 OAB

You can advertise
in this space for as

little as
£40 per month

FOR HIRE

ADVANCED SOUNDS HIRE
 Musical & Studio Equipment
 Home Recording Packages
 New & Used Equipment Sales
 Part Ex / Delivery / Collection
VISA e ACCESS Low Rates. Good Service

081 462 6261 or 8621

STUDIOHIRE
071 - 431 - 0212

I 071 - 431 - 0212

IN STOCK NOW  FOSTEX PORTASTUDIOS,

MULTURACKS & PA FOR SALE OR HIRE

WE ALSO STOCK A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF ANALOQUE RECORDING

EQUIPMENT, KEYBOARDS. BACKLINE AND EFFECTS FORME OR SALE

YOU NAME IT - GOT IT -RING FOR DETAILS

Audiohire
HIRE OF VIRTUALLY

ANY RECORDING GEAR

081 960 4466
or 0836 710 281

NEWTRONIC
SOUND SERVICE

SAMPLE CDs & CD-ROMS

State Of The Art
CD-ROM for EIIINFI (500 Mbyte)

by Grammy Award Winner

ARNOLD ZIELINSKY

Lenny Bernstein's Engineer ....CALL!

NATURAL SOUND SAMPLER VOL 1

DRUMS 8 PERCUSSION

AN OLD FAVOURITE!

SPECIAL OFFER.......... ...£29.95 only

NATURAL SOUND SAMPLER VOL 2

STRING ORCHESTRA!

THE ESSENTIAL LIBRARY

SPECIAL OFFER ...............£29.95 only

NATURAL SOUND SAMPLER VOL 3

SHORT SOUND EFFECTS!

TOP QUALITY SFX LIBRARY!

SPECIAL OFFER ...............£29.95 only

ECSTATIC ACID BYTES

3000 TECHNO/TRANCE SAMPLES

THE PRODUCTION POWER PACK

SPECIAL OFFER £22.95 only

ASTROGLIDE

800 MC 202 SAMPLES

BEST VALUE FOR MONEY CD

ORDER NOW.. £14.95 only

SAMPLE POOL (was Sample Mania)

THE TECHNO/DANCE CD!

MADE IN GERMANY -EXCELLENT

Loops/Sounds/Vocals/SFX

ORDER NOW. £79.00 only

NATURAL SOUND SAMPLER VOL 4

WIND INSTRUMENTS

ANOTHER ESSENTIAL

SPECIAL OFFER £29.95 only

NEWTRONIC SYNTH SOUNDS
SC55 MEGA SOUNDS ........per set only

JD990 MEGA SOUNDS.. per set ...................£29 only

JD800 MEGA SOUNDS.........per set only

JV80 MEGA SOUNDS.. per set . .£29 only

U220 MEGA SOUNDS.. .......2 sets .£29 only

D50 WORLD SET 3000 sounds..........£29 only

014k/ MAGIC PATCHES.......per set ...................£29 only

03R/W MAGIC PATCHES per set ...................£29 only

X3 MAGIC PATCHES.......per set ...................£29 only

i2/3 MAGIC PATCHES per set ...................£29 only

Tseries MAGIC PATCHES.......per set ...................£29 only

WS MAGIC PATCHES per set ...................£29 only

DW8000 PD EDITOR 6 banks .£39 only

SY99 MEGA SOUNDS.. per set .£29 only

SY85 MEGA SOUNDS.........per set ...................£29 only

SY77 MEGA SOUNDS.. per set .£19 only

SY22 MEGA SOUNDS.. per set . .£19 only

TX81Z BEST OF Sounds .......512 Sounds .£19 only

DX7 Best Of Sounds...........1000 Sounds....£14.95 only

EMU VINTAGE KEYS ..................per set .... .£29 only

EMU PROTEUS III per set . .£39 only

PROPHET VS MANAGER (ST)...+ Sounds .£69 only

WALDORF MICROWAVE ............per set ...................£29 only

NEWTRONIC SONGWARE
3000 MIDI SONGFILES IN TOP STUDIO QUALITY!

INCLUDING LATEST CHARTS, POP/ROCK, 60'5f70's
DANCE, GUITAR CLASSICS, JAZZ, CLASSIC,

BALLROOM. WIDE RANGE OF DRUM PATTERNS!
Send £2 in stamps for latest catalogue & demo disk.

NEWTRONIC
SOUND DESIGN & MIDI SOFTWARE LTD

62b MANOR AVENUE SE4 1TE

TEL/FAX +44 (0) 81 691 1087
INTERNATIONAL MAIL ORDER SERVICE

P&P £2 (UK) £5 (EC) £12 (OVERSEAS)
NEXT DAY UK/EUROPE ON REQUEST



FOR SALE

ON

SAMPLING

Buy with confidence:
Patchworks are long established in the
business of software 8 sample CDs, so
for the best service and keenest prices
call 0424 436674 to place your order.=
For further informationsee our full page

advertisement in this magazine
Overseas: please add £5.00 for express

despatch and carriage.
Ni Irademarts and trade names are me mpeny

MEGA BEATS
SAVE £25.00 ON RRP

dos

oilers the comprehensive ranged 30

ml formats Yes acv700 ofigioal

Two, "Eis bee.

VOCAL BYTES
1070 ORIGINAL VOCAL SAMPLES

ONLY

£14.95

ONLY

£24.95

while iisiening FO same aoroe Roc. Aee iecomeo a,pcly n DAI ow edeo m Soim

Tads Also bolded ire Voader Homo,' and Carve Demoted mad Ida calectior is env.

DANCE CONSTRUCTION SET
Kikin' & Livin' HOT from the USA
THE ULTIMATE IN DANCE COMPOSITION
featuiing the... Eilmied

grooves, vocal Coke throws iss moving bowline liqu6 acid loops, urban Weer Fl & o

special bonus seman compiled try EKO Productions featured. The later] roe whines including

ER808/909/606 Moog Predgy, Juno 1 SH 101,18303,k(202

as well as the =proton al elms these mochines bare been exploKed lo new limit51114y pay we for celebrity

endorsernere A1014 95 118 CD will snesch your enogovion NOE yaw paler This CD is awesome, high atone

enew elhoenr & &polo* wool la dl loans ol dance cadmic° leolAing 1200 samples/7d minces d

Eleard Dipole, IF YOU CAN ONLY AFFORD ONE CD TODAY THIS 0E1

£24.95

MT Classified Advertising
Fax your Classified Ad to

ALEX LAMBERT on
0353 662489

MT Classified Advertising

CLASSIFIED ADVERTS
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY RATES

The following are just a few examples of the shapes and sizes available. The
prices shown in the boxes represent the cost per month

1 column (4.4 cm)

3 cm. £45
(+VAT)

1 column (4.4 cm) 1 column (4.4 cm)

4 cm. £120
,,v,T,

2 column (9 cm)

Please note to qualify for these introductory rates i.e. £15 (plus VAT) per
column cm your initial booking must be for three months.

To advertise please send your copy & cheque (including VAT) for the first
advertisement to:

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY (Classified Department), Alexander
House, Forehill, Ely, Cambridgeshire CB7 4AF

or telephone:

Alex Lambert
on

0353 665577

ADVERTISERS INDEX
ABC Music 61

AMG 11

Analogue Systems 39

63Babel
Blue Point 27
Digital Village 30
Eddie Moors 32, 33
Gigsounds IFC
Gorilla 75
Harman UK IBC
Hometech 75
Intasound 59
Korg UK 15, 29, OBC
Lowrie Woolf 58
Merdian 47
Metra Sound 75
Millenium 21

Music Control 34
Music Inn 17
Optikinetics 49
Peavey UK 13
Pro Music 39
Roland UK 3

Silica 71

Soho Soundhouse 80, 81
Sound Technology 6, 7
Soundscape 42, 43
Tech m ate 55
Time & Space 22, 23

Classifieds
Advanced Sounds Hire
Audiohire
Big Time Productions
Capital Mamba
Crystal
Sam Griffiths
Hurricane
Media Production
Newtronic
On -Q Productions
One Off Cds
PMS

Patchworks
Planet X

Powerage Studios
Pro Music
Recording Workshop
Replica
SAE

Selecta Sound
Stage One Music
Studio Hire
Wine County Productions



IT'S OBVIOUS!

elubase Score for Windows combines first
class MIDI recording with Professional Score
Printing - all performed with a transparency and
user friendliness never before seen on
an IBM-PC.

Features alone don't make a good program - the
integration into the user interface is vital, and
Cubase Score's interface is leading edge
technology.

Cubase Score includes both PostScript support
and a dedicated notation -font for high quality
printing. Add to this, true ease of use, and with
Cubase you get maximum flexibility ... with
minimum fuss!

iklusic Publishing with
(:ubase Score',"

Satiate

, .
J t 4` .j

It doesn't matter if you are working on an IBM-
PC, Apple or Atari, there is a Cubase package for
your needs*.
You can upgrade to your Cubase, on any
computer, at any time!

By incorporating important new technologies
such as MIDI Machine Control**, Cubase for
Windows becomes a production environment
without parallel.

Reason enough for Cubase to be successful
worldwide!

Cubase - The Right Choice - Obviously!

Stainbarg
HHarman International Industries Limited

Borehamwood Industrial Park, Rowley Lane,
Borehamwood, Harts WD6 5PZ
Tel: 081 207 5050 Fax: 081 207 4572

Harman Audio

" Cubase Lite, Cubase, Cubase Score or Cubase Audio
e.g. to remote control an Alesis ADAT. Steinberg ACI hardware required

All product and company names are T.. or @ trademarks
of their respective holders.



1 -series
Interactive Music Workstation

I

II

II
II

II

II

II

"It can happen without warning. Something triggers an idea in your head and you want to turn it into music. You need access

to sounds, rhythms and styles which can help you shape it quickly before you lose it. That's when you want to try it all. And let

one idea kickstart another. Workstations are the way to do this. And now Korg have a programmed library of styles you can

really get into. It's the closest you can get to the ideas in your head." To hear Paul 'Wix' Wickens play, listen to the recently

released "Paul is Live" album recorded during the Paul McCartney World Tour.

To hear the remarkable i3, visit your local dealer for a full demo, or contact; RE
KORG UK Ltd. 8-9 The Crystal Centre, Elmgrove Rd., Harrow, Middx. HM 2YR ' 081-427 5377 BREAKING SOUND BARRIERS


